
Guest editors' foreword 

In the past few years computational intelligence has become one of the main research 

topícs at the Széchenyi István University, supported by a continuously renewed annual 

grant provicled by the Research CounciL 

The multidisciplinary character of the Faculty allows several interesting engineering 

application oriented research directions, such as applications in civil and transportation 
engineering. There is also basic research going on in models and algorithms, further in 
control and technolegical aspects of computational intelligence. 

The multidisciplinary Ph.D. school has several students werking in the field and by now 
the name of the University never misses from the list of authars of all major CI 

conferences in the world, such as WCCI, IFSA WC, IPMU, etc. 

We successfully erganized the First Győr Symposium on Computational Intelligence 
(GYSCI) on 23 September 2008. It wasa great pleasure that some ofthe leading experts 
in the field in neighbouring countries and within Hungary have accepted our invitation 

to the First Győr Symposium, such as the keynote speaker Professor Erich Peter 

Klement from Johannes Kepler University Linz, or our invited speakers Professor Peter 
Sincák and Dr. Ján Vascák from Kosice, Professors József Dombi from Szeged and 
Szilveszter Kovács from Miskolc, etc. A large number of our graduate students and 

colleagues have also presented their most recent results. 

This special issue of the Acta Technica Jaurinensis is mainly based on lectures 
presented at the conference. It is our intention that we will periodically publish such 

theroatic issues in the future, this is why the subtitle 'Series Intelligentia 

C omputatori ca', i. e. Series of Computational Intelligenec was add ed, along with a 
change of design of the cover page. This series will be open to submissions from ali 
areas of CI, especially Fuzzy Systems, Neural Networks, Evolutionary Camputation and 
Expert Systems, both to speakers of the coming GYSCI conferences and prospectíve 

authors not connected with these s:ymposia, or the University. 

This volume contains 13 papers. 

The first paper, written by Zlatko Fedor and Peter Sincak propose and implement an 

incremeutal system for linguistic command recognition in multi-agent system MASS 

with Adaptive Resonance Theory. 

Our paper with Péter Földesi proposes a way of defining fuzzy exponents that can be 

useful in the fuzzy extension of enstorner satisfaction models. In case of power 
functions and fuzzy exponents the asymmetric features of function values must be 

handled. The paper presents a simple solution for readjusting the asymmetry that can 

fulfil the requirements. 

József Sziray deals with the calculations perforrned in the reasoning process of rule

based expert systems, where inference chains are applied. He presents a logic model for 

representing the rules and the rule base of a given system. 
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Our paper wíth Rita Lovassy and László Gál presents the concepts of filzzy J-K and D 
flip-flops based on various t-norms. We propose a fUzzy neural network (FNN), in 
which the fUzzy flip-flops with quasi sigmaidal J-Q(t+ l) characteristics implement the 
neurons in a Multilayer Perceptron. 

The paper of Ján Vascák deals wíth the application of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps in 
combination wi th a graph search algorithm A* for purposes of path planning for a 
vehicle in a traffk system with dynamic changes. 

Our other paper with László Gál summarízes the bacterial type evolutionary algorithms 
used for fuzzy rule base identification. W e propose here an írnproved version of the 
bacterial memetic algorithm. 

Péter Keresztes and Timót Hídvégi present the most interesting parts of the design 
process of an emulated digital Cellular Neural Network (CNN) Universal Machine chip. 

Krisztián Balázs investigates the De Morgan identities in fuzzy set theory, especially the 
passibili ty of non-dual behavior. 

Szabolcs Nagy, Péter Baranyi and Péter Gáspár deal with rollover prevention to provide 
a heavy vehicle with the ability to resist overtuming moments generated during 
comering. They study a combined yaw-roll model induding the roll dynamics of 
unsprung masses. 

Our paper with Áron Ballagi and Tamás D. Gedeon proposes that communication 
among intelligent robats by intention guessing and fUzzy evaluation of the sitnation 
might lead to effectíve cooperation and the achievement of tasks that cannot be done 
without collaboration and communication. 

The paper by Gyula Agárdy presents the application of fUzzy rule based systems in 
bridge management. 

Our study with Katalin Tamás shows a way of defining fuzzy signature based models, 
and introduces generalized Mamdaní-type inference on fuzzy signature based models. 
W e have implemented a software capable of calculating a coneiusion for a fUzzy 
signature observation. 

At !ast, the paper written by Szilveszter Kovács gives a short survey on variaus Fuzzy 
Rule lnterpolation (FRI) methods together with a simple demonstration of their 
application benefits. 

W e hope the Read er will study with interest the articles presented in this special issue. 

Győr, December 2008 
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Learning Approach 
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Center for Intelligent Technologies, 
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Abstract. The target of this project is to propose and implement incremeutal system 
for linguistic command recognition in multi agent system MASS, based on 
client-server architecture. Preprocessing is realized with the aid of Mel
frequency cepstral coefficients and classification is realized by modified 
MF Artmap. System allows remote parallellearning of various comrnands, 
their consecutive identification and robot dog AIBO control. 

Keywords: recognition, words, MF Artmap, MFCC, multi-agent, client-server, 

incremental, system, MASS, A/BO 

1. Pro,ject Definition and Task Determination 

The goal of this project is to propose and implement incremeutal system for linguistic 
command recognition in multi-agent system MASS with Adaptative Resonance Theory 

(ART) like methods especially with modified MF Artmap and sound preprocessing 

which is realized with the aid of Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients ([1], 2006). 
Finally, the chosen methods in form ofplugins are tested with this system. 

2. The State of the Art in the Domain 

If we want to sol ve some problems in reallife wi th methods of artificial intelligence, we 
use very often recognition and classification. These concepts are very similar but there 

are slight differences between them. While in process of classification the number of 

classification classes is known, in recognition process these classes are being created 

during the recognition process. The concept of classification can be defined as follows: 
Incorporation of objects or events into specitic classes by the decision rule. The objects 
which are familiar enough are incorporated into the same class. Generally the 
classification rule has some parameters which are changeable. This change of 
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parameters is the training of the eiassification tool. In the domain of linguistic 
command recognition, the neural networks are the common eiassification tools and the 
recurrent types ofthem with adaptive resonance are the best choice in many cases. 

3. Selected Methods and Approaches 

Modified MF Artmap is derived from the existing MF Artmap ([8], 2002) model. It 

utilizes all advantages of original MF Artmap, for example speed of 
learning/eiassification and identification of unknown eiasses. Moreover some errors 
from this neural network have been removed. 

First modification was the change of work with parameter R on comparative layer 
network. ln the original network it performs check of distance from the central eiuster 
for every dimension separately. Original network is using the same parameter R for all 
dimensions and clusters. 

It brings the following disadvantages: 

l. Clusters have very similar measurements and they can't have different size in 
different dimension. 

2. Creation of extra eiusters which are not needed. 
3. The occurrence ofuneiassified inputs even if they belong tocertain eiusters. 

These problems were solved as follows. Comparison distance from the centre eiuster for 
every dimension is done wi th use of parameter R which is different for every dimension 
and eiuster. Then with the creation of a new eiuster, R parameters are assigned for every 
dimension. The parameters are from interval <O, 1>. Second modification is the change 
of update logic for parameter R. At first parameter q is updated by formula: 

qn = qs +l 

where qs is the count of examples in eiuster before addition of new example, qn is the 
count of examples in the updated eiuster. 

Next step is to update parameter X for every dimension. Update of this parameter is by 
original MF Artmap formula: 

l 
Xn =Xs+-·(Xs-X) 

q n 

where Xn is the position of the new centre eiuster in actual dimension, Xs is the value 
original eiuster centre, X is position of the new example, qn is the count of examples in 
eius ter. 

Finally for every dimension of eiuster parameter R is updated with of this formula: 
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sign · [IXn- Xi-IXs- XI[ 
Rn = Rs + __ _,__ __ ..:.__..:.__ _ ____::. 

q n 

l{s-RII2 
new example 

x 
(------\~-- -_-_ -----.... -_-_::_-.::.::.:::J~~---l-_-_ ... _•'":::..-::..-::..-:,.'r·----:< 

X s-R IXs-RI Xs IXs-RI Xs+R 

Fig. l. Update of the dimension eiuster 

w here Rn is new radius of the eiuster for actual dimension, R is old eiuster radius, qn is 
the count of examples in actual cluster, IXn- XI is distance of sample from the centre 
eiuster, IXs- XI is distance of sample from the eiuster center before change, parameter 
sign is described here by the formula: 

. {- 1 i Xs - R l >l Xs - X l 
szgn = ' 2 

. l, otherwise 

new example 

Xn-Rnlf2 x 
~-- ________ __.f?=: • ,--+ 

Xn-Rn IXn-Rnj X n !Xn-Rnl Xn+Rn 

Fig. 2. Updating process for the modification ofthe eiuster parameters 

Next modification of the network was done to solve error situation in original network 
which occurs when new sample falls in the middle of some eiuster but had another 
class. In this case, that eiuster is deleted from the network. 

4. Design and Implementation 

Everything from the previous part was implemented as a piugin for MASS. This part 
will describe MASS and piugin types which are used in this system. 

MASS could be described as multi-agent, incremental, piugin system with client-server 
architecture. With plugins for object recognition it is possihle to learn various objects or 
to recognize them in parallel manner for many clíerlts around the world. Gained 
knowledge will be stored on server which will host the object recognition setup in 
MASS. 
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Client l 

Server 

Fig. 3. MASS Piugin system 

Fig. l describes the piugin system of MASS. Red piugin types are required and together 
they represent the smallest possihle system. Green piugin types are optionaL As you can 
see there can be more filter and processor plugins in the system and processor plugins 
can by placed whether on client or server side. 

Flow plugin is special because the same piugin is placed on both sides and these sides 
are communicating together. Each plugin type will be briefly described in the sequel. 

Flow is required part of the system. This piugin type is roanaging the client-server 
communication. If some user input is needed, forrn is inclucled in the plugin. 

Output is required part of the system. Its task is to provide and react on results provicled 
by server. The reaction could be manipulation with some connected robot or device. 

Input is optional part of the system. It provicles input data from devices like webcams, 
microphones and sensors. 

Filter is optional part of the system. It modifies its input, which can be from Input or 
other Filter plugin. The purpose of its use is similar to that of Filters known from image 
or audio processing. 

Processor is optional part of the system. It can be placed whether on client or serverside 
of the system. Processor should change the input data to data which can be used in 
classífication, eiustering or other types ofHandler plugin tasks. 
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Handler is optional part of the system. This plugin should have all the functionality 
required for mampulatien with data in database. Classification, eiustering and other 
similar operations should be implementcel in this type ofplugin. 

Store is optional part of the system. Here should be implemented everything related to 
data storage. This could be implemented all by authors or they can implement link to 
SQL or similar database system. Moreover also internet can be considered as some sort 
of database. 

5. Experiments 

This section presents experiments on robotic dog AIBO in Siovak language. 
Experiments are using aibo in "remote" regime, when robot could be controlled over 
wifi interface. Piugin InputOutputAudioAibo allows to read the audio data from the 
robot microphone and to send him commands that are dog performs. 

5.1. Training 

Experiments are using follawing verbal commands from four speakers. Commands 
were spoken by three men and one woman. Total word count for training was 165. 
Individual verbal commands were spoken directly to robot AIBO from approximately 
one meter distance without disturbing environment sound. In the next table is the count 
ofrecorded commands from individual speakers: 

,-------~-,--------------------------------------------------~ 

!l commands count 
, in Siovak speaker 1 l speaker 2 speaker 3 speaker 4 r-totalcount 

sadni 4 5 3 l 7 ! 
l language #I(man) (man) (woman) (man) L_ 

~--~--.---~- -·--------+---------~----------~ 

l'ahm 2 5 4 s r-------- 3 
vstan 5 

l--·--ta--n-cu-j--+----5----+l--3·---+-·---3----1r---
2
5 ____ ,-- 6 

ko p ni 

1----~-:_1~]-:~--- 4:55 -·~19~~ 
5 l 3 4 

6 3 5 

. dopredu 
do zad u 

l ez 

5 
5 
5 
5 

4 

3 
5 
3 

~---------~--------~---

5.2. Testing 

3 
-

4 

4 

__L __ _J__j_ 

The test set consists of 58 verbal commands. Speakers were the same from the training 
stage. Commands were spoken directly to aibo at approximately one meter distance 
without disturbing environment sound. Co unt of the commands are showed in the next 
table: 
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commands co unt 
in Siovak speaker l speaker 2 speaker 3 speaker 4 total count 
language (man) (man) (woman) (man) 

sadni l l o 3 5 
l'ahni 2 2 o 2 6 
vstai'í 2 l 2 2 7 
tancuj l l 2 l 5 
kopni 2 l l 3 7 

doprava 2 l l l 5 
do l' ava 2 l 2 l 6 
dopredu l l l 2 5 
dozadu 2 o l l 4 

le z 3 l 2 2 8 

5.3. Resolts 

Parameter R for the neural network was 0.6. Next table shows the classification 
percentage of testing commands. 

predicting class 

actual class 
<d <d .g .g 

~ ·= ~ 
·;:r ·a ~ ~ e 

J ] 
~ "' ~ §' g. .g §' 

!Zl ::.... > ...;.:: "O "O 

sadni 100 o o o o o o o o o 
l'ahni 16.7 83.3 o o o o o o o o 
vstai'í o o 100 o o o o o o o 
tancuj o o o 100 o o o o o o 
kopni o o o 14.3 85.7 o o o o o 

doprava o o o o o 60 40 o o o 
do l' ava o o o o o 33.3 66.7 o o o 
do pred u o 20 o o o o o 80 o o 
dozadu o o o o o o o o 100 o 

le z o o o o o o o o o 100 

Final classification accuracy is 87.93%. 

In the third experiment the cycle count was increased to 5. Results are in the next table. 
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~=--~ 
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predicting class 
·-

l .g .g 
c:: 

"' (lj ~ CfJ ·a >J:: ·s ·a > 
class ..§ ~ 

> <!) 

"' N o til 
ro () p.. "' ... ..!2 ~ "' .c ..... ::::; "ö 

p.. N 
~-l "' ~ "' o p.. o o § u (/) > .s ..!4 o "Ci 

"Ci "Ci "Ci l 
-·· +-o r---o sadni 100 o o o o o o o o 

l'ahni 16.6 50 o 16.6 o o 16.6 o o o o 
a· .. ----o vs tan o o 100 o o 

l 

o o o o 
!----------· o o 100 o ---o tan cui_ __ o o o o o o 

1-- o ·---- o--kopni o o o 100 o o o o o 
doprava o o o o o 80 o o o o 20 

dol'ava O o o o o 16.6 83.4 o l o o o !--;-------:-- __ .. _ 
o o o o o o 80 o o o dopredu ' 0 i 

do z adu o o o o o o o 25 75 o o l 

le z o o o o o o o o o 100 o J 

Final classification accuracy was been 86.2%. 

6. Contribution to the Results in the Domain 

From the experiments you can see that similar words in way of pronw1ciati.on could 
confuse the network. One confusing example are words "dol'ava" and "doprava" which 
cansed bad classification quite often. This special case could be solved by teaching only 
"l' ava" and "pra va". This also shows the robustness of giv en system. 

7. Coneiusion 

This work is us ing modified version of MF Artmap neural network which reach better 
results in comparisorr with original MF Artmap network. It was showed in experiments 
with almost 88% of classification accuracy. System MASS aHowed simple 
implementation of indi vidua! methods that were needed for the recognition in forn1 of 
plugins. 

Output of this work is modified MF Artmap network, plugins for recognition of isolated 
words for system MASS. After system startup of MASS, people for all over the world 
can teach system new words and improve the quality of recognition. 

Next research could improve recognition with additi o nal improvements of the neuronal 
network. Moreover, it could be convenient to implement that system will ask for class 
of the word which is not learned and it will learn it afterwards. It would be good to 
create filter that will be able to remove disturbing environment sounds and focus only 
on speaker voice. 
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Abstract: The fuzzy extensions for heuristic based optimizing algorithrns often face 
the problem of increased number of calculations required to fmd the 
solutions. Even in linear cases the rwming time can be significantly larger 
than for crisp versions. In several management decision making processes 
the uncertainty of circumstances are represented by fuzzy sets and 
numbers, and non-linear features occur as well. In order to handie that kind 
of non-linearity, appropriate representation of the fuzzy power function is 
to be used that can keep the required c01nputation time and resources at a 
reasonable level. In the paper different solutions are compared from 
practical points of views when the bacterial evolutionary algorithm is used 
for the approximation of the optimum. Suggestions for the representation 
of fuzzy exponents are made as weiL 

Keywords: fuzzy power function, non-linear optimization, bacterial evolutionary 
algorithm 

l. Introduction 

In heuristic based applications a key issue is the computational effort The bacterial 
evolutionary algorithm, like other soft computing tools can provide a good comprornise 
between the computational complexity and the accuracy of the solution. If we would 
like to achieve better results, then the parameters of the algorithm need to be increased, 
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and therefore, more computation is needed. Our goal is to diminish the evaluation time 
of one solution, thus more evaluations can be perforrned within the same time as with 
the more complicated descriptions of fuzzy exponents. The fuzzy exponent approaches 
proposed in the literature [2,3] are using complicated shaped membership functions, 
thus they cannot be used in applications where lots of evaluations of these membership 
functions are necessary. lnstead of these techniques, in our approaches, only the main 
characteristic points are considered in the description of fuzzy exponent numbers. 
Several approaches have been presented and it must be emphasized that different 
applications require special representation in order to keep the advantages of the given 
procedure [1,6,7], so in case ofbacterial evolutionary algorithm a certain approach is to 
be followed [ 4,5]. In the paper different solutiens are compared from practical points of 
views when the bacterial evolutionary algorithm is used for the approximation of the 
optimum. Suggestions for the representation of fuzzy exponents are made as weil. 

2. Bacterial evolutionary algorithm 

Nature inspired some evolutionary optimizatien algorithms suitable for global 
optimizatien of even non-linear, high-dimensional, multi-modal, and discontinuous 
problems. The original genetic algorithm was based on the process of evolution of 
biolcgical organisms. It uses three operators: reproduction, crossover and mutation. 
Later, new kind of evolutionary based techniques were proposed, which are imitating 
phenomena that can be found in nature. Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm (BEA) [ll] is 
one of these techniques. BEA uses two operators; the bacterial mutation and the gene 
transfer operation. These new operators are based on the microbial evolution 
phenomenon. Bacteria share chunks of their genes rather than perform a neat crossover 
in chromosomes. The bacterial mutation operatien optimízes the chromosome of one 
bacterium; the gene transfer operatien allows the transfer of information between the 
bacteria in the population. Bach bacterium represents a solution for the original 
problem. BEA has been applied for wide range of problerns, for instance optimizing the 
fuzzy rule bases [10,11]. 

The algorithm consists of three steps. First, an initial population has to be created 
randornly. Then, bacterial mutation and gene transfer are applied, until a stopping 
criterion is fulfilled. The evolution cycle is summarized as follows: 

create initial population 
do { 

apply bacterial mutation for each individual 
apply gene transfer in the population 

} while stopping condition not fulfilled 
return best bacterium 

First, the initial (random) bacteria population is created. The population consists of Ntnd 

bacteria (chromosomes). It is followed by the evolutionary cycle, which contains two 
operators. The bacterial mutation is applied to each chromosome one by one. First, Nc1ones 

copies ( clones) of the bacterium are genera ted, then a certain segment of the chromosome 
is randornly selected and theparametersof this selected segment are randornly changed in 
each clone (mutation). Next all the clones and the original bacterium are evaluated and the 
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best individnal is selected. This individnal transfers the mutated segment into the other 

individuals. This process continuesuntil ali of thesegmentsof the chromosome have been 

mutated and tested. At the end of this process the clones are e limina ted. In the next step 

the other operation, the gene transfer is applied, which allows the recombination of genetic 

information between two bacteria. First, the population must be divided into two halves. 

The better bacteria are called the superior half, the other bacteria are called the inferior 

half. One bacterium is randomly chosen from the superior half, this will be the source 

bacterium and anather is randomly chosen from the inferior half, this will be the 

destination bacterium. A segment from the source bacterium is chosen randomly and this 

segment will overwrite a segment of the destinario n bacterium or it will be added to the 

destinarian bacterium. This process is repeated for Ninf times. The stopping condition is 

usually given by a predefined maximum generation number (Ngen)· When Ngen is achieved 

then the algorithm ends otherwise it continues wi th the bacterial mutation step. 

The basic algorithm has four parameters: the number of generations (Ngen), the number of 

bacteria in the population (Nind), the number of clones in the bacterial mutation (Nclones), 

and the number of infections (N,nf) in the gene transfer operation. 

3. Fuzzy power function and exponents 

The question is how to represent the fuzziness of exponents so that the crisp algoríthrns 

can be kept. If w e use more bacteria in the population, or more clones in the bacterial 

mutation, or the number of generations is increasing, then although the accuracy of the 

solution becames higher, we need more evaluations in the bacterial operations. 

In our paper fuzzysolutionsfor unvaried function y= b+ aXfl (where a, b, p E R) are 

investigated. An obvious solution is to weight the functions and sum up three weighted 

functions with weighted exponents (see Fig 1): 

• a "central" function, where j3, = j3 c 

• a "left-side" function where exponent is calculated by using a-cuts 

fJ 1 = fJ c - (l - a )( fJ c - f3 L ) 

e a "right-side" function, where the exponent is j3 3 = j3 c + (l - a)( fJ R -- j3 c) 

The weights of the functions are calculated in proportion to fi(fJJ membership 

function values based on similar considerations. Thus the function weights are: 

Ií(2a + l) for the "central" function 

And 

a í(2a + l) for the "left-side" and "right-side" functions. 
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a 

l r 1'7J (/3) 

l 
l 
l 
l 

..... 'T' 

l 
l 

Fig. l Weights and exponents based on a-cuts 

jJ- fJL_ 

f3c -- fJL 

j] R -E 
fJR- f3c 

o otherwise 
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fJ 

(l) 

Then the fuzzy solution for unvaried function y== b+ aXP (where a, b, ~E R) is 

Re-arranging (2) we obtain: 

W e can consíder any m=2k+l functions k=/,2,3, ... (see Fig. 2). 
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Jlp(/3) 

p 

Fi g. 2 Exponents form jUnctions 

so we can write the following 

(4) 

}=l j=] 

For any shape ofmembership function we can write: 

"' 
j!l(P)(b +a xfJ)dp 

y= o "' 
(5) 

fll<P)dp 
o 

Using (3) when the value of a--+ O the solution ofbacterial evolutionary algorithm can 
be instable. The reason of this phenomenon is that when a --+ O the coefficients of the 
left side and right side --+ O as weil, that is, the "importance of fuzziness" is getting 
smaller. Therefore we propose: 

J/(3-2a) for the "central" function 

And 

l-a/(3-2a) for the "left-side" and "right-side" functions (see Fig. 3) 
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1-a 
l 

l 

1-a 

a ················································r······························· .............................. .. 
l 

Fig. 3 Weights and exponents based on 1- (a-cuts) 

Thus instead of (3) we obtain: 

Vol. l. No. 3. 2008 

y=-1-(b+a.:xfic)+ 1-a (b+a.:xfic-<1-a)(Pdhl)+ 1-a (b+aJ!lc+<l-a)(Prf3c)) (6) 
3-2a 3-2a 3-2a 

The general formula for any m =2 k+ l po ints can be giv en, w here k= l, 2, 3... is the 
number of a-cuts (see Fig 4): 

1- a2 

·················
1
···························r·············r·····························v·····················i······· 

l l l l 

1 1 l 1 1-a 
l l l l l ···········································································v······ 
l l l 

l l .................................................... T ................................ I... ....... . 

Fig. 4 Exponentsfor mfunctions based on 1-(a-cuts) 

y 

j=l j= l (7) 

Note, thatp(fJk+J)= l, thus 1-p(fJk+l)=O andp(fJ)= p(fJm+I) 
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The continuous formula is: 

/Jn 

J (l - f.1 ( fJ ))(b + a x P ) d fJ 

Y = .!../J"-L ------"----
/Jn 

({J R- {J L)- Jf.l(fJ)d{J 

In case of triangular fuzzy nurnbers 

fi n 

J f.l(fJ)dfJ 
fiL =(fJR-fJL)/2 

so (8) can be recast as: 

Vol. l. No. 3. 2008 

(8) 

(9) 

The results are biased since the right side, the greater exponent values have the same 
coefficient, so certain transformations seem to be reasonable. One option is to use a 
slope instead of a-cuts: 

f..l-p(/3) 
1 a 

-----------------------L-; ~r/:::,·'' 
·····, l 

l 
l 
l fJ 
l 

Pe p; 
Fi g. 5 Asymmetric representation of exponents based on siopes 

Where AL = fJL - r(fJR - fJL) 

and r ~ o ' o ~ a ~ arctg l 
flc- fJL + y(fJR- fJL) 

Then 

and its coefficient 

{J~ = /JL (tga+ ytga- tgB1)- y{JRtga 

tg/J -tgB1 
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(ll) 

For practical reasons this version is not too "attractive" considering the required 
camputation time and resources. ln order to eliminate that problem we canre-adjust the 
asymmetry by us ing asymmetric exponents and coeffícients: 

f-L p ({J) 

a 

Fig. 6 Asymmetric representation of exponents based on dijJerent 1-(a .. cuts) 

Then instead of (6) we obtain 

l 1, l-a 
y= ------(b+ ax ') + --------------

l+(l+..l)(l-a) i+(l+J,)(l-a) 

where O S }v S 1 (12) 

The general formula for any m=2k+J points can be given, where k=J,2,3 .. is the 
number of a-cuts 

where ..t, ={l ({ J=_1,2, ... ,k +l 
A if J ... k +2, .. . ,m 

The continuous formula is: 
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fo- Jl(fJ))(b +a xf!)..t(fJ)dfJ 

Y = ~filc....- --------=----· 
j! R 

({JR- /]L)- Jfl(fJ)Jc(fJ)dfJ 
PL 

(13) 

(14) 
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Where l(fl) = t 

A-(jJ) 

A -

o Pe 

Fi g. 7 Characteristic function for A.(fJ) 

4. Practical application 

4.1. Conditions and targets 

For designing and developing products/services it is vital to know the relevancy of the 
performance generated by each technical attribute and how they can increase customer 
satisfaction. Improving the parameters of technical attributes requires financial 
resources, and the budgets are generally limited. Thus the optimum target is to achieve 
maximum customer satisfaction within given financiallimits. Kano's quality model [9] 
classifies the relationships between customer satisfaction and attribute-level 
performance and indicates that some of the atlributes have a non-linear relationship to 
satisfaction [8], rather power-functíon should be used. For the customers' subjectíve 
evaluation these relationships are not deterministic and are uncertain. 

The benefit of fuzzy extension can be measured by the advantage we obtain analyzing 
the outputs. Difference between overall satisfaction values was considered, but what 
more important is the structure of technical attributions has to be examined. The aim is 
to allocate the limited resources subject to the maximum profit requirement. The 
customers' assessment of technical attributes is very uncertain especially at the 
heginning of product life-eyele so in Kano's model the exponents of satisfaction 
functions cannot be considered as deterministic values. For practical reasons a simple 
paramctric representation must be used, in order to keep the required camputation time 
and resources at a reasonable level. 
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4.2. Formulating the problem 

The general target is to achieve the maximum economic result wíth the rninimum use of 
resources, that is to maximize customer satisfaction with the minimum cost. The task 
can be mathematically formulated by maximizing overall satisfaction (S) not exceeding 
given cos t limit (C) 

Let S1 (x;)= b1 + a1x/' i= J.2 .... n 

be the customer satisfaction generated by technical attribute x; 
O <x1 < < cJJ is a real number variable 
a; > O is a real constant 
f/1 > O is a real constant 
b; is a constant suchthat sgn(b1) = sgn ({J; - J) 

fuxther i= l, 2, .... n 

be Lhe cost of manufacturing technical attTibute at level X; 

fi ?:: O, V;?:: O , X; ?::0 are real constants 

Let 

and 

n 

S:::::: L (b,+ a1x/;) be the overall satisfaction 
i---=1 

C = f (j~ + v 1 x,) be the total cos t. 

Then the general formula is: 

Let fs;(x;) --->max, subjectto I C1(x,)::::; Co 
i=l l::::l 

where C0 is a given constant. 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

( 19) 

An eft1cient solution in the practice is when the membership of each function is 
represented by the exponent fJ. If fJ is considered as a fuzzy number then the features of 
each technical attribute are given by the shape of the membership function. The main 
features of each set are: 

• O < fJ < l ( degressive) 
• fJ= J (linear) 
• fJ > l (progressive). 

In our application the optimal values of these x; variables need to be found. It is done by 
the bacterial evolutionary algorithm in which one individual is an (x1, x 2, ... , X n) vector. 
The parameters of the bactetial evolutionary algorithm are the number of generations 
(Ngen), the number ofbacteria in the population (N;nd), the number of clones in the bacterial 
mutation (Nctones), and the number of infections (Ninf) in the gene transfer operation. For 
the fuzzy model we use the follawing data and fuzzy exponents: 
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SJ(x1) = JO + O.J x/8 

S::(xJ) =5+ 0.15 x/8 

S3(x3) = O + 0.45 x/ 
S4(X4) = -5 + O. J 5 x/·5 

Ss(xs) = -JO + 0.35 x/5 

fJ1= (1.7, J.8, 2.2) 
fl::= (1.6, J.8, 2.J) 
fJJ= (0.7, J.O, 1.2) 
!14= (0.4, 0.5, 0.8) 
fJs= (0.4, 0.5, O. 7) 

C1(x1)=40+J5x1 

C1(xJ) =20+ 20 x 2 

CJ(XJ) = JO +2 XJ 
C4(x4) = 20+ 0.2 x4 
Cs(xs) =40+ 0.5 x5 

Co= 1250 

The results are shown in Table l. and Table 2. 

Tab/e J. Resu/ts of fuzzy approximation aceording to (3) 

a IJ); XI X] XJ X 4 Xs 
0.01 256 o o 559 3 2.66 
O .l 301 74.6 o o 1.1 0.5 
0.5 304 74.5 o o 3 3 
0.9 249 o o 559 3 2.7 
"l. O 252 o o 558 6 5.5 
"Case of a=J means the crisp solution. W e also get back the original results in 
case of a=O, since the weights of the functions are O 

Table 2. Resu/ts of fuzzy ap proximaiion aceording to (6) 

a IJ); XI X:: X 3 X 4 Xs 
0.01 561 74,6 o o 0.43 0.4 
0.1 492 74.6 o o 0.5 0.4 
0.2 429 74.6 o o 0.2 0.2 
0.3 378 74,6 o o 0.4 0.4 
0.4 337 74,6 o o 0.7 0.3 
0.5 304 74,6 o o 0.5 0.5 
0.6 279 74.5 o o l 0.6 
0.7 253 o o 559 3 2.7 
0.8 251 o o 559 3 2.7 
0.9 251 o o 559 3 2.7 
"l. O 252 o o 558 6 5.5 
"Case of a= l means the crisp solution. 

In the numerical example the fuzzy solution is signiticandy different from the crisp 
( deterministic) version, not only in terms of total satisfaction but - what is more 
important-in terms oftechnical attribute levels. In both case when a.=0.9 the X; values 
are practicali y equal to the original solution, but at a. =O. J the set of X;-s transforrned and 
attractive (progressive) technical attributes seem to be more important 
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5. Conclusions 

Soft computing applications set different requirements regarding the representation of 
uncertain, fuzzy values. These requirements are based on the nature of uncertainty and 
fi.JZziness, and the characteristics and features of appii ed algorithms must be assessed as 
weiL There are several methods that can be a theoretic foundation of paramctric 
representation, but in case of power function and fuzzy exponents the asymmetric 
features of function values must be handled as wel!, since for practical reasons 
(computation time and resources) the continnaus formulascannot be used efficiently. In 
this paper a simple solution for readjusting the asymmetry is also presented. 
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Abstract: This paper deals with the calculations in the reasoning process of rule

based expert systems, where inference chains are applied. It presents a logic 

model for representing the rules and the rule base of a given system. Also, 

the fact base of the same expert system is involved in the logic model. The 

proposed equivalent representation manifes ts itself in a logic network. After 

that, a four-valued logic algebra is introduced. This algebra is used for the 

calculatíons where forward chaining is carried out. Next, the notion ofline

value justification is described. This operation is applied in the backward 

chailling process, also on the base of the previously introduccd four-valued 

logic. The paper describes two exact algorithrns which serve for the 

forward and backward chaining processes. These algorithrns can be 

implemented by a computer program, resulting in an efficient inference 

engine of an expert system. The achieved result enhances the re liability and 
usabili ty of the intelligent software systems which is extremel y important in 

embedded environments. 

Keywords: Expert system, rule base, inference chains, computational complexity, 

multi--valued logic. 

1. Introduction 

The application area of embedded systems and the related econamical and reliability 

requirements imply a specific hardware-softwm·e structure that is significantly different 

from the resources available in modem high-end systems. The relatively low processing 

performance, small memory space and the safety prescriptions have resulted in various 

architectural properties and programming solutions [1]. In case of real-time safety

critical systems the reaction time for the extemal events is a key issue [2]. It means that 

the speed of the calculations is a eritical factor. On the other hand, the same applies to 

the memory consumption. 
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In many eas es, artificial intelligence is realized within the frames of expert systems. This 
approach has gained a wide-spread use in controlling railway stations, dangerous 
chemical processes, po wer stations, airplane flights, medical system.~, etc. These 
applications are equally related to safety-oriented systems. 

As known, the most common form of storing knowledge in expert system.s is the use of 
rules. It means that the knowledge base (long-term memory) consis ts of rules and fac ts. 
The other componeni of such an expert system is the inference engine which is the most 
important factor for a successful operation. An inference engine usually works in a fixed 
mam1er, for cxample, it could be designed as either data driven (i.e., forward reasoning 
or forward chaining) or goal driven (i.e., backward reasoning or backward chaining), 
however, most of the modern systems may weil use bothwaysof reasoning [3)-[6]. 

The major concern related to the inference processes is their excessive computational 
amount The algorithmic complexity deríves from the fact that the task to be solved 
belongs to the so-called NP-complete problems. As known, NP-complete problems have 
a computational complexity fur which there exists no upper bmmd by a finite-degree 
polynomial of the problem size. It means actually that the number of the computational 
steps is fmite, but unpredictable [6]-[9]. Here the problem size can be expressed by the 
number of rules in the knowledge base. Due to the described features of the 
computations, the execution speed of the software is a crucial factor. This feature 
concerns espccially the embedded real-time systems, where the response time rrmst 
always be kept within a previously specified limit. 

The paper deals with the calculations in the reasoning process of mle-based expert 
systems, where inference chains are applied. It presents a logic model for representing 
the rules and the mle base of a given system. Also, the fact base of the same expert 
system is involved ín the logic model. The proposed equivalent representation manifests 
itself in a logic network. After that, a four-valued logíc algebra is introduced. This 
algebra is used for the calculations where fonvard chaining is canied out Next, the 
notion of linc-value justification is described. This operation is used in the backward 
chaining process, also on the base of the previously inu·oduced four-valued logic. The 
paper describes two exact algorithms which serve for the forward and backward 
chaining processes. These algorithms can be impJemented by a computer program, 
resulting in an efficient inference engine of an expert system. 

2. :Fundamental Concepts 

In a ru] e-based system, any mle consísts of two parts: the IF part, called the antccedent 
(premise or condition) and the THEN part, called the consequent ( condnsion or action). 
The basic syntax of a rule is: 

IF <antecedent> THEN <consequent>. 
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In general, a rule can have multiple antecedents joined by the keywords AND 

(conjunctíon), OR (disjunction), or a combination of both. Negation ofan antecedent is 

also allowed. In this case the NOT operator is used. For example, 

IF the spill is liquid 
AND the spill pH < 6 
AND the spíll smell is vinegar 
THEN the spill material is acetic acid. 

Forward chaining is an inference rnethod where rules are matched against facts to 

establish new facts, finally reaching a conclusion. In case of backward chaining the 

system starts wíth what it wants to prove, and tries to establish the facts it needs to prove 

the initíal fact. The components of the reasoning process that are applied, constitu te the 

so-called inference chain. 

The knowledge base consists of the set of rules (rule base), and the set of facts (fact 

base ), w here the ru! e base is permanent, while the fact base contains an initial set of 

facts depending on the actual task to be solved, and it changes in aceordanec with the 

concrete reasoning process. 

The existent expert systems build up the knowledge base in a usual data-base structure, 

and their inferencc engine applies an exhaustive search through aU the rules during eacb 

cycle. The aim of the search is to find the appropriate rules for which the antecedents or 

the consequents satisfy the actual conditions. As a consequence of this process, systerns 

wi th a large set ofmles (over 100 rules) can be slow, and thus they may be unsuítable 

for real-time applications, especially in the field of embedded systems [4]. 

In the follawing a novel knowledge representation based on Boolean algebra and logic 

networks will be presented. On this base, a four-valued logic system is introduced. This 

new model results in a significantly more efiícient inference processing than the 

classical one. The computational improvement is estimated to be at least two orders of 

magnitude, which is due to the small memory usage and fast operations ín the logic 

domain. 

3. The U se of Boolean Algebra and Logic Networks 

The relations of Boolean algebra can also be used for the rule-based systems. As it is 

well-known, Boolean logic involves two values: O (false) and l (true), where the 

follawing three basic operations are used: logic AND ( denoted by the multiplication 

point('), logic OR (denoted by the additiorr sign (+), and logic NOT (denoted by an 

apostrophe succeedíng the actual variable). For instance, A' means the negation of A. 

It can be easily seen that the logic conditions within the rules can dírectly be substituted 

by the corresponding Boolean operations and logic gates [10]. As an example let us 

consider the follawing set of rules, where the facts are denoted by capitalletters: 
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IF C AND D THEN L, 

IF NOT E THEN K, 

IF L ORK THEN P, 

IF E AND M THEN Q. 

The Boolean description of the above rules is the following: 

L""C·D, 

K= E', 

P=L+K, 

Q=E·M. 

These four rules can be represented by four logic gates: two AND gates, one NOT gate, 
and one OR gate. Now, ifwe connect the inputs and outputs ofthese gates in aceordanec 
wi th the identicalletters, the logic network of Figure l will be obtained. 

It should be noted here that in case of a simple dircet rule, for example, 

IF U THEN V, 

its corresponding Boolean forrn will be 

V=U. 

This relation is represented by a YES gate which does not modify its input value. 

p 

,--~ Q 
'-------------1 \------

--------------iL__./ 
M 

Figure 1. The logic n et work for the rule bas e 
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4. The Use of a Four-Valued Logic System 

4.1. The truth tables 

As known, the origirral Boolean algebra is based on a two-valued logic, i.e., on O and l. 

These are called detennined values as well. If a fact is true in the ínference process, then 

i ts logic variable will have the value l, if it is false then its value is O. However, as far as 

the general algebraic treatment of rule bases is concerned, it requires more than iliese 

two values. It can be proved that the number of necessary and sufficient values is four 

[ll], [12]. It means that in additiorr to O and l, two more values are to be involved. 

These arc as follows: 

l) The indifferent or don't care logic value: d. It is interpreted in such a way that the 

network line which carries this value can take on either O or l free ly, without influencing 

the computational results. 
2) The unknown logic value: u. In this case we have not any knowledge about the 

concrete logic value (O, l or d) of the network line carrying u. 

The treatment of the four values can be extended to the basic Boolean operations. This 

extension is summarized inthetruth tables ofTable l, below: 

AND o l d u OR o 1 d u NOT 

o o o o o o o l d u o 

1 o 1 d u l 1 l l 1 1 o 

d o d d u d d 1 d u d d 

u o u u u u u l u ll u 1.1 

Tab le l. Truth tables of the four-valued logic system 

It should be remarked that there are other noteworthy logic systems with four values, 

e.g., those proposed in [13] and [14]. In these systems (and also others), O, l, 

"dívergent" and "meaningless" are used. The basic deviation is that the values in the 

other systems are interpreted and applied for a differing purpose. 

Next wearegoing to show how the given truth tables are used for forward and backward 

chaining. To reach this goal, consider the rule base above and the logic network 

be longing to it (see Figure l). Let the initial set offacts be as follows: 

T0 ={A, B, C, D, E, G, H}. 
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4.2. The forward chaining procedure 

In our representation, the forward chaining is performed in the follawing way: 

Step 1: C = l and D = l, since they both are in the fact base, which results ín 
L = 1, so L is placed in the fact base. 

Step 2: E= l, because E is in the fact base, from which it follows that K =O, 
but L = l alone implies P = l, so P is placed in the fact base. 

Step 3: The fact base does not contain M. In our logic system it can be 
interpreted as M = u. Though E = l, due to the unk..noW11 value ofM, this is not 
suíiícient to imply Q = l. It means that Q =u, thus Q cannot be placed in the fact base. 

Here the final coneiusion of the forward chaining was that fact P is tme alone. 

The above computational procedure can also be called forward tracing of the logic 
values. It means that we calculate the output values of the logic gates with knowledge of 
the gate-input values. As a matter of fact, this kind of tracing values is nothing else than 
log ic simulation, which is a really fast process on computers. 

4.3. The backward chaining procedure 

The same way as before, the backward chaining proccdurc involves backward tracing of 
the logic values through the network. Now the input values of a gate have to be 
deterrnined with knowledge of the actual gate-output value. In this case the goal is to 
justify that a primary output value is l, i.e., a selceted fact is true. It requires a 
successive decision process which is also called line-value justification [ll], [12], [15]. 
As known, line-value justifícation is a procedure with the aim of successively assigning 
input values to the logic elements in such a way that are consistent with each 
previously assigned value. (This concept is an auxiliary calcula ti on process for justifying 
an initial set of logic values in a network, first applied in the so-called D-algorith111, for 
two-valued logic [16].) 

The backward tracing of the logic values can also be performed in accordance with the 
four-valued truth table. However, this principle differs in somepoints from the forward 
tracing. In case of forward tracing, the output value of a gate is to be calculated with 
knowledge of the input values at the gate. Ifthe inputs are given then they deterrninc the 
output unambiguously. On the other hand, for a given output value at a gate not only one 
input combination can be assigned, there maybemore thanone possihle choices. 1ftwo
input gates are considered, the possihle choices are summarized in Figure 2 and Figure 
3. If the number of inputs at a gate w ere more than two, it wo ul d increase the number of 
choices, but would not cause any difference in principle. 
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d 

l 

o 
o 

No solution exists 

ll 

o 

ll 

Figure 2. Backward tracing choices for an AND gate 

No solution exists 

o 

u 

u 

Figure 3. Backward tracing choices for an OR gate 
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When performing this process the following viewpoints have to be taken into 

consideration: 

• Only the determined logic values, O and l, hav<: to be traced back, i. e., these 

values are to be justified at the gate inputs. The value of d needs no justificatíon, 

so it is unnecessary to trace it back. The output value of u is justifi ed only by the 

input values of u. 

• Since d does not require justification, it is worth assigning the minimum number 

of determined values to the gate inputs, while leaving the others at the value of d. 

• In this logic systern, the determined values and u are consistent only with d. This 
fact is to be taken into consideration when a network line has already a 

prevíously assigned value, and another value is required at the same line. 

Whenever a contradiction, i.e., inconsistency occurs, we have to make a new 

choice or change the last poss ib le decision. 
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In o ur example (Figure l), the computations proceed as follows: 

Step 1: The proof of P = 1: At first let K = l and L = d, which are the 
minimally necessary assignments. Now from K = l it follaws that E = O, which is a 
contradiction, for E is in the fact base, so E = l holds. 

Step 2: W e have to modify our previous decision: Now let L= l and K"" d. In 
this way L = 1 is justified by C = l and D = l, without any contradiction. 

Step 3: It is unnecessary to trace back the value K = d, since the indifferent 
value does not require justification. So the proof of P has been finished. 

Step 4: The proof of Q = 1: This condition requires that both inputs to the 
AND gate be l, Le., E = l and M = l. Since E is a member of the fact base, E = l 
holds. However, M is missing from the fact base, which means that M = u. In this case it 
is impossible to justify (pro ve) that Q = l. 

5. Coneiuding Remarks 

This paper has presented a logic model which is directly applicable for inference chains 
in expert systerns. Both forward and back:ward reasoning can be perforrned on the base 
of the model. In comparisorr with the conventionally organized knowledge bases, the 
calculations using this four-valued logic can advantageously be organized and carried 
out in embedded computing systerns due to the follawing reasons: 

• The storage requirement of the four logic values at the network lines is 
negligible: only two bits are necessary and sufficient for coding thern. 

• Computations among logic values are ab ovo fast and efficient. This fact 
manifests itself especially when bit-level implementation is applied. 

• The data-base structure of a network is comparatively simple, and requires 
minimal memory space. Only the gate types and the input-output cormections of 
the gates are to be encoded and stored. The forward and backward tracing are 
carried out directly on this network structure. 
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Abstract: This paper concems the role that fuzzy operations play in the study of 

behavior of fuzzy J-K and D flip-flops (F\ We defme various types ofF\ 

based on well known operators, presenting their characteristic equations, 

iliustrating their behavior by their respective graphs belonging to various 

typical values of parameters. Connecting the inputs of the fuzzy J-K flip

flop in a particular way, namely, by applying an additional inverter in the 

connection of the input J to K (K=l-J), a fuzzy D flip-flop is obtained. 

When input Kis connected to the complemented output (K =J-Q), or in the 

case of K = 1-J, the J-Q(t+ J )characteristics of the F3s deríved from the 

Y ager, Dombi, Hamacher, Frank, Dubois-Prade and Fodor t-norms present 

more or less sigmoidal behavior. Two different interpretations of fuzzy D 

flip-flops are also presented. W e pointed out the strong influence of the 

idempotence axiom in D F3• s behavior. A method for constructing 

Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks (MLP NN) with the aid of fuzzy 

systerns, particularly by deploying fuzzy flip-flops as neuronsis proposed. 

Keywords: t-norm, t-conorm, fuzzy J-K jlip-flop, fuzzy D flip-flop, Multilayer 

Perceptron (MLP) constructed from P neurons, Fuzzy Flip-F/op Neural 

Network (FNN) 
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l. Introduction 

In fuzzy set theory the study of triangular operators has been going on for a long time. 
The three basic crisp (Boolean) Jogical operations (namely, complementation -
negation, íntersection- conjunction and union - disjunction), well-defined on traditional 
sets, can be generalized in many ways using fuzzy sets. When Zadeh first introdneed the 
concept of fuzzy sets [ 15] he proposed operators for set complement, intersection and 
union. These operators have been referred to classic, standard or Zadeh-type ones. The 
generalized class of intersections was shown to satisfy the axiomatic properties of t
norrns, while unions were proven to be t-conorms (s-norms). 

The fuzzy literature offers a large variety of tríangular operators; researchers still 
propose again and again new fuzzy operations to be used in a gíven field. Obviously, 
the perforrnance of fuzzy systems depends from the choice of different triangular 
operators. Despite the variety of available fuzzy set operators, however, the dassic 
triple of complement, intersection and union still bear particular significance, especíally 
in the practical applications. The big eballenge for fuzzy researchers is to fit the fuzzy 
se ts into the context of applications. 

The paper is structured into five sections. After the introduction, in Section 2, we 
present the concept of a single fuzzy J-K t1ip-flop, using the fundamental equation as it 
was proposed in [12]. 

In Section 3, a comparative study of several types of fuzzy J-K flip-flops based on 
various norms has been made and it was shown that, broadly, they may be classified 
into two types, one of which present quasi S-shape J-Q(t+ l) characteristics and the rest 
with non-sigmoidal character. Comparisan between fuzzy J-K flip-flop with feedback, 
fuzzy D flip-flopanda different interpretation to define fuzzy D flip-flop is presented. 
Section 4 is devoted to the investigation of the F3 based neurons and the Multilayer 
Perceptrons (MLP) [10] constmcted from them. We proposed the Fuzzy Flip-Flop 
Neural Network (FNN) architecture. We show that it can be use for approximating 
variaus simple transcendental Junctions, such as a simple sine wave, a complex 
trigonometric function with one variable, anather trigonometric function with two 
variables, a rational function with two variables, and a benchmark pH problem model. 
Comparisan between different types of FNNs and the target tansig (hyperbolic tangent 
sigmaid transfer function) characteristics NN are presented in Section 5. 

2. The Concept of Fuzzy J-K Flip-Flop 

The fuzzy J-K flip-flopisan extended form ofbinary J-K flip-flop. In this approach the 
truth table for the J-K flip-flop is fuzzified, where the binary NOT, AND and OR 
operations are substituted by their fuzzy counterparts, i.e. fuzzy negation, t-norm, and 
co-norm respectively. The next state Q(t+ l) of a J-K flip-flop is characterized as a 
function of both the present state Q(t) and the two present inputs J(t) and K(t). For 
simplicity (t) is amitted in the next. The so called fundamental equation of J-K type 
fuzzy flip-flop [12] is 
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Q( t+ l)= (J V -,K) A(J v Q) A(-,K v -.Q) (1) 

w here -,,A, v denote fuzzy operations ( e.g. -,K = 1-K ). As a matter of course, it is 
possihle to substitute the standard operations by any other reasonable fuzzy operation 
tri p let ( e.g. De-Morgan triplet), thus obtaining a multitude ofvarious fuzzy flip-fl op (F3) 

pairs. 

ln [9) we studied the behavior of F3 based on variaus fuzzy operations. 

In the next Section we will give an overview of the different type J-K F\ based on 
familiar norms weil known from the literature, namely the standard (min-max), Y ager, 
Dombi, Harnacher (including algebraic), Frank, Dubois- Prade and Schweizer- Sklar 
ones, using the standard complementation in every case. After introducing their 
characteristic equations we will illustrate their behavior by the graphs belenging to the 
next statesoffuzzy flip-flops for typical values of Q, J and K 

Some researchers tried to relax the constraint of associativity for fuzzy connectives. In 
[3] a pair of non-assodatíve (non-dual) operations for a new class of fuzzy flip-flops 
was proposed. The behavior of the "Fodor type fuzzy f1ip-flop" developed from a 
modified version of the operations was also evaluated for comparison. 

3. J-K F3s Based on Various Fuzzy Connectives 

This section provicles a comprehensive overview of the behavior of fuzzy J-K flip-t1ops 
based on various fuzzy operatíons. A set of ten t-norms, combined with the standard 
negation, was analyzed to investigate, whether and to what degree they present more or 
less sigmaidal (S-shaped) J-Q(t+ l) characteristics in particular cases, when K = 1-Q, 
K=l-J, with fixed value of Q. Only a few t-norm pairs present non-sigmaidal behavior, 
with piecewise linear characterístics and several breakpoints. One ofthem (the algebraic 
norm pair) having the advantage of the hardware implementation of F3. Circuits based 
on algebrai c no rrns are presented earlier in [ll]. The implementation was done by us ing 
fuzzy gate circuits. 

3.1. Fuzzy J-K Flip-Flops Based on Some Classes of .Fuzzy Set Unions and 
Intersections 

In his very first paper on fuzzy sets Zadeh proposed the standard (min-max) t-operators 
on fuzzy sets [15]. U sing standard negation (2), they are as follows: 

c( a)= 1-a 

i5 (a,b) = min(a,b) 

u5 (a,b) =max( a, b) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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In this case, equation (l) can be expressed as 

Q(t +l)= min(max(J, (1- K)),max(J,Q), max( (l- K),(l-- Q))) (5) 

the characteristical equation of the standard type fuzzy J-K flip-flop. 

U sing the algebraic norrns 

iA(a,b)=ab 

uAa,b) =a +b-ab 

(6) 

(7) 

The fundamental equation of the algebraic type fuzzy flip-fl op [ll] can be rewritten in 
the form 

Q(t+l) =J +Q--JQ-KQ (8) 

Lukasiewiez no rrns [7] and the corresponding Q(t +l) definition is presented 

iL (a, b)= max( a+ b -l, O) and uL (a, b)= min(a +b, l) (9) 

Q(t+l) == max(min(J +(1-K),l)+min(J +Q,l)+min((l-K)+(l- Q),l)-1,0) (l O) 

Min and max are often selceted as the t-norm/s-norm pair. This choice is mainly due to 
the simplicity ofthe calculations. 

Yager, in [14), proposed an infinite family of possible fuzzy operation pairs. The 
intersectíon of two fuzzy sets a and b applying the Y ager t-norm has the expression 

i" (a, b)= 1- rnin[l,((l- ar+ (l- bt Y w J for a,b E [o, l] (ll) 

where values of parameter w lie within the open inten,al (O, CJJ ). By the way for w = l it 
gives the Lukasiewiez t-nonn. For simplicity we use the following denotation 

ua, b)= a iw b. 

The dual expression oft-conmm is defined by 

(12) 

for w as before. Similarly to (12) uw(a,b) =a u w b. 
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U sing such as triplet, the maxterm form in the unified equation (l) can be rewritten as 

Several values of parameter w in the Yager-nonn were considered, in an effort to tune 
the J-Q(t+ l) characteristics of the correspond ing F3• 

The pair of Dombi-class operators (similarly, a De-Morgan triplet) are defined as 
follaws [7]: 

The unified equation of the next state can be expressed as 

Parameter a lies within the open interval (O, oo ). If J= O, K =O or Q= O (14) results in 
division by O the expressions are extended to their respective limit values. Both the 
Yager and the Dorubi operators are classic (monotonic, commutative, associative and 
lilnit preserving) t-norms and co-norrns. The character of standard, algebraic, Y ager and 
Dombit-norrns for a selceted parameter value is iliustrated in Figures 1-4. 

a 

Figure l. Standard t-norm Figure 2. Algebraic t-norm 
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Harnacher t-norrns are the following [7] for v E (O, oo) 

. ab 
z8 (a,b)=- ,and 

v+ (1-v)(a +b -ab) 
( b) - a+b-(2-v)ab 

U8 a, -
1-(1-v)ab 

(16) 

The definition of Frank operators [7] for sE (O, oo) 

iF(a,b)=log, l+ s- s- ; uF(a,b)=l-log, l+ s - s -[ 
( a l )e l) J [ ( 1- a l)( J b l) J 

s-1 s-1 
(17) 

-----~ 

o a 
a 

Figure 3. Yager t-norm w= 2 Figure 4. Dombi t-norm a = 2 

The Dubois and Prade (10] operators are for d E (0,1) 

. (b)= ab . ( b)==a+b-ab--rnin(a,b,l-d) 
1 D P a, , u D P a, 

- max(a,b,d) - max(l-a,l-b,d) 
(18) 

Schweizer and Sklar investigated the following class oft-operators [13] 

i 8 _5 (a,b) = max(O,a-p +b-p -1)-11 P; u 8 _5 (a,b) = 1- max(O,(l- ar P+ (1-brP -1)11 P 

p E (-oo,oo) (19) 

In [3] a pair of non-associative (non-dual) operations for a new class of fuzzy flip-flops 
was proposed. The operations proposed combined the standard and Lukasiewiez norms 
by the arithmetic mean and resulted into the following operations: 

. ( b)= iL(a,b)+i5 (a,b) z F a, 
2 

d { b) uL(a,b)+u8 (a,b) 
an u F a, = 

2 
(20) 
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In a similar way, using the respective expressions for fuzzy set intersection and union, 

we givein [8] the unified equation of the J-K F3 in this case. 

W e will r efer to this new type of F3 as Fodor type fuzzy flip-flops (because of the first 

author J. Fodor) by F4 . 

3.2 .. Fuzzy J-K flip-flop, K=l-Q (fuzzy J-K flip-flop with feedback) 

The next figures depict the behavior by the graphs belonging to the next states of 

different type fuzzy J-K flip-flops for various typical values of Q, J and K, in the 
particular case, when K = 1-Q. Figure 5 and Figure 6 bring examples for non-sigmaidal 
F3s (min-max and algebraic types). U sing the parameterízed families of Y ager, Dombi, 

Hamacher, Frank, and Dubois-Prade norms for typical parameter values, we obtained 

rnore or less S-shaped J-Q(t+ l) characteristics. The 2D figures and the sections of the 
3D surface are approximately sígmoidal as it is shown in Figures 7-12. Figures 13 and 

14 depict the behavior of the fuzzy J-K flip-flop based on the Schweizer-Sklar and 
Fodor norrns. There are obviously several breakpoints and lines in the surface because 
of the max and nrin operations in the formulas. N evertheless the sections of the surface 

in are again more or l ess sigmaidal as it is shown for some typical values of Q and J. 

Figure 5 

J-Q(t+ l )characteristics of standard 

type P 
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J-Q(t+ J)characteristics of algebraic 

type F3 
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Dombi typeJ-K F3 a=2 
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l Fodor type K-1-Q 
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3.3. Fuzzy J-K flip-flop, K=l-J (fuzzy D flip-flop) 

Connecting the inputs of the fuzzy J-K flip-flop in a particular way, namely, by 
applying an in verter in the connection of the input J to K, case of K = 1-J, a fuzzy D ilip
flop is obtained. Substituting .K =J in equation (l) and let D=J, the fundamental 
equation of fuzzy D flip-fl op will be 

Q(t+l) =(Dv D)A(DvQ) A(Dv -,Q) (22) 

Figures 15-18 show the behavior of the fuzzy D flip-flop introduced above, substituting 
to equation (22) the standard, algebraic, Yager and Dombi norms. For a weil selected 
parameter values (i.e. w=2 and a=2) and Q value, the J-Q(t+ l) characteristics present 
nice quasi sigmaidal behavior. 

As an alternative approach, Choi and Tipnis [l] proposed an equation which exhibits the 
characteristics of a fuzzy D flip-flop, as follows 

Q(t + 1) = (D)A(Dv Q) 1\(-,Qv D) (23) 

W e will re fer to this new type of fuzzy D flip-fl op as C ho i type fuzzy D flip-fl op 
(because of the first author B. Choi). Comparing the characteristical equation of the 
fuzzy D flip-flop (22), wíth expression (23), thereis an essential difference between the 
two fuzzy flip-flops. Substituting D=J= 1-K, the two formulas differ in the first member. 

D = D v D holds only in the exceptional case, when the t-conorm is idempotent. 
Idempotence for T and S means that [2] 

T(x,x) =x and S(x,x) =x for all x E [ü, l]; 
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o 

o 

Figure 15 
Standard type D P 

Figure 17 
Y ager type D P 

o 

o 
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Figure 16 
Algebraic type D P 

Figure 18 
Dombi type D P 

It can be proved [4] that t-norm T is idempatent iff T = min, and t-conorm S is 
idempatent iff S = max. 
For example, using the algebraic norm 

uAa,a) = a+a-a ·a= 2·a-a2 =a (24) 

is true only in the borderline cases, i. e. when a = O, or a = l . It is surptising ho w much 
the satisfaction ofidempotence influences the behavior of the fuzzy D flip-flops. 

Although, the J-Q(t+ l) Choi fuzzy D flip-flop characteristics for standard, algebraic, 
Yager and Dombi norms (Figures 19-22) also present approxirnately sigmoidal 
behavior. Comparing Figures 15-18 and 19-22 belonging to the two types of fuzzy D 
flíp-flop with the same norms, it can be seen that, for the same value of Q, the curvature 
differs, which fact leads to arather different behavior in the applications. 
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o 

o 

Figure 19 

Standard type Choi D P 

Figure 21 
Y ager type Choi D P 

4. The Fuzzy Flip-Flop Based Neurons 

o 

o 
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Figure 20 

Algebraic type Choi D P 

Figure 22 
Dombi type Choi D P 

Next, a fuzzy network is proposed, in which an artifidal neural network-like approach 

is designed to construct the knowledge base of an expert system. 

W e study the effect of applying some well know t-norms in the investigation of the F3 

based neurons and the MLPs constructed from them. An interesting aspect ofthese F3s 

is that they have a certain convergent behavior when their input J is excited repeatedly. 

This convergent behavior guarantees the learning property of the networks constructed 

this way. 

In our approach the weighted input values are connected to input J of the fuzzy flip-flop 

based on a pair of t-norm and t-conorm, having quasi-sigmoidal transfer characteristics. 
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The output signal is then computed as the weighted sum of the input signals, 
transfonned by the transfer function [5]. 

In this concept, K=l-Q (feedback J-K F\ or K=l-J (D F3) is proposed. When input K 
of the F3 is connected with output Q , or when input K is connected wi th J, an 
elementary fuzzy sequentia! unit with just one input is obtained. Now J can be 
considered as an equivalent of the traditional input of the neuron. The behavior of Choi 
type fuzzy D flip-fl op was als o evaluated for compariso n. 

From the neural networks perspectíve (regarding to the ability to use the learning and 
adaptation mechanisms used with dassic neuron models), suitable t-nonns may be 
deployable for defining fuzzy neurons. 

4.1. Fuzzy Flip-Flop Network 

A very commonly used architecture of neural network is the multilayer feed forward 
network, which allows signals to flow from the input units to the output units, in a 
forward direction. In general, two trainable layer networks with sigmoid transfer 
functions in the hidden layer and linear transfer functions in the output layer are 
universal approximators [6]. 

The model for the neural system now proposed is based on two hidden layers 
constituted from fuzzy flip-flop neurons. Networks now proposed are sensitíve to the 
number ofneurons in their hidden layers. Too fewneuronscan lead to underfitting, too 
many neurons can cause similarly undesired overfitting. The functions to be 
approximated are represented by a set of input/output pairs. AU the input and output 
signals are distributed in the unit intervaL During network training, the weights and 
thresholds are first initialized to sma11, random values. 

5. Fundion Approximation by Multilayer Networks 

5.1. Single sine wave (various norms) 

A fuzzy flip-flop based neural network, with a transfer function using algebraic, Y ager, 
Dombi and Fodor operatorsin the hidden layers furthennore a linear transfer function in 
the output layer, was used to approximate a single period of the sine wa ve. The number 
of neurons was chosen after experimenting with different size hidden layers. Smaller 
neuron numbers in the hidden layer result in worse approximation properties, while 
increasing the neuron number results in better performance, but Ionger simulation time. 
The training was perfonned for different size hidden layers and flnally a 1-4-4-1 FNN 
was proposed as good and fast enough. 

Different random initial weights were used and the network was trained with 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with 100 maximum numbers of epochs as more or less 
suffi ci e nt. 
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In our present experiments we forced Q= 0.32, because this value ensured rather good 
learning abilities. W e suppose however that flexible Q values might lead to even better 
learning and approxirnation properties in the future. 

The expression of the function to be approxirnated was: 

y= sin(c1.x)/2+0.5, (25) 

where the input vector x generated a sinusoidal output y. The value of constant c 1 was 
chosen 0.07, to keep the wavelet in the unit intervaL The parameter ofDombi operators 
was fixed a=2 while the Y ager F3 was set w=2. Both fixed parameter values provirled 
good learning and convergent properties. Figure 23 presents the graphs of the 
simulations for fuzzy J-K flip-flop based neural network. It can be observed that the 
algebraic F3 provicles a fuzzy neuron with rather bad learning ability. The Fodor F3 is 
much better but it is still eleady deviating from the target function. 

Tab le l sumrnarizes the l 00 runs average approximation goodness, by indicating the 
MeanSquared Error (MSE) of the training and validation values for each ofthe tansig, 

algebraíc, Y ager, Dombi and Fodortypesof FNNs. Comparing the mínímum, median 
(median value of the array), mean and standard deviation (StdDev) values, the Dombi 
and Y ager type neural networks perforrned best, thus they can be considered as rather 
good function approximators. The worst results were produced obvíously by the 
networks based on Fodor operators and especially algebraic F3s. Although, Fodor fuzzy 
flip-flops presented favorable rnathernatical properties, they had not very good 
approxirnation behavior. 

Figure 24 compares the behavior of the fuzzy J-K flip-flop with feedback, fuzzy D flip
flop and Choi type fuzzy D flip-flop based NN. The fuzzy flip-flops are based on 
algebraic norms. Table 2 coneiudes the different MSE of the training and validation 
values regarding to the above mentioned cases, complete with the target values. 

<~:1J , eJ, o,z ,o,;l o.• rJ5' 9,6 , o7 n,a o,!t 1 

Figure 23 
Simulation resu/ts 

Figure 24 
Simulation results 
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TABLE J. Single sine wave 

l F3 Neuron 
MSE Training MSE Validation 

Type --+------,-----.,.----,-----~------.----,------,--·-----1 

f
' Min Median l Mean StdDev. Min Median Mean StdDev. --·----+----+-----·+-----+--------

tansig 9.3xlo·1' 3.7xl0'8 l 5.4x](r3 2.lxl0'2 9.2xl0.14 1.7x!O·' 5.2xlo·' 2.lx!O·' i 
~(targ.et) -+---~----+-----------------+-----~----1------+-------
r--Algebraic 9.lx10.3 5.2x10"2 5.8xl0·2 2.7xlo·' 8.9x10"3 5.9x!o·' 6.4xl0·2 2.8x10·2 

1 Yager 6.7x10"7 3.7xl0"2 5.6xl0 2 5.1x10·' 9.2xl0·7 4.!x10·' 5.7xl0'2 5.3x!O·'l r------t-----+---+--· ----,-- -· l Dombi 21_~ 46xl(f2 1---6 5xl0 2 t51xlO·' 4.7x!0 8 6.2x!O·' ___ 6.5x~?-' 4.9xlo·' 1 

l Fodor 9.7xl0 4 4.lxl0 2 5 4xl0 2 3 7xl0·2 6.6xl04 4.7xl0 2 1 6.0xlo·' 4.lx10·' '------'---- ~----------~------'-------' 

TABLE 2. Single sine wave 

MSE Training MSE Validation l F'N:rroot -------,, ----.,----------.-----t---~-:-:--~--------r--
_M_in___ Mean StdDev. Min Median l Mean l StdDev. 

1 (target) 1_.2_x_J_o __ ·9+----+-l.-2x __ l_O_'-+I-5_ .. 6_x_l~.Oxl0. 9 1.lxl0 7 
' 2.2xl0'3 l 1.5xl0·2 

JK-FF 9.2x10"3 7.6xl0'2 3.9x10'2 l 4.8x10"3 6.6xlo·' 7.8xlo·' 4.9xl0·' 
-- -----~--- -D-FF 6.6x10"5 2.8x!O·'. 3.3xW~ 1.2xl0·4 J.Sx!O·'~I0- 2 3.6x10"2 J 
-------+--~+----+------------ - l '"--~----, 
__ c_H_o_r __ o_-F_.F__,__5._3x_J_o_·'~-- 6.lx!o·' 1 3.4xl0 2 1 4.8x!0~~~~-·3_x_J_o-_'-L--4_l_x_Io_-_' _Ji 

5.2. Two superimposed sine waves with different period lengths (various 
no rrns) 

When instead of a single sine wave a more complex wave form was used, in order to 
obtain the same results we increased the neuron numbers in the hidden layers to 8 
neurons in each. W e proposed a 1-8-8-1 F3 based neural network to approximate a 
combination of two sine wave fonns with different period lengths described with the 
equation 

y= sin(c!'x).sin(cc•X)/2+0.5. (26) 

The values of constants c1 and c: were selected to produce a frequency proportion of the 
two components l :0.35. Same as in subsection 5.1 we compared the network function 
approximation capability in the above mentioned cases as is shown in Figures 25, 26. 

It is interesting that aceording to the numerical illustrations, the average of l 00 runs 
mean squared error of training and validation values (Tables 3, 4), the sequence is again 
the same as it was in the case of the single sine wave. Our hypothesis is that among 
these four Dombi neuron is the best and the Y ager neuron is not much worse. 
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F3 Neuron 
Type 

tansig 
(target) 

Algebrai c 

Y ager 

Domb i 

Fodor 

F3 Neuron 
Type 

tansig 
(target) 

JK-FF 

D-FF l 
CHOID-FF 

Figure 25 
Simulation resu/ts 

TABLE 3. Two sine waves 

MSE Training 

Min Median Mean StdDev. Min 

6.8xl0·8 l.6xl0·6 l.2xl0·4 3.9xl0_. 3.2xl0.7 

2.! x l 0-2 4.6xl0·2 4.8x10'2 1.8xi0·2 1.9xlo·2 

3.8x10-6 6.lxlo·3 2.lxl0·2 2.2xl0·2 4.9xl0·5 

2.3xlo·7 3.4xl0·2 3Jxl0-2 2.3xl0·2 2.2xl0-6 

4. lxi0-3 4.2xl0'2 4.2xl0'2 2.6xlo·' 6.2xl0·3 

TABLE 4. Two sine waves 

MSE Training 

Min Median Mean StdDev. Min 

1.3910'8 1.6xl0'6 5.7xl0-4 3.4xl0'3 4.8xlo·7 

l.lxl0·2 4.7x10'2 4.9xl0·' l.7xl0·2 l.7xl0'2 

1.7xl0_. 1.5xlo·2 2.3xlo·' 2.lxl0'2 2.! x l 0_. 

!.3 x !O·' 5.3xto·' 5.\xlO·' 1.9xl0·2 l.Sxl0-2 

5.3. Two - input trigonometrical function 

Vol. l. No. 3. 2008 

Figure 26 
Simulation results 

MSE Validation 

Median Mean 

6.2xlo-s 6.3x10-4 

5.2xlo·' 5.3xl0'2 

8.4xl0·3 2.4xl0·2 

3.2xl0'2 3.2xlo·' 

4.2xl0'2 4.4xl0·2 

MSE Validation 

Median Mean 

2.9xl0·5 1.4xl0·3 

5 .l x !O·' 5.5xl0·2 

1.5xl0·2 2.8xl0'2 

5.3xlo·' 5.6xlo·' 

StdDev. 

2.2xl0'3 

2.3 x !O·' 

2.6xl0·2 

2.5xl0·' 

2.5xlo·' 

StdDev. 

4.1xlo·3 

2.2xlo·' 

3.4xlo·' 

2.5xl0'2 

From another point of view, we compare the Y ager type FNN with the Dorobi one, 
whose characteristic equation was mentioned in Section 2. We approxirnated the 
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following two dimensional function composed from sin and cos components, using a 
1-20-20-1 feedforward neural network structure. 

(27) 

The 3D scenes using Yager and Dombi operators are depicted in Figure 27 and 28 
respectively. The parameter of Dombi operators was fixed a=2 and the Y ager F3 

parameter was set to w~2. Both fixed parameter values provicled good learning and 
convergence properties. In particular the parameters of the family of Y ager and Dombi 
norms were optimízed for this purpose. 

Comparing the minimum mean squared errors, the Dombi and Yager type neural 
networks can be considered as rather good function approxirnators. The MSEs 
appearing at the top of the graphs are instantaneous values, iliustrating very well the 20 
runs average approximation goodness. 

Y~gar·f'F- MSE" 4f!l'J&.006 

Figure 27 
Simulation resu/ts 

5.4. Two dimensional polynomial input function 

Figure 28 
Simulation resu/ts 

A simple two dimensional polynomial input function was used for evaluating and 
comparing the approximation properties of the proposed F3 based neural networks. 

(28) 

The combination of the multi-dimensional linear function and the one-dimensional 
quasi-sigmoid functlon gave the characteristic sigmoid cliffresponse. 

The network with two hidden layers combined a number of response surfaces together, 
through repeated linear combination and non-linear activation functions. Figures 29 and 
30 illustrate typical response surfaces of two input and a single output units. From iliese 
scenes, comparing the MSEs, it is not difficult to ascertain that the best average 
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performanec is given again by the Dombí F3 based neural network which is followed by 
the Y ager one. 

Figure 29 
Simulation results 

Figure 30 
Simulation resu/ts 

In the future we plan to do simulations with a wide range of different functions and 

pattems to confinn our hypothesis. It may be worth while comparing a multitude of 
Dombi type F3s when parameters a are assuming their whole range. 

5.5. One - input benchmark model (pH problem) 

Finally, the performanec of our fuzzy flip-flop based neural network was tested on one
input benchrnark model the so called pH problem. The test points consist of a 101 

input/output data with very uneven distribution: 

Domain: [0.034914, 0.743401] 
Range: [0.0001, 1.0000] 
No data in (0.19, 0.38); (0.39, 0.59); etc. 

In this case we compared the performanec of the tansig F3 nem-on type wi th the Dombi 

one. Figure 31 shows that in the domain with just a few data po ints, in the middle area 
there are outlayer points, thus the curve belonging to tansig is deviating from the target 

and produce overfitting. At the same time, the Dombi one follows very níce by test 

points ínterpolating everywhere unifonnly well. 

It is somewhat surprising, that comparing the m1mmum MSE values (Table 5) 

belonging to this two cases the results are quite different, there the tansig based 

approximation still outperforms the Dombí F3 network. 
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6. Condusions 

TABLE 5. pH problem 

F3 Neuron Ti:Ee 
MSE Minimurn 
Training Median 

Mean 
StdDev. 

MSE Minimum 
Validation Median 

~-
StdDev. 

AlJ 

09 

0.11 

0.7 

0.6 

tansig Domb i 
9.67xW 0 5.76xlo·' 
1.28x!O· 2.78x!O"" 
l.54xlo·6 3.37xl04 

!.Ol x !O·' L 97 x W' 
2.24xlo· 4.5lxl0. 
4.15xl04 2.17xl0·' 
5.30x10"' 5.79xl04 

1.97xl0·2 2.59xW3 

1

-Target 
~ tansig 

l -DombeFF 

l 
,p~l 

:: (v-~-~-:;] 
iü 

ll.< 

OJ 

. 

o i 
.o 0.1 0.2 0.3 

Figure 31 
Simulation results 

Vol. J. No. 3. 2008 

The concepts of fuzzy J-K and D flip-flops based on various t-norms have been 
presented. The unitied equations describing these flip-flops and the characteristics were 
giv en. A fuzzy neural network (FNN) was proposed, in which the F3 s, wi th quasi 
sigmoidal J-Q(t+ l) characteristics, substituted the traditional neurons. W e tuned this 
neural network to perform as a function approximator based on a combination of 
trigonometric and polynomial test functions. W e compared the performanec of various 
type FNNs based on fuzzy J-K, D and Choi type D flip-flops, additionally using 
algebraic, Yager, Dombi and Fodor norms. The results were promising, the proposed 
fuzzy D flip- fl op based neural network w as found to be supe ri or to the other approach es 
in approximating test functions. 
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Abstract: This paper deals with application of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) in 
combination wi th a graph search algorithrn A* for purposes of path 

planning for a vehicle in a traffic system with dynarnic changes. In this 
paper a simulation of a parking problem is shown. The term parking 
problem is reserved for searching a suitable parking place and path 
planning. The purpose of this paper is to show possibilities of using FCM 
in a dynamic environment, too. 

Keywords: algorithm A·. fuzzy cognitive map, graph search algorithms, path planning 

1. Introduction 

Let us consider a situation on a parking place surrounded by lots of shops wi th moving 

cars trying to park on diverse parts to have the shortest distance to a chosen shop or a 

full-autornated production line where individnal workplaces are interconnected by 
robotic cars. 

In both cases path planning is necessary partly to achieve the goal ( shortest distance to a 

shop or achieving giv en workplace) and partly to a void traffic jam or crash. In this 

paper we would líke to focus on using artificial intelligence means as graph search 
algorithms, namely A* algorithm, and Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) for this kind of 

problems and to prove their effectíveness on a parking problem. 

The main objective of this approach is to verify suitability of FCM in their utilization 

for path planning purposes because there are still only very few sources ( e.g. [l O]) for 
doing comparisan this proposed approach to other ones based on FCM. Huge number of 

possihle path planning approaches and specitic proposed experiment also do not enable 

to do mutual comparisen because they take into account diverse aspects of a given 

problem. The main motivation for using FCM is their comprehensibility for a human. 
An overview about path planning methods can be found in [2, 8]. 

At first, we will shortly describe both used means and especially FCM as relatively 

unknown knowledge representation form for fuzzy systems. Then we will characterize 

the parking problem and show necessary modifications of A* algorithm using FCM for 
purposes of estimating search cos t in A*. After that a simulation example wi th dynamic 

traffic will be shown with some coneiuding remarks. 
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2. Description of Used Methods 

In next sections the means from different parts of artificial intelligenec will be 
described. The more kno\vn graph search algorithms represent symbolic approach to 
problem solving, where a problem is described by symbolic relations between notions. 
FCM are a part of computational intelligenec and use numeric expressions to describe 
the meaning of a given notion. It seems to be reasonable to interconnect these two 
approaches to get description power in notions as well as in their mutual relations. 
However, it is necessary to remark that connecting symbolic and numeric (sub
symbolic) means of artificial intelligence is a relatively rare case. Therefore it was one 
arrother reason to explore this alternative. 

2.1. G ra ph Search Algorithm A* 

Let us have a graph consisting of nodes x interconnected by edges. A goal of graph 
search algorithms is to find the shortest way in a graph ( e.g. a graph of a parking place ). 
The general scheme ofthese algorithms can be described as follows [8]: 

l. Insert starting node Xs into a queue Q and denote it as visited. 
2. While Q is not empty do: 
3. Pick out a node x in a way from Q. 
4. If x is a go al node x g then 
5. return SUCCESS and finish the algorithm 
6. else 
7. deterrninc all descendants x' of x (x and x' are connected by edges ). 
8. For aU x' do: 
9. If x' was not yet visited then 
l O. insert x ' in to Q 
11. mark x' as visited 
12. else 
13. determine what to do with x'. 
14. Rcturn FAILURE and finish the algoritbm. 

Based on how the queue Q is sorted, i.e. which order nodes x are picked out in, ~ve can 
define various searching a!gorithms. The fundamental ones there are forward searching 
to breath and to depthas well as their backward modífication. 

Amore sophisticated method how to manipulate with Q is Dijkstra's algorithm [4]. It is 
based on cost calculation of paths. The edges e of the graph are assigned cost values 
l(e). The order of elements x in Q is determined aceording to a cos t function C(x), which 
represents path costs from star1ing node Xs to the node x. C(x) is a summarion of edge 
cos ts l(e) creating the path. In other words, for a descendant node x' we get: 

C(x') = C(x)+l(e), (l) 

w here l(e) is the cos t of the connection from x to i ts descendant x'. Jn accordance to 
values C(x) the sequence of x in Q will be ordered as non-decreasing. In the case of 
repeated visiting a node x' and calculating a lower value C(x ') the what to do function 
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will replace the old cost value by the new one and will initiate a new reordering the 
queue Q (see the line 13). It can be proven ifthere exist some solutions then Dijkstra's 
algorithm will find the optimal one [3]. 

The A* algorithm is an extension of Dijkstra's algorithm wíth the aim to minimíze the 
number of explored nodes. Let us consider a path from Xs to Xg via x. The equation (l) 
can be generalized to a form: 

C(xg) =C( x)+ H(x), (2) 

where C(x) is the cost from Xs to x and H(x) the cost from x to Xg· C(xg) is then a total 
cost from Xs to Xg via x. During searching we can incrementally calculate C(x) but 
usually we do not know the cost of remaining path to the goal in advance. W e can try to 

estimate the value of H(.Y) by a heuristic, i. e. we will get H (x). Againit can be proven 

if we underestimate the value of ll(x) then the A* algorithm will find the optimal path 

(5]. Ofcourse, if the estimation l!(x) equals H(x) then the algorithm will explore the 

rrrinimal number of nodes (minimal computational efforts). The lower estimation the 

greater number of nodes will be explored. If H (x) = O then the A* algoritlnn will 

degenerate to Dijkstra's algorithm. Hence the only functional difference between these 

two approaches is that A* will us e instead of (l) the relation C (X') + If (X') for 

ordering Q. 

2.2. Cognitive Maps 

In general a Cognitive Map (CM) is an oriented graph where its nodes represent notions 
and edges causal relations. Mostly, notions are states or conditions and edges are actions 
or transfer l:l.mctions, which transform a state in a node to another one in another node. 
For instance, we can also rewrite the general scheme of searching algorithms to such a 
form as shown in the fig. l. 

CM is able to describe complex dynamic systems. It is possihle to investigate e.g. 
cycles, collisions, etc. Besides it is possihle to define strengths of relations, too. 
Origirrally they were represented by three values -l, O and l. Another advantage is i ts 
human-friendly knowledge representation and ability to describe various types of 
relations (more detailed e.g. [9]). 

FCM represents an extension of CM and was proposed by Kosko in 1986 [7]. The 
extension is based on strength values that are from an interval [-l; l] as wc ll as the 
nocles can be represented by membership functions. Strengths or rather weights after 
their comhining correspond to rule weights in rule based systems. 
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is empty 

FAILURE 

is a goa! 

SUCCESS 

insert x' what to do 

goto ( goto 

~ 
mark x' 

Figure J: A CM representing the general scheme of searching algorithms; numbers in 
nodes correspond to line numbers of the scheme. 

T here are two basic fonnal definitions of FCM [l, 13]. Further, the definition by Chen 
[l] will be used where FCM is defined as a 3-tuple: 

FCM = (C,E,a,jJ) (3) 

w here: 
C - finite set of cognitive units (nodes) described by their states 

C= {CpC2 , ... ,C"} 

E - finite set of oriented connections (ed g es) between nod es E = { e11 , e12 , .•• , e""} 

a - mapping a: C~ A on interval [-1; l] 
B - mapping jJ: E~ B on interval [-1; l] 
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In other words, a is a membership function placed in a node and the result is a grade of 

mernbership for values entering such a node. Sirnilarly, P does the sarne but it is placed 
on a connection, í.e. it is its weight represented as a rnernbership function. Further, we 

will use ~ only in forrn of a crisp number. 

For computational representation ofFCM a trausition matrix is used. For an example in 
fíg. 2 it willlook as: 

o -l o -l 

~1 -l o l o 
E= o o o o 

]J o o -l o -l 

o o o o 

Figure 2: An example of FCM with crisp edges. 

Cognitive units arc in each time step in a certain state. Using transitiorr matrix we can 
compute their states for next time step and thus repeatedly for further steps. Sirnilarly as 
for differential equations we can draw phase portraits. To preserve values in prescribed 
lirnits a boundary function L is used, too. So we can compute the states for t+ l as 
follows [1]: 

C(t + 1) =L( C(t).E). (5) 

As seen in fig. 2 FCM are in comparisan to fuzzy rule based systerns their extension. 
Fuzzy rules are totally independent. Their consequents do not have any mutual 
influence, which is possihle only in simpler decision cases. Rule based systerns do not 
enable e.g. creating implication chains or representation of teruporal information. From 
this point of view they are only a very special and restrarned case ofFCM, which can be 

depicted in fíg. 3 comparing a fuzzy rule wi th n inputs x1, ••• ,x"' (one output LU) and its 

redrawing into FCM. Combining strengths ~h ... ,~" we will get the rule weight w. 
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x,-@~ 

x2 --r& y{j2 ~v--- LUc 

• fin . 

x"~ 
Figure 3: A fuzzy rule with n inputs transforrned to FCM. 

3. Path Phmning in the Parking Problem 

The parking problem puts some limitations on making 
traffic mles and partly by risk of mutual crashes. Therefore heföre 
their modification is necessary to match these restrictions. In 
fiwn perforrned experiments, a traffic simulation 
scheduies (timetables) for each car is very useful for 
solutions. 

3.1. Description of the Parking Problem 

as experience 
computation of time 

almost optimal) 

Under the name parking problem several mutually connected can be considered 
in literature. In this case we take into account the problem of i.e. finding 
a sequcnce of edges leading from the starting positi on to a parking p la ce) to 
the airned (chosen) position. Let us suppose a parking place in 4. There are 
depicted parking boxes (solid drawing) and routes with (dashed drawing). 
Occupied boxes are denoted by X. Further, it is sunounded various shops and 
custorners h-y to park theír cars as close to their chosen as possible. However, 
there is still one fact more it is necessary to take into consideratíon. It is the so-called 
path cos t (the more expensive the !ess suitable ). The 11affic sitnation can be so 
complicated it would be better to park a littie falther than to risk a trattlc jam etc. It 
would be better at first to consider several potential leading to a reasonable 
surrounding of a shop and then to compute their cos ts. After that considering distance of 
a parking box and cost of getting there the best path will be cbosen. This is a typical 
task for each driver conúng to a larger parking place. The aim of this research is to 
propose convenient means for constructing a consultation system, which would be able 
to na viga te drivers in environment of large parking places or trafl:1c systerns of bigger 
downtown areas. 

W e suppose the form of the parking place as well as information of occupied parking 
boxes are known (símply realizable by carnera systems). Such a parking place can be 
transforrned into an oriented evaluated graph because we know lengths of routes and 
will be able to calculate path costs, too (see next section). ln that case the path finding 
and planning problem can be solved as graph search using algorithrns líke A*. 
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3.2. Graph Constructing and Path Planning 

For path planning at least these criteria arc necessary to be taken into account and 
thereby summarizing the path cost: 

• path length, 
• number oftumings (the lessthe better), 
• traff1c cost (waiting). 

Path length and number of turnings on crossings can be calculated from the scheme of a 

parking place very easily but traffic cost requires taking into account traffic rules, 

especially relations between main and minor routes and rules caneerning turnings on 

crossings. From this reason it is necessary to know path plans of other cars, which 
enable to compute waiting. Therefore it is suitable to create a system for traffic 

simulation whose output is a timetable describing on what place and at what time a car 

will be. For a certain time t we can get an overview about cars positions. 

Further, there are still two other limitations - probibition of a backward tuming on a 
crossing and theso-called P-problem (see fig. 5). 
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Figure 4: Example of a parking place wi th some occupied boxes denoted by X with 

allawed routes and crossings (dashed drawing): Si- surrounding shops. 
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Figure 5: Example of a P-problem; crossings are numbered. 

If a car is moving from node l to 2 then it will be probibited directly to tum back, i. e. to 
move 2--l>l. However, the algorithm will expand the node 2 (x) to nodes 3, 5 and also 
l (x'). Therefore, it is necessary to insert into the line 7 a condition for expanding nocles 
x': if x' is dif.ferentfrom the ancestor of x. 

Usual reasoning how to construct a search graph of the parking placc is to use crossings 
as nodes and rontes as íts However, the P-problem causes the algorithm will 
not be ab le to decide between rontes 1--+2->3 -)4-)5--;.2-;. 1 and 
1---+2->5--;.4-)3--;.2-->1 The algorithm will empty the queue Q and after that it 
will retum failure and finish without a path. To this sitnation crossings 
( fig. 4) will not be regarded as nodes of lhe graph but routes. ln o ur case in fi g. 4 th ere 
are 44 routes ( edges) so the graph will have 44 nodes and their edges will represent 
applications of traffic rules between given nodes. In other edges of such a 
modified graph will represent traffíc restraints or conditions for from one node 
to the other one. Path costs will serve as edge evaluations. 

All three mentioned criteria are defined on diverse dimensions. Therefore, it will be 
necessar-y to merge them into a variable named as path cost. Its values will the 
algorithm in deciding what path will be preíerred. For this purpose a FCM will 
be used (see fig. 6). Weights w1, w 2 and W:< deternline the influence of chosen criteria. A 
user can set up them by his needs. ln such a manner we can modify strategies for choice 
of a parking box depended on variaus circumstances. The output from the node path 
costs is the edge value. 

The system for traffic simulation is quite complicated and some unexpected events may 
occur, which cause change of path plans. However, considering the property of A* in (2) 
that the hypothesis H(x) needs to be underestirnated some additional delays will not 
affect the functionality of A*. Only the resulting path plan needs not be temporally 
optimal because from the mathematical point of view we will get a sub-graph of the 
graph describing real waiting. In lhe worst case we can omit the whole traffic simulation 
system choosing w3=0 in fig. 6, too. Other calculations in this FCM are the same as in 
conventional rule based fuzzy inference systems. 
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l ofparking l y 

Figure 6: FCMfor caleu/ation ofvaluesfor graph edges. 
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Beside path costs also the first (in the introduction) mentioned criterion - distance, i.e. 

eloseness of a parking box is taken into account in the same way as path cost and the 

final result is the suitability of chosen parking box. 

3.3. Traffic Simulation System 

Although the existence of a trafik simulation system is not requisite for the function of 

path planning but it can very significantly optimize found solutions. It serves for 

calculation oftraffic cost, i.e. waiting, which is necessary to continue the chosen path. 

We suppose the path plans of all cars are known. On their base as weil as on the 

infonnation about the parking place form and traffic rules we can constmct the so-called 

temporal-spatial plan for entire traffic, i.e. beside the spatial information (fonn of a 

path) also temporal information ( when and where) will be added. Calculating the 

temporal part represents actually camputation of waiting. For this purpose it is 

necessary to incorparate traffk and crash preventing rules into the calculation 

algorithm, i.e. rules for main and minor roads and probibition to put two cars on the 

same placc at the same time. Finally, it is also necessary to take into account the 

capacities of edges (roads). In such a manner we will campute timetables for each car, 

i.e. we will know where a car will be at a certain time. The set of these timetables 

creates the temporal-spatial plan (see fig. 7). 
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12.03 12.02 12.02 12.01 32.07 32.06 32.05 32.04 
15.08 15.07 15.06 15.05 15.04 15.03 15.02 15.01 
22.04 22.04 22.04 22.03 22.03 22.02 22.01 15.08 
31.06 31.05 31.04 31.03 31.02 31.01 33.08 33.07 
12.04 12.03 12.03 12.02 12.01 25.04 25.03 25.02 
18.05 18.04 18.03 18.02 18.02 18.01 17.05 17.04 

Figure 7: An example of a temporal-spatial plan. 

Harizontal axis represents growing time for each car. The rows are actually timetables 
for individual cars and the column in the time t represents the overall situation on the 
parking place, i. e. the positions of the cars. Items of the plan are encoded car positions, 
e.g. the car v2 will be in the time t on the edge number 15 in its part 4 (15.04). The 
number of parts for a given edge defines its capacity, too. The difference between total 
number of time steps and steps of free (not restricted) movements from a starting point 
to a goal gives the value ofwaiting. 

Figure 8: Structure of the path planning system. 

Traftic simulation requires creating a centralized database, which will contain ali 
timetables and thereby the entire planning system must be centralized. In the fig. 8 we 
can see the overall structure of the path planning system. The three gray shaded blocks 
are algorithmic partsof the planning system. For suitability evaluation a FCM from fig. 
6 is used and waiting is the result of the traffic simulation system. Necessary data for 
evaluation of a chasen parking box (band-shaped block), which initializes the 
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computation, are storedin two databases (grey hatched blocks). The database of parking 

place is static. There are stored geometric data about its form, boxes and paths (roads). 

This database will be changed only if some construction changes are done. The database 

of the temporal-spatial plan is dynarnic and it must be updated every time step when 

new calculations are perfonned. Static and dynamic natures of these data are the main 

reason why they are divided into two distinct databases. Oval blocks describe parts of 

information, which enter or result frommodules of the path planning system. Parking 

boxes that are evaluated are detennined by the eloseness function (fig. 6). The whole 

computational eye! e is initial ized extra for eae h chosen parking box to be evaluated. 

Thereby we will get suitability evaluations for each chosen parking box and that one 

with the best suitability will be definitely offered. 

The overall fi.mction of the path plar1rüng system is following: 

l. At first, it chooses several potential free parking boxes in surroundings of a preferred 

shop (given by the eloseness function). 

2. The suitabiiity of each chosen parking box is computed, i. e.: 
a) The will find optimal paths to these boxes. 

b) Contizming calcula ti on in 6 we will suitability for each of chosen boxes. 

3. The box with the best suitability will be offered. 

4. Finally, the timetab1e of the proposed plan will be inserted into the temporal-

4. 

spatial 

Figure 9: Simulation window of the proposed path planning system 

with elepicted traffic. 
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In [12] a system for path planning based on A* searching and using FCM for evaluating 
edges was proposed (see fig. 9). The figure shows a car ( marked as red), which the path 
is calculated for and a dashed line is the proposed path. The system offers animated 
simulation so it is possihle to observe traffic in every time step. A user has possibility to 
adjust two kínds of parameters: weights w and membership functions. Experiments 
showed it is advantageous to use so many critería as possible. Their higher number 
decreases the number of possihle solutions so the number of expanded nodes and 
computational complexity will be lesser. However, if the criteria are too strict the 
algorithm will try to expand more nodes but without any better result. On contrary, if 
criteria are too weak there is a risk the algorithm will find a solution very quickly but 
not an optimal one. From this reason it is very reasonable to propose a traffic simulation 
system, which would be able at least roughly to simulate trat1ic load and waiting. 

Further part of experiments dealt mainly with setting up the membership function of 
eloseness. lts form and parameters deterrninc the surrounding, which potential parking 
boxes are searched in. It is necessary to set up this range not too strictly because only 
few boxes can be found (extremely none). Experiments validated also the need to take 
into account traffic load. ln many experiments close parking boxes were charged with 
high traffic delays and it was advantageous rather to park on a littie distant place than to 
wait in a long crowd. 

5. Condusions 

The proposed planning system has two main advantages. Firstly, it is possihle easily to 
modify it by customer's efforts. For example, for a disabled customer the criterion of 
eloseness will be much more important than waiting. It is necessary only to cllange 
weights and pmtially some membership functions (first of all the closeness) in FCM. 
Secondly, the system described by FCM is very comprehensive. Relations between 
criteria are clear. It is very easy to add further additional criteria, etc. The system is 
thanks to the condition (2) able to work also with imprecise infommtion about traffic 
delays with satisfactory results (although not optimal). In addition, the total number of 
parameters is small and their setting up is relatively easy and quick, which is a special 
user-friendly aspect of used means. Finally, if the search criteria are properly set up then 
the A* will enable quick fiuding an optimal solution. Experience has shown that setting 
up criteria is not a difficult problem and it takes only a few modification steps. 

For future research there are two perspectíve approaches. Firstly, to 'fuzzify' the trafiic 
simulation system, which would be able in certain measure to absorb some unexpected 
events and the system could become more robust. Secondly, to propose adaptive 
mechanisms for a self-tuning FCM like described for instance in [ll, 6]. 
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Abstract: Fuzzy systems have been successfully used in the arca of controllers ior a 
long time. The fiist appearance of these controllers was in 197 4 by Mamdani 
and Assilian [18]. The main problem intheusage of Mamdoni-type iriference 

system and other fuzzy logic based controllers is how to gain the fuzzy rule 

base (FRB) what the inference system based on. 
Nawa, Hashiyama, Fumhashi and Uchikawa proposed a novel type of 
Genetic Algorithm cailed Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm (PBGA) for 
fuzzy rule base (FRB) extraction from input-output data (1995, 1997) [21]. 
Furthermore, Nawa and Furuhashi improved the PBGA caneerning the 
relationship among the individuals (the rules) and proposed a new method for 
automatic FRB identification named Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm 

(BEA) (1999) [22]. 
Botzheim, Cabrita, Kóczy and Ruano have applied another technique to gain 
FRBs, they have used a local search method, the Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm (LM) [31 [2]. 
The most significant improvement in the speed of convergence and the 
quality of the model achieved by the FRB identification process was the idea 
of comhining the global and local search methods. Botzheim, Cabrita, Kóczy 
and Ruano proposed a novel method called Bacterial Memetíc Algorithm 

(BMA, 2005) [1], [4]. 
Although Bacterial Memetic Algorithm provicles a very good speed of 
convergence towards the optimal rule base there are likely some po ints of the 
algorithm where the performanec could be increased. Gál, Botzheim, Kóczy 
and Ruano proposed new elements (Swap, Merge) for knot order vialation 

handfing in Levenberg-Marquardt method used in BMA (Improved Bacterial 
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Memetic Algorithm, IBMA, 2008) [6]. Another improvement of the BMA is 
the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm with the modified operation execution order 

(BMAM, Gál, Botzheim and Kóczy, 2008) [7]. This new approach proposed 
using the Levenberg-Marquardt method more efficiently. Comhining the 
improvements in IBMA and BMAM is beneficial (Gál, Botzheim and Kóczy, 
2008) [8]. This advanced version of the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm used 
fór FRB extraction named Modified Bacterial Memetic Algorithm. 

This paper summarízes the bacterial type evolutionary algorithms used for 

FRB identification. 

Keywords: fuzzy systems, Mamriani-type m;erence system, Bacterial lVIemetic 

Algorithm (BMA), Levenberg-Marquardt method (LM), Modified BMA 
(MBMA) 

1. Introduction 

evolutionary} algorithms have been first developed and applíed for 
ru/e bases automatí.cally. 

In the course of the function of fuzzy controllers the input data is processed by the 
inference system supported by the so calledfuzzy rule base. rule base consists 
of one or more fuzzy rules. One of such a rule holds the expected output for a certain 
input or inputs (in multidimensional case). Cmmnonly, in case ofjitzzy systems the 
and output data are not crisp values but fuzzy val u es detennined by a kind 
membership function. These membership junctions can be fairly various; however, in 
the practice the most commonly used ones are the and the trapezoidal 

shaped fuzzy membership Junctions. 

Commonly, in case of describing shaped membership fúnctions it is 
to specify two parameters ( isosceles triangle): the positi on of the and the length 
of the base (b) of the triangle (Fig. l). 

x 

b 

Figure J. Triangular shaped fuzzy membership function 

Trapezoidal shaped fuzzy membership Junctions offer more potential than the triangular 

shaped ones. These are widely used and are general enough from a mathematical point 
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of view. Commonly, in case of describing trapezoidal shaped fuzzy membership 

Junctions four pararneters are specified. These are the positions of the tour breakpoints 

(a, b, c, d) of the trapezoid (Fíg. 2). 

ln the case ofusing trapezoidal shapedfitzzy rnernbership functions the four break-points 

that define the shape of each h·apezoid must satisfy the following constraint: 

(l) 

a b c d x 

Figure 2. Trapezoidal shapedfuzzy membershipfunction 

ln case of Mamdaní-type inference system.\· working wíth trapezoidal shaped fuzzy 

membership junctions, one rule consists of N1nputs antecedents and one consequent 

(where Nrnputs is the diroension of the input). Accordingly, since these are all trapezoids 

with four breakpoints, one rule can be defined by (N 1nputs+l) ·4 parameters. As thefuzzy 

rule base contains NFuzzy_rules rules (NFuzzy_ruies is the number of fuzzy rules of the rule 

base), the rule base can be defined by NFwzy_mles · (Nrnputs +l)· 4 pararneters. Ifa rule 

base is built up of 5 rules and the number of input variables is 6, then the full number of 

the parameters needed to define the rule baseis 140. 

The task is to find the rule base which one fits for the t'unctioning of a given 

system best. In the case above it means determining and tuning of 140 parameters. 

One of the serious problems of fuzzy rule base modeling is how to find the optimal or 

quasi-optimal rule base for a certain system when no human expert is available to gain 

the rules. In this case we need a method for identif)ring the fuzzy mle base 

automaticali y. 

One can find several approaches in the literature for fuzzy model identification ( e.g. 

[23]). Some ofthem deterrninc the rules and the corresponding linguistic terms based on 

fuzzy clustering (e.g. the method proposed in [14] or ACP in [10]). Another group of 

methods (e.g. RBE-DSS and RBE-SI [ll]) start with two initial rules that describe the 

maximum and minimum of the output and extend the rule base iteratively in course of 

the tuning. Most of the methods mentioned above are also ab le to ídentify fuzzy models 

with low complexity by generating sparse rule bases. These systems use fuzzy rule 

interpo/ation (FRI) based reasoning (e.g. [15], [16], and [12]). An application oriented 

aspect of the FRI emerges in ''FIVE" (Fuzzy Interpolation based on Vague 

Environment, originally introduccd in [ 16], [ 17]), where for the sake of reasoning speed 

and direct real-time applicability the fuzziness of fuzzy partitions replaced by the 

concept of Vague Environment and hence the fuzzy interpolation to crisp one. Recently 
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a freely available comprehensive FRI toolbox [13] and an FRI oriented web site 
(fri.gamf hu) were appeared for aiding and guiding the future FRI applications. 

V arious evolutionary approachcs have been proposed for fuzzy rule base extraction 
from input-output data such as the Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm (PBGA) [21], 
the Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm (BEA) [22], the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm 
(BMA) [1], the lmproved Bacterial Memetic Algorithm (IBMA) [6], the BMA with the 
Modified Operator Execution Order (BMAM) [7] and the Modified Bacterial Memetic 
Algorithm (MBMA) [8]. All thesehave turned out to be helpfui with the construction of 
such fuzzy rule base models; however, their respective optimalíty has been different in 
each case. This paper summarízes the bacterial type evolutionary algorithms used for 
fuzzy rule base identification. 

2. Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm (PBGA) 

The origirral genetic algorithm (GA) was developed by Holland [9) and was based on 
the process of evolution ofbiological organisms. These processes can be easily applied 
in optimization problems where one individual corresponds to one solution of the 
problem. 

Nawa, Hashiyama, Furuhashi and Uchikawa proposed a novei type of Genetic 
Algorithm called Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm (PBGA) for fuzzy rule base 
extraction (1995, 1997) [21]. The Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm is a special kind 
of Genetic Algorithm [9]. Its core contains a new genetic operation called bacterial 
mutation, which is inspired by the biolagical bacterial cell model, so this method 
mimics the microbial evolution phenomenon. Its basic idea is to improve the parts of 
chromosomes contairred in each bacterium. 

Bacteria can transfer genes to other bacteria. This mechanism is used in the bacterial 
mutation. For the bacterial algorithm, the first step is to determine how the problem can 
be encoded in a bacterium (chromosome). Our taskis to find the optimalfuzzy rule base 
for a pattern set. Thus, the parameters of the fuzzy rules must be encoded in the 
bacterium. The parameters of the rules are the breakpoints of the trapezoids, thus, a 
bacterium will contain these breakpoints. For example, the encoding method of a fuzzy 
system with two inputsandone output can be seen in Fig. 3. 
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The next step is to optimize the parameters. Therefore a procedure is working on 

changing the parameters, testing the model obtained by this way and selecting the best 

models. In the course of testing the input-output data used for training are compared to 

the input and the output of the model (SSE, MSE, BIC). The smaller error, the better 

performanec of the model. 

The flowchart of the Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm can be seen in Fi g. 4, and i ts 

main steps are described below: 

"' Create the initial population: N 1nd individuals are randonily created and 

evaluated. (Nrnd is the number of individuals in the population.) Each 

indívidual contains NFuzzy_ruies fuzzy rules encoded in the chromosome 

(NFuzzyrules is the number of fuzzy mles of the desired model). 

• Apply the bacterial mutation to each individnal 

o Each individual is selceted one by one. 

o copies of the selceted individnal are created ("clones"). 

o Choose the same 
(exccpt one 
cycle), 

or parts randomly from the clones and mutate it 

clone that remains unchanged during this mutation 

o Select the best clone and transfer its mutated part or parts to the other 

clones. 

o the choosing-mutation-selection-transfer cycle until all the 

are mutated and tested exactly once. 

o The best individual is remaining in the population, all other clones are 

deleted. 

o This process is rPr\F'C>tPrl until an the individuals have gone through 

the bacterial mutation. 

,. Apply conventional genetic operations (selection, reproduction and crossover), 

• Repeat the procedure above from the bacterial mutation step until a certain 

termination criterion is satistied ( e.g. maximum number of generations ). 

The algorítl:1m works efliciently in enviromnents where there are weak relationships 

between the parameters encoded in the chromosome. Fuzzy rule bases have this 

property, so PBGA has been successfully applied for obtaining quasi-optimal mles of 

fuzzy systems based on input-output training sets. PBGA perforrns weH, converges fast 

towards the optimal ruie base and simple to implement 
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Initial PopuJation Creation 

gen:= gen+ l 

Figure 4. Flowchart of the PBGA 

3. Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm (BEA) 

Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm (BEA) is based on the PBGA supported by a new 
genetic operation called gene transfer operation [22]. This new operation establishes 
relationships among the individuals of the population. It can also be used for decreasing 
or increasing the number of the rules in a fuzzy rule base. 

The main steps of the gene transfer operation are: 
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• Sort the population aceording to the fitness values and divide it in two 
halves. The half that contains the better individuals is called superíor half 
while the other halfis the inferíor half 

• Choose one individual (the "source chromosome") from the superior halj 
and another one (the "destination chromosome") from the inferior halj. 

• Transfer a part from the source chromosome to the destination chromosome 
(select the part randoroly or by a predefmed criteríon). 

• Repeat the steps above N1nr times (N1nr is the number of "infections" to occur 
in one generation.) 
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The gene transfer operalion can be used in place of selection, reproduction, crossover 

in the algorithm described in Fig. 4. The flowchart of the Bacterial Evolutionary 

Algorithrn can be seen in Fig. 5. 

Show the best 
j bacterium 

Figure 5. Flowchart of the BEA 

4. Bacterial Mt.\metic Algorithm (BMA) 

Memetic Algorithms combine evolutionary and local search methods (P. Moscato, 

1989) [20]. The evolutionary part is able to find the global optimum region, but is not 

suitable to find the local minimum in practice. The gradient based part is able to reach 

the local optimum, but is very sensitive to the initlal position in the search space and is 

unable to avoid the local optimum. Comhining global and local search is expected to be 

beneficial. 

Bacterial Memetic Algorithm (BMA) is a very recent approach. It combirres the 

Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm and the Levenberg-Marquardt method. It can be used 

for fuzzy rule base identification because the derivatives for the Jacobiarr matrix can be 

computed for the general trapezoidal fuzzy membership functions (wi th COG 

defuzzification) [l], [2], [5]. It provides significant improvements both in tenns of the 

speed of convergence and in the quality of the model achieved in FRB identification. 
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4.1. Levenberg-Marquardt method (l,M) 

The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method [19] is a gradient based iterative procedure. It 
is used for least squares curve fitting for a given set of ernpirical data (I;, tJ Its main 
equation is 

(2) 

where 12 is the parameter vector to be optímized, Í is the target vector, y is the output 
vector produced by the model, J is the J acobian of y at Q, and ~ is the update vector to 12. 
The dumping parameter 'A controls the dircetion and the size of the step that will be 
take n. 

The equation above can be recast as 

(3) 

The operator + denatcs the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. 

After solving the above in the kth iteration the update vector ~ is applied to 
optimize the parameter vector l2 in the follawing way: 

p[k] = p[k-l]+§:[k] (4) 

In case of FRB lHLu"''"""'u the parameter vector contains the parameters of one FRB 
one chromosome ). 

The LM method can be used for fuzzy rulc extraction directly [2], but Nnnhi!ni''" it with 
the BEA elefinitel y better results. 

4.2. The Bacterial Memetic Algorithm 

The algoríthm is based on the operations of the PGBA ( bacterial mutation ), BEA (gene 
transfer) and the Levenberg-Marquardt method. It is much more successfi.ll in FRB 
identification than its predecessors. 

The flowchart of the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm can be seen in Fig. 6, and its main 
steps are described below: 
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<10 Create the initial population. 

• Apply the bacterial mutation to each individual. 

• A pp ly the Levenberg-Marquardt method to each individnal ( e.g. l O iterations 
per individnal per generation). 

• A pp ly the gene transfer opera ti on N Inf tim es per generation. 

• Repeat the procedure above from the bacterial mutation step until a certain 
termination criterion is satisfied. 
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Show the best 
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Figure 6. Flowchart of the BMA 
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ln the BMA the LM procedure has to be modified. In case of trapezoidal shaped fuzzy 
membership function the parameter vector contains the fo ur breakpoints (a, b, c, d or 
K" K3, K4) for each trapezoid. Applying the update vector calculated by the LM 
method some breakpoints of the trapezoids may be swapped. It happens not too often 
but it may cause serious problem as abuorrnal trapezoids may be obí.ained (Fig. 7). In 
case the order of the breakpoints of a trapezoid does not satisfy the K 1 :; K2 :; K3 :; K4 

constsaint, then the membership function defíned by the four breakpoints cannot be 
interpreted as a fuzzy membershíp iunction. 

In the BMA in case of knot order vialation (KOV) an update vector reductio n factor is 
applied (g) [3]. This factor is a number between O and 1, it limits the magnitude of the 
update computed by LM for that pair of points which causes the damage of the knot 
order. It can be calculated as follows: 

K [k-ll-K[k-1] H-1 ..J l g=---------
2(s;[k]-si+l[k]) (5) 

w here K;[k-1] is the {h breakpoint of the trapezoid before the k!" iteration (at the 
heginning of the current LM iteration), and si[k] is the cunent LM update for the i'h 
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breakpoint After calculating factor g the actjusted position of the breakpoints can be 

coroputed as (K'): 

K'; [k] := K;[k -l]+ g· si[k], 

K'í+l [k] := K;+1[k -l]+ g· s;+1[k]. 

5. Improved Bacterial Memetic Algorithm (IBMA) 

(6) 

Although Bacterial Memetic Algorithm provicles a very good speed of convergence 

towards the optimal mle base there are likely some points of the algorithm where the 

performance could be increased. One of these points concerns the knot order vialation 

hand/ing. 

The original BMA handles this problem by computing and applying the update vector 

reduction factor. The drawback of the above method is that in case of knot order's 

damage the full power of the LM method cannot be utilized because it limits the 

mag1ütude of the update ( approx. to the half of the allowed value ), and this method 

should be integrated into the LM procedure much deeper. 

Gál, Botzheim, Kóczy and Ruano proposed new elements (Swap, Merge) for KOV 

hanclling in LM used in BMA (2008) [6]. The algorithm containing a new KOV 

hanclling technique (Swap) rather than the update vector reduction factor is simpier and 

a slightly more powerful than the BMA. It is called Improved Bacterial Memetic 

Algorithm (IBMA). 

5.1. Improvements in knot order violation handling 

The two altemate methods for KOV hanclling are: 

a. Merge of the violating knots into a single knot. (Merge) 

b. Swap of the knots thatarein the wrong order. (Swap) 

W e found that both of these methods perform slightly better than the original one used 

in the BMA (especially the method swap), besides they are easier to implement and to 

integrate in the BMA. 

The main point of the KOV hanclling method swap is in the case of the knot order 

violation the rate of the shift ofboth ofthe two breakpoints that have been coroputed by 

the LM method has to be applied as much as it can be done; however without the 

forrnation of trapezoids wi th vertical edges, and in such a manner that the algorithm can 

be applied after the update part of the LM algorithm. Corresponding to these, the 

method is to swap the two violating knots, so the forrnation of abuorrnal trapezoids or 

trapezoids with vertical edges can always be avoided (Fig. 7). 
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Figure. 7. KOVH method Swap 

6 . .BMA with the modified operator execution order (.BMAM) 

Vol. l. No. 3. 2008 

A110ther improvemem of the BMA is the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm with the 

modified operation execution order (BMAM) (Gál, Botzheim and Kóczy, 2008) [7]. 

This new approach exploits the Levenberg-Marquardt method more efficiently. 

The BMA integratcs its two components, the BEA and the LM method in the follm'Ving 

way: 

l. Bacterial Mutation operation for each individual, 

2. Levenberg-Marquardt method for each individual, 

3. Gene Transfer operation for a partial population. 

This way the LM method is nested into the BEA, so that local search is done for every 

global search cyde. 

Instead of applying the LM cycle after the bacterial mutation as a separate step, the 

modified algorithm executes several LM eyeles during the bacterial mutaüon after each 

mutational step. 

The bacterial mutation operation changes one or more breakpoints of the trapezoidal 

shaped fuzzy membership functions of a fuzzy rule base randomly, and then it tests 

whether the rule base obtained by this way perform-; better than the previous rule base 

or the rule bases that have been changed concurrently this way in the other so called 
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clones. The mutation test cycle is repeated unti! ali the parameters of the mle base have 
gone through the bacterial mutation. 

In the mutational cycle it is possible to gain a mle base that has an instantaneous fitness 
value that is worse than the one in the previous or the concurrent mle bases. However, it 
is potentially better than those, because it is located in such a region of the search space 
which has a better local optimum than the other mle bases do. Corresponding to this, if 
some Levenberg-Marquardt iterations are executed after each bacterial mutational step, 
the test step is able to choose some potentially valued clones that could be lost 
otherwise. 

In the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm with the modified operation execution order 
(BMAM), after each mutational step of every single bacterial rmJtation iteration several 
LM iterations are done. Several tests have shown it is enough to mn just 3 to 5 of LM 
iterations per mutation to improve the performanec of the who le algorithm. The usual 
test phase of the bacterial mutation operation follows after the LM iterations, and then, 
after the complete bacterial rnutation follaws the LM method that is used in the original 
BMA, where more, e.g. l O iterational steps, are done wi th all the individuals of the 
population towards reaching of the local optimum. After all this the gene transfer 
operation is done. 

The flowchart of the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm can be seen in Fig. 8. In the BMAM 
method the order of the steps is as follows: 
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l. A pp ly the modified bacterial mutation operation for each individual: 

• Each ind'vidual is se leeted one by one. 

• Nc1ones copies of the selected individual are created ("clones"). 

e Choose the same part or parts randomly from the clones and rnutate it 
( except one single clone that remains unchanged during this mutation 
cycle ). 

• Run some Levenberg-Marquardt iterations (3 - 5). 

• Select the best clone and transfer its all parts to the other clones. 

• Repeat the part choosing-mutation-LM-selection-transfer cycle until 
ali the parts are mutated, improved and tested. 

• The best individnal is remaining in the population, aU other clones are 
deleted. 

• This process is repeated until all the individuals have gone through 
the modified bacterial mutation. 

2. Levenberg-Marquardt method for each individual, 

3. Gene transfer operalion for a partial population. 
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gen:= gen+ l 

Figure 8. Flowchart of the BMAM 

7. Modified Bacterial Memetic Algorithm (MBMA) 

Although IBMA and BMAM perform better than the original BMA they behave in 
different rnanner in different circumstances. IBMA perforrned better in case of more 
complex fuzzy rule l::iase while BMAM perforrned better in case of less complex fuzzy 
rule base. 

Our recent work has pointed out that comhining the improvements in IBMA and 
BMAM is beneficial (Gál, Botzheim and Kóczy, 2008) [8]. We presented a novel, 
írnproved version of the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm used for fuzzy rule base 
extraction named Modified Bacterial Memetic Algorithm. We modified the original 
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BMA in two parts. The first one is the knot order violation hand/ing concerning the 
Levenberg-Marquardt method incorporated into the BMA, while the second one is the 
operator execution order. 

The detailed steps of the MBMA are described below (Fig. 9): 
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l. Create the initial population: N1nd individuals are randomly created and 
evaluated. (N1nd is the number of individuals in the population.) Each 
individual contains NFuzzy_ruies fuzzy rules encoded in the chromosome 
(NFuzzy_ruies is the number of fuzzy rules of the desired model). 

2. Apply the Modified Bacterial Mutation operation for each individual: 

• Each individual is selected one by one. 

• Nc1ones copies of the selected individual are created ("clones"). 

• Choose the same part or parts randomly from the clones and mutate it 
( except one single clone that rernains unchanged during this mutation 
cycle). 

• Run some Levenberg-Marquardt iterations (3-5) 

o Use method Swap for handUng the knot order violations 
after each LM update. 

• Select the best clone and transfer its a ll parts to the other clon es. 

• Repeat the part choosing-mutation-LM-selection-transfer cycle until 
all the parts are mutated, improved and tested. 

• The best individual is remaining in the population, all other clones are 
deleted. 

• This process is repeated until all the individuals have gone through 
the modified bacterial mutation. 

3. Apply the Levenberg-Marquardt method to each individual (e.g. 10 iterations 
per individual per generation). 

• Use method Swap for hand/ing the knot order violations after each 
LM update. 

4. Apply the gene transfer operalion N~nrtimes per generation: 

• Sort the poputation aceording to the fitness values and divide it in two 
halves. The half that contains the better individuals is called superlor half 
while the other halfis the inferlor half. 

• Choose one individual (the "source chromosome") from the superlor half 
and another one (the "destination chromosome") from the inferior half. 

• Transfer a part from the source chromosome to the destination 
chromosome (select the part randomly or by a predefmed criterlon). 

• Repeat the steps above N1nr times (N lnf is the number of "infections" in one 
generation.) 
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5. Repeat the proccdurc above from the modified bacterial mutation step until a 
certain termination criterion is satistied ( e.g. maximum number of 
generations ). 

8. Co:nclusions 

In this paper we summarized the bacterial type evolutionary algorithms used for fuzzy 
rule base identification. 

The Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm (PBGA) offers a very simple but powerful 
way to extract quasi-optimal fuzzy rule bases from input-output data. 

The Bacterial Evolutionmy Algorithm (BEA) is based on PBGA and its new operator 
establishes relationshíps among the individuals and is able to change the number of the 
rules in the FRB. 

The Bacterial Memetic Algorithm (BMA) combines the evolutionary approach and a 
local search method. It is much more successful in FRB identification than its 
predecessors. 

lnitial Popalation 
Creation 

+ C gen:=l 

Modijied bacterial 
mutation for eae h 

bacterium with m. Swap 

l IL Gene transfer in the l 
,

1 

popuJatiOn 

'-·----~~ 
Show the best 

bacterium 

Figure 9. Flowchart of the MBMA 
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The lmproved BMA (IBMA) has an altemate knot order violalion hand/ing technique 
and provicles írnproved performanec rather in the case ofmore camplexfuzzy rule base. 

The BMA with the modified operator execution order (BtviAM) exploits the Levenberg-
Marquardt method (LM) more efficiently and provides írnproved performanec rather in 
the case ofless complexjúzzy rule base. 

Wi th comhining the improvements of IBMA and BMAM the bene fi ts of both methods 
can be utilized, because the first method increases the speed of convergence rather for 
higher complexity fuzzy rule bases, while the second one does the same for rule bases 
with lower complexity. 

Previous work has confirmed that the latest version of the BMA can improve the 
perfommnce of the BMA notably (up to 55 percent) in the simulated cases. While in 
case of very simple problem the improvement is minimal, that it is getting higher as the 
complexi ty of the fuzzy ru! e base increases. 
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Abstract An ernulated digital CeUular Neural Network (CNN) Universal Machine 
chip was designed by a research group of Analogic and Neural Computing 
Systems Laboratory of HAS, almost 1 O years ag o. During the design period 
of the chip, particulat attention had to be paid to the docking and control 
system of the chip, since each architecture e lement, placed on a large silicon 
area chip (l cm2), operated in a totally synchonous mode, using a single 
global clock. The designer's manipulations for eliminating the consequences 
of the too high propagation delay of long interconnections resulted in a 
relatively large chip, and a significant part of the chip was totally 
superfluous from the point of view of logical operation. The clock rate was 
limited at a lower level than it would have been possihle without the long 
interconnections. So the development of 'CASTLE' CNN processor array 
showed the most significant problems of the submicron VLSI, which arose 
from the too long interconnections ofbig size chips. 
The e limination of clocking problems and the re-designing of the CASTLE 
architecture using delay-insensitive, self-synchronized, asynchronous logic 
elemenis were performed. The result of the re-designing work, which is 
presented in this paper, is a clocldess, totally asynchronous architecture. The 
combination of the DUAL-RAIL logic and the methods of the well known 4-
phase asynchronous inter-register communication were chosen. Obviously 
the tüning and control unit of the synchronous version is um1ecessary in the 
asynchronous one. So the tasks of re-designing several synchronous uni ts to 
their dual-rail versions consisted in designing an application specific dual
rail aríthmetic unit with feedback and dual-rail multidirection FIFOs. 
Several new dual rail logic elements were introduced, which were modeled 
and simulated as follows: 

• Two-input dual-rail register with a common acknowledge output and 
priority order for inputs 

• Two- or more-input dual rail register with independent acknowledge 
outputs and dual-rail selection inputs 

• Dual-rail register with CLEAR single-rail control inputs, which 
enable setting the register into so called DATA-TOKEN and 
BUBBLE states. 

The lecture presents the most interesting parts of the design process. 
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Keywords: ernutated digital CNN-UM, elock/ess processors, Dual-rail logic, self 
synchronization, delay-insensitive logic systems 

1. Introduction: Experiments of designing a synchronous CNN processor 

array 

The architecture of a VLSI chip containing a sub-array of digital CNN processars was 
published in 1999. [2], [ll]. The chip operated with a two-phase global clock, so it 

dernanded a very carefui design of the central timing and control unit (T AC), which 
were based on a synchronous FSM. The cause of the difficulties is that the time delay of 
the relative ly long metal interconnections exceeded the delay time of the logic gates in 
the applied submicron CMOS technology. A relatively large silicon area had to be 
sacrificed for the synchronity of the clock and the control signals in the different points 
ofthe chip. 

The problem of clocking, which had to be solved l O years ago, became the prirnary 
obstacle to the future development of VLSI technology. There are several concepts and 
methods intended to solve the clocking problem, as follows: 

• The system consists of smaller synchronous units, which communicate 
asynchronous/y [3], [5],[6] 

• Application of Delay Loeked Loop (DLL) circuits to insert the required value 
additional delay into thepathsof the clock signal [10]. 

• Application of asynchronous units which communicate asyncronously [1],[4], 
[7], [8], [9]. 

The re-designing of the forrner CNN processor architecture 'CASTLE' will be 
discussed in detail in this paper. 

2. Dual-Rail asynchronous digital circuits and systems 

The dual-rail asynchronous circuits and systerns are based on two principles, as follows: 
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• The principle of 4-phase hand-shake communication. 
The background of the classical four-phase handshaking asynchronous 
communication is that the data on the output of the transmitter (sender) has to be 
ready before the signal 'request' rises. The idea is that the code of the output 
datum itself contains the request. The dual-rail codes can contain it. The 
application of this principle leads to the asynchronous inter-register 
communication of the dual-rail syterns. 

• The principle of logic completeness. 
It is supported by the dual-rail code of Jogical variables. Logic completeness 
means that a function unit should only give a valid output datum if it has valid 
data on ali of its inputs, and should only switch its output to invalid, if ali its 
inputs have turned invalid. It follows from this that a logic decision is valid and 
transmissible only, if ali the premises necessary for it are valid. This enables 
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hazard-free logic implementations. A network consisting of such units bears the 
ability of self-synchronization, that is the data validated by specific, valid input 
data in a given time will not mix with those validated by the input data of a 
different time. 

If two wires are ordered to one logic variable, it is possihle to distinguish valid and 
invalid logic values. The value of the variable is valid, if the levels of wires are (L H) or 
(H L). The value of the variable is invalid, if both wires are at low level (L L). The 
convention is that a valid datum contains a request. 

Dual-rail (DR) registers can be easily built up from the C-elements, which are 
introduced by Müller at the end of 50'ths. The simplest Müller element, the C-2 is 
shown in Figure l. The DR-LATCH consisting of C-2 elements and the symbo! of a 
DR-register are shown in the Figure 2. 

X l 

XlB C-2 y 
X2 

X 2 

Figure l. The scheme of Muller C-2 and its symbo! 

ack_o 

d y 

DR_REG 

YO 
r··-; 

. ____ ___,,--1_1 i-~k_i ack_o ack_l 

Figure 2. Scheme of a Dual-Raillatch and the symbo! of Dual-Rail register 
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3. R-T level architecture of the synchronous CASTLE processor 

The name of the architecture of the core processor of the full y synchronous array was a 
made-up name 'CASTLE'. 

The operation of CASTLE was deríved from the "full-signal-range model" of the CNN 
state-equations using the simplest forward Euler integration form: 

xu(n+l) = L A' U.ki * xkl(n) + gii 

C(ld)eN,(ij) 

gij = L B'ij,kl * uk1(n) +h* z;j 

C(ld)eN,(i,j) 

Here h is the time step, Ukt are the inputs, x y( n+ J) is the next state of the cell(i,j) before 
truncation, xkln) are the current states of the neighbouring cells, gif and zif are constants, 
supposing a constant input, and A ' and B' are the so called modified template rnatrices. 
The R-T level architecture is shown in Figure 3. 

ARI'l'l'n.IETK' 

UNIT 

OBUS1 

Figure 3. The original, global clock CASTLE archilecture 

The sub-unit TIMING and CONTROL controls not only one processor, but all the 
processars on the chip. This is the origin ofmost synchronization difficulties. 

In Figure 4. it can be seen that the state variables (IBUSl), additive constants (IBUS2), 

and the bit-vectors of template selection (IBUS3) are continuously shifting in FIFO 
memories. The buses LBI, LBO, RBI and RBO are used for the communication with 
the left-side and right-side neighbouring processors. The FIFOs of state variables are 
particulady complicated circuits. These are so-called multi-direction FIFOs with 
borizontal and vertical shifting, combined with both borizontal and vertical rotation. 
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Figure 4. Traditional FSM controlled multidirection .FI FOs of CASTLE 

__ Jl_r:.?_t;_y_er t f[ ____ ___fl_____ 

lac~ ___ _fl_ ____ _ 

Figure 5. The FSM controlled arithmetic unit of the CASTLE processor 

The left-side 9 cells with indexes O, l, 2 of the three state-FIFOs take part in the next
state calculation, along wíth the left-side cell of the constant-FIFO and the template 
values se leeted by the left-side cell of template-select FIFO. Figure 5. shows the three
multiplíer arithmetic unit, for the inputs of which the state-FIFO rotate the state- and 
template-operands. Thereis a feedback via an ACCUMULATOR and a TEMPORARY 
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ACCUMULA TOR. The latter receíves the constant to be added to the sum-of- products. 
The control signals of the register-tranfers arc marked in the figure, and a timing 
diagram shows the three-cycle rotation (rotvert, !ace, lact __ acc), preceded by the loading 
of an additive constant (fact_ op 7). 

4. Architectu:re elements of a Dual-Rail asynchronous CNN processor 

A DR asynchronous R-T level system can be considered as a composition of DR
stages. A DR-stage consists of DR-registers, which communicate with the rcgisters of 
other stages in the way detailed above, and DR function the operation of which 
fulfils the criteria oflogic completeness. 

Figure 6. demonstratcs how the RT level DR uníts arc connected to each 
DR buses and acknowledge signals. 

IBUSl IBUS2 IB US 3 

6. The archilecture of DR-CASTLE processor 

u sing 

The two most interesting DR-stages are presented in this paper. They arc interesting 
from the point of view that several new solutions had to be invented, which had not 
existed until then in the literature. These are as follows: 

• DR-FIFO compositions for multidircction and rotations 
• CNN arithmetic unit consisting of DR multipliers and adders and DR registers 

4.1. Du:d-Rail, multidirection FU'Os for asynchronous CNN processor 

Sparso established the scheme of how to build up a shift-register from DR-latches. [9]. 
He called the state of a latch BUBBLE, when its output is invalid, and output ack_out 
and input ack_in are low. In the BUBBLE state the latch can be immediately loaded 
from its valid input The opposite state is called TOKEN. There are two variantsof the 
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TOKEN state. The físrt is called DATA-TOKEN, in which the Y output is valid, 

ack_out is high, and ack_in low. The second one is called EMPTY-TOKEN, when the Y 

output is in valid, ack _in are high, and ack_ out is low. The different state registers and a 

part of a DR-shift-register is shown in Figure 7. 

BlTfiBLE 

y 
··=> 

7. 7Jze states of DR-registers and the initial state register-chain 

8. A simplified model of multidirection DR-FJFO 

A chain ofDR-LATCHES can be considered ann-stage shift-register, if 

• there are 2n latches chained, 
e the initial state of the chain has to be special, namely an EMPTY-TOKEN 

latch has to be followed by a DATA-TOKEN one. 
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Starting the DR-SR from this state with a valid input and rising the last ack_in, 
BUBBLE state nms along the chain from the !ast latch to the first one. So all the data 
will be shifted and the state of eae h latch will change. 

4.1.1. DR-register with clear 

The DR-register equipped with CLEAR input is a necessary component of DR-HFO. 
The CLEAR is a single-rail control signal, H-level of which results in valid intial data 
on the output. This initial data in our case is the valid code of the integer O. If signal 
CLEAR is raised, the initial data is stored, and the register will be in state DAT A
TOKEN. It can be seen in Figure 8 that each second register is an instance of this 
component. The symbol of DR-register with CLEAR is shown in Figure 9., and in 
Figure 10. the scheme of its e lement is presented. The VHDL behaviaural description of 
this unit is given in the Appendix. 

C LEAR 

d 

clear--+r DR_REG 

ack_o +-J 
l 

y 

Figure 9. Symbo/ of DR-register wíth clear. 

Figure l O. Scheme of DR-LATCH with clear 

4.1.2. Multi-input DR-register with DR selectars (Figure ll.) 

Multiple-input DR-registers with selectars are also needed for the multidirection FIFOs. 
A selector-wire, which is a 'single-rail' belongs to each data-input The condition of 
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storing the value of a given data-input is that the selector value belonging to the data
input is 'H'. It means that the 'H' is the valíd-value on a single-raiL The behavicural 
description can be seen in the Appendix. 

Figure l J. Scheme of two-input DR-REG with single-rail selector wires 

4.1.3. Multi-input DR-register with priority order for inputs (Figure 12.) 

In the case of the third type of a multiple-input register a p1iority order is de fine d for the 
inputs. For the DR-register given in Figure 12. input dl dominates the input 
dl. The VHDL behavioural description of this unit is given in the Appendix. 

Figure 12. Scheme of two-inpw DR-REG with priority order for the 

4.2. Dual-Rail arithemetic unit with feedback 

The arithmetic unit is a classkal DR consisiting of an arithmetic core and 
registers. The core is a compostion of DR multiplíers and adders, and these components 
are dual-rail corobinational networks. The input DR-registers make the asynchronous 
communication with the outputs of the multidirection FIFOs. The chain of three DR 
registers constitutes the feedback for accumulating the sum of subproducts. Sparso 
showed that for a DR-ring without a dead-lock the presence of at least three latches is 
needed. The third register of the loop receíves not only the accumulated sum of the 
subproducts, but in the initial step of each cycle the additive constant as well. This 
register has two data-input with a common acknowledge signal. One of the data-input is 
connected to FIFO cell which stores the aciditíve constant. Since a valid code of this 
input starts a new calculatien cycle, it has a priority over the other data-input, which is 
the elosing point ofthe loop. 
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ack al ack b3 k f' db k 
J -al a2 a3 bl b2 ~- b3 c ac~,- "'" ac 

UJ-- J_4: t. ~~! 

rrr~Uí~ Lt~ DR~ c~Jr l l Ll r 
--~~l L l 

~~ r_._ __ _L_ _L __J;:;l ' 
OP1 OP2 OP3 OP4 OP5 OP6 OP7 l l l 

l 1 DR_ARIT_CORE l l l 

~ L AR CORE OllT J ll 
ack ace --------------~± 

AccfnRR1 ~ l 
ack_actll:-_j IDiJJR] Jh 

ACT l ~Rt] ~r: j . , í 

1 ---====- .... __ f~~db~~:::U O!Jl'PUT 

Figure ll. The scheme of the Dual-Rail arithmetic unit 

5. Condusions 

The original synchronous architecture of CASTLE can be transforrned into a 
Dual-Rail asynchonous version. Above the well known elements, the elahoration of 
several new Dual-Raillogic elements is necessary. They are as follows: 

e Dual-rail register with CLEAR single-rail control input, which enables 
setting the register into so called DATA-TOKEN state. 

• T wo- ormore-input dual-rail register with sigle-rail selection inputs 
e Two input dual-rail register with priority order for inputs 

Using these new RT elements, fully asynchronous CNN processor arrays can be 
realized, and the results can be applied in hardware-implementation of other types of 
neural networks too. Designing Dual-Rail asynchronous processors for digital VLSI 
implementations of neural networks helps avoid the docking problem of submicron 
VLSI technology, 
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Appendix 

package DR PACK is 

type WIRE is (L, H); 
subtype DR_REAL is real range -10.000000 to +9.999999; 

end DR-PACK; 

behaviou:r.·al description of DR-REGISTER with CLEA.c'< 

l work; 
use work.DR_PACK.all; 

end; 

is 
clear : lll bit; 
d : in REAL; 
y : inout DR __ REAL; 
ack i in bit; 
ack o : out bit) ; 

architecture BEH of DR l is 
constant td : time := 1 ns; 
constant REP~LNULL : DR REAL .-- -10.0 O; 

process(clear, d, 

if clear = 'l' then 
y c~ 0.0 after td; 
ack o<= 'l' after td; 

els:Lf clear"" '0' and Y= REALNULL and 
d l= REALNUI.,L then 
y <= D after td; 
ack o <= '1' after td; 

elsif clear = 'O' and Y l= R.EALNULL and 
d = REALNULL then 

end if; 

y <= REALNULL after td; 
ack o<= '0' after td; 

end process; 
end BEH; 
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-- behaviaural description of TWO-INPUT DR-REGISTER with 
SELECTOR wires 

library work; 
use work.DR_PACK.all; 
entity DR_REG_Dl_D2 is 
port ( dl, d2 : in DR REAL; 

y : inout DR_REAL; 
ack_i : in bit; 
ack o : out bit; 
cl, c2 : in WIRE); 

end; 

architecture BEH of DR REG Dl D2 is 
constant td : time := l ns; 
constant REALNULL : DR REAL .- -10.000; 
begin 
process(dl, d2, cl, c2, ack i, y) 

begin 
if y= REALNULL and ack i = '0' and dl/= REALNULL and 

cl = H then 

and 

and 

y <= dl after td; 
ack o<= 'l' after td; 

elsif y = REALNULL and ack i 

c2 =- H then 
y <= d2 after td; 
ack o <= 'l' after td; 

elsif y /= REALNULL and ack i 

d2 = REALNULL and 
cl = L and c2 = L then 
y <= REALNULL after td; 
ack o <= '0' after td; 

end if; 
end process; 

end BEH; 

'0' and d2 /= REAL~TULL 

'l' and dl REALNULL 

behaviaural description of TWO-INPUT DR-REGISTER with 
priority order -- for the inputs 

library work; 
use work.DR_PACK.all; 
entity DR_REG_DD is 
port ( dl : in DR_REAL; 

d2 : in DR_REAL; 
y : inout DR. REAL; 
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end; 

ack i in bit; 
ack o out bit); 

architecture BEH of DR REG DD is 
constant td : time := 2 ns; 
constant REALNULL : DR REAL .- -10.000; 
begin 
process(dl, d2, ack_i, y) 

be gin 
if y= REALNULL and ack i = '0' and dl l= REALNULL then 

y <= dl after td; 
ack o <= 'l' after td; 

elsif y l= REALNULL and ack i 
REALNULL then 

then 

and 

y <= dl after td; 
ack o <= 'l' after td; 

elsif y = REALNULL and ack i 

y <= d2 after td; 
ack o <= 'l' after td; 

elsif y l= REALNULL and ack i 

d2 = REALNULL then 
y <= REALNULL after td; 
ack o<= '0' after td; 

end if; 
end process; 

end BEH; 
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Rollover Prevention Of A Heavy Vehicle Via TP Model 
Based 1f.oo Control Design Approach 

Szabolcs Nagy, Péter Baranyi and Péter Gáspár 

Computer and Automation Research Institute, Hungarian A eadem y of Sciences 

Abstract: This paper is focusing on a novel nonlinear control design approach to sol ve 
the rollover prevention problem of a heavy vehicle. To provide a heavy vehicle 
wi th the ability to resist overtuming moments generated during cornering, a 
combined yaw Áron model induding the roll dynamics of unsprung masses 
is studied. This model is nonlinear with respect to the velocity of the vehicle. 
In our model the velocity is handled as an LPV sebeduling parameter. The 
Linear Parameter-Varying model of the heavy vehicle is transfonned in to a 
proper polytopic form by Tensor Product model transfonnation. The 1{"" 
gain··Scheduling based control is immediately applied to this form for the 
stabilization. The effectiveness of the designed controller is demonstrated by 
numerical simulation. 

Keywords: TP, LPV, 11oo Control, Vehicle control 

1. Introduction 

Roll stability is detennined by the height of the center of mass, the track width and the 
kinernatic properties of the suspensions. The problem with heavy vehicles is a relatível y 
high mass center and narrow track width. When the vehicle is changing lanes or trying 
to avoi d obstacles, the vehicle body rolls out of the comer and the center of mass shifts 
outboard of the centerline, and a destabilizing moment is created. 

In the literature there are many papers wi th different approach es on the active control of 
the heavy vehicles to decrease the rollover risk Three main schemes concerned with the 
possihle active intervention into the velüde dynamics have been proposed: actíve anti 
roll bars, actíve steering and actíve brake. The control design is usually based on linear 
time invariant (LTI) models and linear approaches. The forward velocity is handled as a 
constant parameter ín the yaw-roll model; however, velocity is an important parameter as 
far as roll stability is concerned [1-3]. 

Modem control theory mainly focuses on analysis and control design based on Linear 
Matrix Inequalities (LMI) and Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) system models. Tiüs 
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is a widcspread approach to achieve guaranteed robust and efficíent nonlinear control 
results [4, 5]. 

In this pa per, a combined yaw-roll model induding the roll dynamics of unsprung masses 
is studied (l]. This model is nonlinear with respect to d1e velocity of the vehicle. Thus, in 
our model velocity is handled as an LPV sebeduling parameter. The controller based on 
this LPV model is actjusted continuously by measuring the vehicle velocity in real-time. 
Controller design uses modem LMI based approach to guarantec the 1-foo gain. 

The control design is based on the follawing steps: 

l. The Linear Parameter-Varying (L PV) dynarnic model of the heavy vehicle model is 
given. 

2. We apply the Tensor Product (TP) model transformaiion to transform the LPV model 
to a TP-type convex polytopic model form. The TP model transformationis a reccntly 
proposed automaticali y executable numerical method. It is developed for controller 
design involving LPV model representation and Jincar matrix. incquality (LMI) based 
control design. It is capable of numericany generate different convex polytopic forms 
of LPV dynamic models, whereupon LI\1I-based design is be executable. 
It is important to emphasize that in many cases, the analytical derivation of ilicse 
polytopic models needs very sophisticated and time consuming derivations 

3. Then we the LMI theorems of gain-scheduling to the controller. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the LPV model form, its representation 
in TP model fonn and shows the link to fuzzy systems. Section 3 first introduces the LPV 
model of the heavy vehicle and presen ts i ts TP model representations, then presen ts the 
proposed controller design method. Section 4 shows the simulation results. Finally we 
give a short coneiusion at the end of the paper. 

Basic Cmu~epts 

2.1. Nomendature 

• {a,b, .. . }: scalar values; 

• {a,b, ... }: vectors; 

• (A,.R, ... ): matrices; 

• {..91,.13, ... }: tensors; 

111 JPi.11 xhx xiN:vector space of real valued (ft x h x··· x /N)-tensors. 
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• Subscript defines lower order: for example, an element of matrix A at row-column 

number i,j is symbolized as (A)i,j == aiJ· Systematically, the ith column vector of A 

is denoted as ai, i.e. A= [a1 a2 ··J 
• Oi,fm ... : are indices; 

• Ou.N, .. . : index upper bound: for example: i= l..!, j= 1..1, n= l..N or in ::::: l..ln. 

• A+: the pseudo in verse of matrix A. 

• Ac" l: n-mode matrix of tensor :A E JR1txi2x· ·xiN; 

• :A Xn U: n-mode matrix-tensor product; 

• rankn(:A): n-mode rank of tensor ,'1{, that is rankn(c'l{) :::: rank(A(n)); 

• :A 181~=1 Un: multiple product as :A x l ul X2 u2 X3 .. XN UN; 

Detailed discussion of tensor notations and operations is given in [6]. 

2.2. Definitions 

2.2.1. Linear Parameter-Varying state-space model 

Consider the follawing parameter-varying state-space model: 

x(t) A(p(t))x(t) + B(p(t))u(t), 

y(t) - C(p(t))x(t) + D(p(t))u(t), 

with input u.(t), output y( t) and state vector x( t). The system matrix 

S(p(t)) = (A(p(t)) B(p(t))) E ROxJ 
· C(p(t)) D(p(t)) 

(l) 

(2) 

is a parameter-varying object, w here p(t) E Q is time varying N-dimensionai parameter 

vector, and is an element of the elosed hypercube 

n::: [a;,bd x [a2,b2] x ... x [aN,bN] c RN. 

p(t) can also include some elements of x( t) in which case the model is a quasi-Linear 

Parameter-Varying model. 

2.2.2. Finite element TP model form of quasi LPV models 

S(p(t)) is given for any parameter p(t) as the combination of LTI system matrices S" 

r = l, ... ,R. Matrices Sr are also called vertex systems. Therefore, one can define 
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weighting functions Wr(P(t)) E [0,1] c lR such that matrix S(p(t)) can be expressed as 
parameter dependent weighted combination of system matrices Sr. The explicit fom1 of 
the TP model in terrns of tensor product becomes: 

(x(t)) N .. (x(t)) 
y(t) = S n~l Wn(Pr(l)) u(t) . (3) 

Here, row vector Wn(]Jn) E J.R1n n == l, ... ,N contains the one variable weighting functions 
Wn,in(Pn). Function Wn,j(Pn(t)) E [0,1] is the j-th one variable wcighting function dcfincd 
on the n-th dirneusion of Q, and p,Jt) is the n-th elcment of vector p( t). ln (n = l, ... ,N) is 
the numbei of the weighting functions used in the n-th dirneusion of the pararneter vector 
p( t). The (N+ 2)-dimensional tensor 

is constructed from LTI vertex systems ;2 .. ;N E . Finite elem en t TP model means 
that the LTI componems of the mcxlel is bounded. For further details werefer to [7, 8]. 

2.2.3. Convex TP model form of qLPV model 

The convex combination of the LTI vertex systems is ensured by ilie condiüons: 

Definition 1 The TP model is convex if: 

Vn E: [l,N],i,p"(t) : E [0,1]; 

Vn E [l,N],pn(l) : =I. 

This simply means that S(p(t)) is wilhin the convex hull of the LTI vertex systems 
for any p(t) E Q. 

2.2.4. Link to the TS fuzzy model 

(4) 

(5) 

The TP model (3) is equivalent with the transfer function of the widely used type of 
Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy model. When we have fuzzy rules 
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for ali combinations of in = l ... In (n:::: l ... N), then the transfer function (witll product 
sum gravity defuzzyfication) is 

h h IN 

S(p) =I I ... I wl.il (p!)W2.i2(P2) ... WN,iN(Pn)Si[iz ÍN' 
i, oc] iz= l iN=) 

w here W n .in (P n) function is the normalized membership-function of the fuzzy antecedent 
An, in and S;, ;2 .. ,;N is the consequent of the rule. This model is the tensor product model 
which is given in (3) with a more compact notation. The convexity ennstraint of the 
previous subsection means that the antecedents form a Ruspini-partition. 

2.2.5. Link to the polytopic form 

In order to have a direet link between the TP model form and the polytop formula, we 
define the following index transformation: 

Definition 2 (Index transf'ormation) Let 

where r= ordering(iJ (r= l .. . R= Iln ln). Thef~mction "ordering" resu/ts in 
the linear index equivalent of an N dimensional array's index i1,i2,... when the size 
of the array is 11 x h x ··"x Let the weighting junctions be defi.ned to the 
sequence of r: 

Wr(p(t)) = n Wn.in (pn(t)). 
n 

By the above index transformarion one can write the TP model (3) in the typical polytopic 
form of: 

R 

S(p(t)) == I Wr(P(l))Sr· (6) 
r= l 

Remark: Note that the I.TI systems Sr and S;1J2, ... ,iN are the same, only their indices are 
modified, therefore the convex hull defined by the Lllsystemsis thesamein both forms. 
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Figure 1: Rollover vehicle model 

3. Control of the Heavy Vehicle 

3J.. Heavy veniele model 

3.1.1. Analytic model of the heavy vehide 

Figure l illustrates the combined yaw-roll dynamics of the vehicle modeled by a three-body 
system, in which ms is the sprung mass, mu,J is the unsprung mass at the front induding 
the front wheels and axle, and mu,r is the unsprung mass at the rear with the rear wheels 
and axle. 

The conditions of yaw-roll model used in control design arc considered. It is assurned that 
the roll axis is parallel to the road plan e in the longitudinal dircetion of the v chiele at a 
height r above the road. The location of the roll axis depends on the kinematíc properties of 
the front and rear suspensions. The axles of the vehicle arc considered to be a single rigid 
body with fiexible tires that can roll around the center of the roll. The tire characteristics 
in the model are assurned to be linear. The effect caused by pitching dynamics in the 
longitudinal plane can be ignored in the bandiing behavior of the vehicle. The effects of 
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(7) 

.. .. , .. lw . 
-lx,</! +lz;;i/1 = Nf313 +N>friJr +Nó1or + -z11Fb (8) 

(lxx + msh2) ~- fxzÜI = m,gh<f! + msvh(/3 +>fr)- kr(</!- if!tJl- b f(fp- tP;!)- k,.(if!- </;,,,.)- b,.(tp -- </;;,,.) 

(9) 

= mu.fv(r- huJ )(/3+ tp)+ mu,fghu,f'PtJ ·- kt,f<Pt,f + kr(t/J- tPt.f) + br((f;- t/J;.r) 
(lO) 

-r ( YfJ,rf3 + Yifr,,."it) = mu,,.v(r- hu,r)(/3 + tf)- mu,rghu,rtPt.r- kt,rtPt,r + k,(t/J- tPt,rl + b,({f;- IPt,r) (ll) 

aerodynamic inputs (wind distnrbance) and road disturbances are also ignored. The roll 
motion of the sprung mass is damped by suspensions and stabilizers with the effectíve roll 
daruping coefficients and roll stiffness 

In the vehicle modeling the the lateral dynamks, the yaw moment, the roll moment of the 
sprung and the unsprnng masses are taken into consideration. The symbo ls of the yaw-roll 
model are found in 1able l. The moüon differential equatíons are the fo liowin g. 

Here, the tire coef!icients are given 

+ Cr)fl, Nf3 = (Crlr- Ctlt)Jl, (12) 

Nifr = -(Ctl} + Crt;)!:!.., 
v 

(14) 

These equatíons can be in a state space representation. Let the state vector be 
the 

(15) 

The system states are the side slip angle of the sprung mass f3, the yaw rate ifi, the roll angle 
ifi, the roll rate (p, the roll angle of the un sprung mass at the front axle ifi t J and at the rear 
axle iflt.r respectively. Then the state t>"quation arises in the following fom1 

(16) 

where the matri.ces are defined by equations (21) and (22). The parameter of the system is 
the forward velocity 

p= v. 

Equation (16) can be rewritten as 

(17) 
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o l lw62 
B2 o= 1 (21) 

' l ~ j 
(22) 

o 
o 
kr 
o 

k, + kt,r ~ mu,,ghu,r j 

(19) 

(20) 

The or is the front wheel steering angle. The control input is the ditference of brake forces 
between the left and the right hand side of the vehide. 

u= (23) 

The control provided by the brake system generates a yaw moment, which affects 
the lateral tire forces directly. In our case it is assurned that the brake force dirference 11Fb 
provided by the controller is applied to the rear axle. This means that only one wheel is 
decelerated at the rear axle. This deciaration is caused by an appropriate yaw moment In 
our case the difference between the brake forcescan be given IlF b ::::: Fb,rl -- Fb,rr· This 
assumptio n does not restriet the implementation of the controller because it is possible that 
the control action be distributed on the front and the rear wheels at one of the two sides. 
The reason for distributing the control force to front and rear wheels is to minimize the 
wear of t..!-} e tires. In this case a logic is required which calculates the brake forces for the 
wheels. 

In the equation (17) the A(p) matrix depends on the forward velocity of the vehicle 
nonlineari y. In the linear yaw-roll model the velocity is considered a constant parameter. 
However, forward velocity is an important stability parameter so that it is considered to be 
a variable of the motion. Hence the throttle is constant during a lateral maneuver and the 
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Table l: Symbols of the yaw-roll model 
SymboJS- Description 

h height of CG of sprung mass from roll axis 
hu,i height of CG of unsprung mass from ground 
r height of roll axis from ground 

ay lateral acceleration 
f3 side-slip angle at center of mass 
if; heading angle 
if1 yaw rate 
ifJ sprung mass roll angle 

tPt,i unsprung mass roll angle 
ó f steering angle 
u; control torque 
C; tire cornering stiffness 
F ?i total axle load 
R; normalized load transfer 
k; suspension roll stiffness 
b; suspension roll damping 
k1,; tire roll stiffness 
fxx roll moment of inertia of sprung mass 
lxz yaw-roll product of inertial of sprung mass 
Izz yaw moment of inertia of sprung mass 
l; length of the axle from the CG 
lw vehicle wídth 
il road adhesion coefficient 

Vol. l. No. 3. 2008 

forward velocity depends on only the brake forces. The differential equation for forward 

velocity is 

3.1.2. TP model representation of the beavy vehicle model 

In this section w e derive the TP model of the LPV rnodel (17) by TP model transforrnati on. 

We execute the TP model transformalion over M (M = 137) point..s grid net in the 

v E Q = [40km/h,120k:mfh] domain. Wehave applied the MATLAB Tensor Product 

Model Transformation Toolbox (TPTool) (h t tp:\\ tptool. sz t aki .hu) for the TP 

model transformation to determine the LTI systems (Si) and the weightings (w;). The TP 

model transformation shows that the LPV model of the heavy vehicle model can exactly 

be given by the convex combination of 3 LTI vertex systems: 

3 

S(p(l)) =I W;(p(t))S; 
i= l 

(24) 
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Figure 2: Close to NO weighting functions of the TP model 

The type of convexity considerably infiuences the feasibility of LMI theorems and resulting 

controllers control performance. In order to relax the feasibility of the LMI conditions, w e 

define the tight convex hull of the LPV model via generating close to NO type weighting 

functions by the TP model transformation, see Figure 2. 

Definition 3 (NO- Normality) Vector w(p), containing weighting junctions w;(p) is NO 

ifthey satisfy conditions (4) and (5), and the maximum values ofthe weightingfunctions 

are one. We say w;(p) is close to NO if it satisfies conditions (4) and (5), and the maximum 

values of the weighting junctions are close to one. 

Its geometrical meaning is that we determine a convex hull in such a way that as many of 

the LTI systemsas possihle are equal to the S(p) over some p E n and the rest of the LTis 

are close to S(p) (in the sense of L2 norm). 
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3.2. Controller design 

3.2.1. 'Hco controller design 

The aim of the rollover prevention is to provide the vehicle with the ability to resist 
overtuming moments generated during comering. Roll stabili ty is detemuned by the height 
of the center of mass, the track width and the kinematic properties of the suspensions. The 
problem with heavy vehicles is a relatively high mass center and narrow track width. When 
the vetüde is changing lanes or trying to avoi d obstacles, the vellicle body rolls out of the 
corner and L~e center of mass shifts outboard of the center line, and a destabilizing moment 
is created. 

ln this section we utilize the above obtained convex model for the stabilization control of 
the heavy ve hide modeL W e seek an LPV controller of the forn1 

w here 

XK ::: AK(p(t))XK + BK(p(t))y 

u::: CK(p(t))XK + DK(p(t))y, 

3 

(
AK(p(t)) BK(p(t))) '\' 
CK(P(t)) DK(p(t)) ::: K(p(t)) =ft Wj(p(t))K; (25) 

wíth the same wi(p(t)) weighting functions as in the model representation (24), x x is the 
internal state of the controller, the measured output of the model is the yaw rate and lateral 
acceleration so 

Y= [if-r ay J, (26) 

w here the lateral acceleration can be calculated as 

. . ms " 
a" = v(/3 +,P)-- -hif; - m 

(27) 

and the control signal is given by To design a suitable K(p) for the given polytopic 
model the self-scheduled 1ioo controller design method [9, 10] was used. 

The closed-loop interconnection structure, which indudes the feedback structure of the 
model P and controller K, is shown in Figure 3. In the diagram, d, u, y and z are the dis
turbance, the control input, the measured output and the perfonnanec output, respcetivel y. 

A standard feedback configuration with weights strategy is iliustrated in Figure 4. In the 
diagram u is the control input, y is the measured output, zp is the perfonnanec output, 
zu and zy are performances at the input and the output, w is the disturbance, n is the 
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J p 

K 

Figure 3: The general P- K structure for control design 

measuremen t noise. The aim of the weighting function W P is to de fine the perfmmance 
specifications. They can be considered as penalty functions, i.e. weights should be large 
in a frequency range w here small signals are desired and small w here large perfmmance 
outputs can be tolerated. Wu <md Wy may be used to reflect some restrictions on the 
actuator and on the output signals. The purpose of the weightíng functions W w and W n is 
to reflect the disturbance and sensor noises. The distnrbance and the in the 

al P ~y • , r ]T . [ gener -l\. suucture are o = l w n ana z= zu zy 

Figure 4: The standard feedback configuration with weights 

The augrnented p lant includes the parameter dependent vehicle dynamics and the weig,'J.ting 
functions, which are defined in the follawing form: 

(28) 
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In a Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) model p denotes the sebeduling variable. 
The closed-loop system M(p) is given by a lower linear fractional transformation (LFT) structure: 

M(p) = 'fé(P(p),K(p)), (29) 

where K(p) also depends on the sebeduling variable p. The goal of the control design is to minimize the induced .[,2 norm of an LPV system M(p), with zero initial conditions, which is given by 

llzlb IIM(p)lloo =sup sup -
pen llw!I2*0,weL2 llwlb 

(30) 

4. Simulation 

4.1. Simulation setup 

At the initial configuration of the simulation the system had a velocity of v = l Oükmlh and all the state variables were set to zero. Then a sharp maneuver was simulated as seen in Figure 5, which describes the situation when the truck performs obstacle avoidance. The goalis to stabilize the truck by braking the rear wheels. 

J .. ~~--~~--~--~.--~~--~--~~,. 
time [s] 

Figure 5: Disturbance signal: Steering angle 
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Figure 6; Simulation results 
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4.2. Simulation resuHs 

The results can be seen on Figure 6. From the results it can be seen that the rollover 
likelihood can be reduced efficiend y with active breaking. 

From the results it can be seen that the rollover likelihood can be redneed efficiently with 
active breaking. The controller properties such as the magnitude of the control signal or 
the maximum aHowed roll angle can be easily tuned by the 1foo weightings. 

5. Coneiusion 

In this paper w e investigated the rollover prevention problem for the heavy vehicle model. 
The novelty of this paper is that the convex polytopic representation of the velüde model 
was generated by Tensor Product Model Transforrnati on. Current approaches usually need 
sophisticated analytical methods to prepare the LPV system rnodel for LMI design and 
n egicet the importance of the convex representation. Wi th the calculated model an LMI 
based 1foo gainÁscheduiing method was used to deterrninc the controller to solvethe 
rollover problem. Simulations present the perfommnce of this controller design method. 
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Abstract: The concept of fuzzy signatures was introdneed to help model the many 
complex and weil stmctured problems, where a hierarchical structure 
witllin the observed data is present This means that one or several 
components of the stmcture can be determined at a higher level by a sub
tree of other components. In this way, the data components can be 
represented in tree form. examining the problem, an arbitrary structure 

belonging to the data set can be deternlined. Due to the tact that some 
components might be missing from a data element, the actual tree 
structures of the data may slightly differ. So that these data can be 
evaluated and compared, aggregation operators are given for each node in 
the arbitrary stmcture for the purpose ofmodifying the stmcture. To model 
problems with this type of dataset, fuzzy signature based rules can be 
constructed. lnferring a coneiusion from such a model is a key issue. In this 
paper fuzzy signature based rule bases will be introduced, then the 
generalization of the widely used Mamdaní-type fuzzy inference system for 
fuzzy signature based rules will be presented step-by-step. Furthennore, a 
working software implementation of the generalized Mamdani-type 
inference systems will be presented. The software will be demonstrated 
through a possible application of the system on a realistic example. First, 
the problem's fuzzy signature model will be constmcted, and then the 
process of inference for an observation wi th some missing data components 
will be shown. 

Keywords: fuzzy signatures, Mamdan i-type inference 

1. Fuzzy Signatures 

1.1. Introduction 

In 1967 Goguen introduccd L-fuzzy sets [2] as the generalization of the original concept 

of fuzzy sets, which were introduccd by Zadeh [12] in 1965. L-fuzzy membership 

grades are elements of an arbitrary lattice L: 
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AL: x -0 L, V x E X. (l) 

In 1980 vector valned fuzzy sets were introduccd [3], which arc special L-fuzzy sets, 
where in this case L is the lattice of n-dimensional fuzzy vectors, L = [O, 1 ]" in (l). This 
means that instead of assigning a single membership grade to each element of X, as is 
done when defining original fuzzy sets, a set of quantitatíve features are assigned to 
each element of X in vector valned fuzzy sets, this way providing additiorral information 
about that specifi c clemen t of the domain. 

Fuzzy signatures were introduccd in 1999 [4], as a generalized form of vector valued 
fuzzy sets, where each component of a vector assigned to an e lement of X is possibly 
anather nested vector. This genera!ization can be continued to any finite depth, forming 
a signature with depth m. 

[ ]
k {[0,1] {[0,1] . -

A,.: x-+ a, .. _.,a,.= [ ]k , a_.,·= [ _· ]k.--, Vx E A. . • , 1"'-l a .. l ! a . . ,, 
U j~l l 111 H 

(2) 

The structure of fuzzy signatures can be represented in vector forrn (as in the definition 
and also in a tree structure ( each nested vector in the definition is represented by a 

sub-tree ). An example of these structures can be seen in Figure l. 

.1= 

Figure l. The tree structure and the vectorform of an example fuzzy signature 

Fuzzy signatures can be considered as special, multidimensional fuzzy data, where 
some of the components are interrelated in the sense that a sub-group of variables 
deterrnines a feature on a higher level. This way the additiorral infonnation contairred 
within the complex and interdependent data components can be stored in the structure. 
The comparison ( e.g. calcula ti on of the degree of matching) of sue h structure d data can 
be carried out more effectively when the data's structure is also taken into account 
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Often the information available to experts can de depicted by slightly different 
structures, furthermore the structure of the actual observation can al so differ. However, 
the experts of the certain field have to make their decisions based on the available 
information. These dissimilar structures can be dealt with when using fuzzy signatures. 
The great advantage of fuzzy signatures lies exactly in this property that they can deal 
with differently structured signatures. 

In addition, by using signatures, the problem's model can be organized into a hierarchic 
system [11], which is very similar to the way human experts think. Hereby fuzzy 
signatures could be used to model such areas like decision support systems in the 
medical field, where the physicians thernselves take into account many data 
cornponents, with possibly different signature structures to make their decisions. 

Itisoften the case that no information is available about some elements of the model. In 
the conventional data mining processes, during the preparation phase, data with missing 
entTies are eliminated, because such data cannot be handled by the model builder. 
However when modeling with fuzzy signatures, these data do not have to be eliminated 
from the dataset The importance of fuzzy signatures is exactly this: that they can cope 
with cases when some elernents of the original structure are not present 

1.2. Fuzzy Signature s(~ts 

The basic structure of fuzzy signature se ts is similar to that of fuzzy signatures, the o nl y 
difference being that instead of having fuzzy variables on the leaves of the structure, 
membership functions are present (see Figure 2). The only constraint for the 
membership functions is that their domain rnust be the [O, 1 J intervaL 

Figure 2. The tree structure and the vector form of an examplefúzzy signature set 

1.3. Structure Modification: Aggregation Operators 

The advantages of fuzzy signatures lie in organizing the available data components into 
a hierarchy. This hierarchy deterrnines the arbitrary stmemre of our fuzzy signature 
observations. As some of the components of this arbitrary structure might be missing 
from the specific observations, some kind of structure modifying operation is essential 
when comparing these differently structured signatures. 
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Aggregation operations result in a single fuzzy value calculated from a set of other 

fuzzy values, while satisfying a set of axioms. The most common operators are the 

maximum, minimum and arithrnetic mean operator. 

Aggregation operators can be used to transform fuzzy signature structures by reducing a 

sub-trec ofvariables to their parent node. It is necessaty to mention that only whole sub

trees of the structure can be reduced. The fuzzy value (or fuzzy set) assigned to the 

parent node is calculated by aggregating the values (or fuzzy se ts) of í ts children 

using the aggregation operator of the parent node. This way, the d ep th of this branch of 

the sttucture is redneed by one. 

This procedure can only be performed when all elements of the aggregated sub-tree are 

leaves of the stmcture and have an as signed value. If one of the elements of the sub-tree 

branches out into a sub-tree of its own, in order to reduce the whole sub-tree to the 

original parent node, first the sub-sub-trec has to be reduced to its parent node (which is 

the child node of the original sub-tree's parent node) by aggregation. After performing 

the aggregation, the oríginal sub-tree can also be reduced. 

For example, to reduce the sub-tree of node X;, first the sub-tree of node x0 has to be 

aggregated. The value obtaincd can then be used when calculating the aggregatc value 

from the sub-tree of x1• This rccursive is shown in Figurc 3, w here @i elenotes 

the aggregation operator of node x1• 

Figure 3. Recursion used to reduce a sub-tree with several 

Because of the se terms, when reducing a signature to a predefined stmct1u·e it is >Vise to 

use a bottom-up method. This means to start the reduction from the leaves of the 

structme and work yom way up one sub-tree at a time towards the intended structure. 

Aceording to the definition of fuzzy signatures, aggregation operators define the 

connection between a component, and its sub-components, therefore the aggregation 

operators are not necessarily ideutical for all the nodes of the structure. Finding the 

relevant aggregation operator for each node is a very important problem of fuzzy 

signatures, because when comparing two signatures, the obtained results may greatly 

depend on the aggregation operators used to reduce the signatures to a common 

structure. 

It is also important to mention that when reducing a signature's sub-tree, some 

information is lost in all cases, because the calculated aggregated value can be the same 

for many different values and differently structured sub-trees. 
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1.3 .l. Aggregation on Fuzzy Se ts 

In order to reduce fuzzy signature sets to a different structure aggregation has to be 
generalized to work not only on fuzzy values but on fuzzy sets as well. 

When aggregating fuzzy sets, the membership values for each element x of [0,1] (the 
dmr..ain of the fuzzy sets on the leaves of the structure) are calculated for all the fuzzy 
sets which are subject to the aggregation. The original aggregation operator is then used 
on these membership values to obtain the aggregated membership value belonging to x. 
Let the fuzzy sets in the sub-tree be A;. The membership function of the aggregated 
fuzzy set G is given in (3), where h denotes the aggregation operator. 

G= h(A,,A2 , ••• ,Ak) 

'li x E [0,1] Jlc(x) =h {uA, (x), f1A, (x), ... , f1A1, (x)} 
(3) 

The aggregation of two fuzzy sets (A 1 and A;) is shown in Figure 4. In the example, the 
aggregation operator is the arithmetic mean opera tor. The re suiting fuzzy set ( denoted 
by G) is marked with a broken line. 

/r-----\ /' Al ) / ~-\2 
G,' x, \ l ___ ,' /1',_ __ , \ 

' / /' l \ \\ 
l l/ / \ '.\ 
L ___ ,~, -f---, --t-,-~ x 
O 0.1 0.2 0.3 04 0.5 0.6 Ol O B 0.9 1.0 

Figure 4. Aggregation ofnvo fúzzy sets wi th the arithmetic mean operator 

1.3.2. Weighted Relevance Aggregation Operator 

With the introduction of weights [6] for each node of the fuzzy signature structure 
additional expert knowledge about the field can be contained within the model. The 
relevance weight depicts how relevant a node is in its parent's sub-tree. The weights of 
the nodes are taken from the [O; l] interval, and it is not necessary for the weights of the 
leaves in a sub-tree to add up to l. A method for learning weights was shown in [7]. 

The most general form of aggregation operators is the Weighted Relevance Aggregation 
Operator (WRAO) introduccd by Mendis et al. in [8]. The values and weights belonging 
to each child l in the sub-tree are denoted by x1 and w1 respectively. The definition of the 
WRAO is as follows: 

(4) 

where p is the aggregation factor of the above function. (p E g:{, p* O) 

The well-known aggregation operators are ali special cases of WRAO depending on the 
value of p in (4). 
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p 4> -oo, WRAO 4> minimum 

p = -l, WRAO = harn10nic mean 

p 4> O, WRAO 4> geometric mean 

p = L WRAO = arithmetic mean 

p 4-oo, WRA04> maximum 

2. Fuzzy Inference Systems 

2.1. Fuzzy Rules and Rule Bases 

Vol. J. No. 3. 2008 

Fuzzy rules are formulated as If... then ... rules, where the If ... part is called the rule 

antecerlent and the then ... part is the rule consequent. In the antecerlent part of the rules 

there can be numerous input variables (xi), while in the consequent part there is 

generally only one output variable. The antecerlent part of the rules is formulated by 

either linguistic terms or convex and normal fuzzy sets (one for each input variable); the 

consequent is also defined wi th a linguistic term or a membership function. 

The general form of a multiple input, single output fuzzy rule is the following: 

R: Ifx =A then y= B, (5) 

where x= <X J, ... ,Xn> the set of input variables, whose domain is X= X1 x ... xXn, XjEJ0. A 

= <AJ, ... ,An> is the vector of the antecerlent fuzzy sets for each variable, A EX. The 

output variable of the rule is y over the domain Y. The consequent of the rule is fuzzy 

set B, where B E Y. 

For example in a fuzzy system developed for use in a fuzzy air-conditioning system, a 

fuzzy rule could be the following: If 'air temperature' is warm and 'air humidity' is high 

then 'air-conditioning' is little. Of course the linguistic variables used in this example 

first have to be defined. 

To descríbe a system, experienced human operatorsin the given field may set up many 

linguistic control rules such as the one shown above. A rule describes the expected 

behavior of the system for certain groups of inputs. The defined rules belonging to a 

system are grouped to form a fuzzy rule base from which conclusions can be inferred. 

2.2. Mamdani-type Inference Systems 

Fuzzy rule based models were first proposed by Zadeh in 1973 [13] and were later 

impJemented practicany with some technical innovations achieving the reduction of 

complexity by Mamdani and Assilian in 1974 [5]. This so-called Mamdaní-type 

illference system is the most widely used inference system today. The knowledge 

ga thered in such a system is stored in a fuzzy rule base (as described in the previous 

section). 

Fuzzy inference systems calculate a crisp output from a set of input fuzzy variables 

using the model of the system. If the inputs are not fuzzy variables, the input values (x i) 

first have to be fuzzified over the universe of the specific input variable (Xi)· 
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Fuzzy inference systems are usually made up of the following four main components 
(see Figure 5): a fuzzy rule base, a component calculating the degree of matching, a 
fuzzy inference engine and a defuzzification component. 

Fuzzy l 
rule base J 

Figure 5. Fuzzy iriference system black diagram 

The component calculating the degree of matching computes the degree of matching 
between the observation of the input variables) and the antecedent of a rule. The 
fuzzy inference system deterrnines a consequent fuzzy set using these values. To obtain 
a crisp output the consequent fuzzy set is defuzzified using the defuzzífication 
component. 

2.2.1. Calculating the Degree of Matching 

As the first step of the inference, the degree of matching of the input and eae h mle has 
to be computed. For this each of the input vector has to be matched with the 
corresponding component of the antecedent vector of each mle. Let the n-dimensional 
input vector be A'. The degree of matching in the /h dirrrension between the th rule and 
the input is marked by wi, i in (5). In the equation A' marks the l dimensional input 
fuzzy set and Ai1 marks the antecedent fuzzy set of the rule in the/' dimension. 

r r , \ • 
wiJ =max( mint. A1 ),A1.Jx)J J (5) 

Figure 6 also illustrates the calculation of the degree of matching between two fuzzy 
sets (shown in (5)). 

~(iC) 

Figure 6. Determining the degree olmatching oftwo fuzzy sets 
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When the system's input is a vector of crisp values (x'), then Equation 5 alters in the 
follawing way: 

(5') 

where x j is the j'h dimension of the crisp input vector. 

After detemlining the degree of matching (wi;) in each dimension, the degree of 
matching also has to be calculated for the whole antecedent, because the degrees of 
matching in each diroension of the rule affect the overall match of rule R; along with the 
output. The overall degree of matching between rule R; and the input is obtained by 
taking the nlinimum of the values calculated for each dimension, as shown in (6). 

(6) 

The degree of matching w1 gives the extent of the influence that rule R; has on the 
coneJusion drawn for the given input. 

The above process is repeated for all rules R; (i= I, ... ,r) in the rule base, so that all the 
degreesof matching (w], ... , w,.) are produced. 

2.2.2. Mamdaní-type Interence 

The inference engine uses the previously calculated degrees of matching to infer an 
overall coneiusion for the given input 

First the conclusion set ( denoted as B';) be longing to eae h mle R; has to be 
deternlined, taking the t-norm of the original output fuzzy set of the rule (B;) and the 
degree of matching between the rule antecedent and the input (w;). The t-norm used in 
Mamdaní-type inference systemsis the minimum operator, as shown in (7). 

(7) 

Figure 7 shows the who le inference process ( calculating w; and B'; as well) on rule R; 
with a crisp input. 

Figure 7. The coneiusion of a ru le 

Next the final conclusion fuzzy set belenging to the whole mle base is generated by 
taking the s-norm of all the condnsion fuzzy sets calculated for each rule in (7). The s

norm used in the Mamdaní-type inference systems is the maximum operator, as shown 
in (8). 

r 

B'(y) ""max B;(y) 
i=1 

(8) 
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A complete inference process with a crisp two dimensional input (x'= (X'1, x'2>) and 
two rules in the rule base (r= 2) ís shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 8. A complete iriference process 

2.2.3. Defuzzification methods 

At the end of the inference process a conclusion fuzzy set (B '(y)) is obtained, although 
in most cases a crisp value is expected as the output of the fuzzy system. This means 
that the crisp value which best characterízes the coneiusion has to be determined. This 
process is called defuzzification. 

There are rnany different methods of which the Center of Area (COA) is the most 
widely used. 

The Center of Area of a fuzzy set can be calculated using the formula in (9). 

(9) 

The disadvanta ge of this method is that the integrals are hard to compute when dealing 
with complicated fuzzy sets. 

~(x) 

Figure 9. Defuzzification with the Middle ofMaximum method 
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The Middle of Maximum (MOM) method defines the defuzzified value of the fuzzy set 
as the average of the base values whose membership values are maximaL This method 
isbest illustrated by Figure 9. 

3. Fuzzy Signatures in Rule Bases 

The general form of a fuzzy rule is the following: 

If x is Ai then y is Bi, 

where Ai is the rule antecedent, Bi is the rule consequent, x is the observation and y is 
the conclusion. This rule can be extended to funcdon on fuzzy signatures too, as it was 
shown in [9]. 

The rule antecedent, Ai can either be a fuzzy signature set or simply a fuzzy signature 
singleton, keeping in mind that for all the rules in the fuzzy signature based rule base alJ 
the signatures have the same arbitrary structure and the corresponding aggregation 
operators are uniform for e very rule. 

The consequent partsof the rules remain fuzzy sets. 

The observation A ' is either a fuzzy signature singleton or a fuzzy signature set. The 
stmcture of the observation can be obtained from the arbitrary structure used in the rule 
antecedents by removing some leaves or even whole sub-trees. This indicates that some 
information might not be available in our observation. 

Signature A ' is obtained from the original fuzzy singleton or fuzzy set observations by 
normalizing the domains on each leaf of the signature. 

4. Mamdani InJerence in Fuzzy Signature Based Models 

To infer a coneiusion from a signature based rule base for an observation given in 
fbzzy signature fonn, a modified version of the original inference algorith.m introduccd 
by Mamdani [5] was given in [9]. 

The modified algorithm consists of three main steps. First the degree of matching 
between the observation and each mle in the ru! e base is calcula ted. In the second step a 
fuzzy set is interred from the consequents of the rules based on the previously 
calculated degrees of matching, like in the original algorithm. In the third step the 
conclusion is obtained by applying a defuzzification method known from literature on 
the previously inferred fuzzy set. 

Compared to the original Mamdani method, only the first step, where the degree of 
matching between a fuzzy signature observation (A ') and the fuzzy signature rule 
antecedents (A;) contains a novel approach, so this step will be discussed in detail. 

4.1. Calculating the Degree of Matehin g 

This step can be further divided into three sub steps, which are the following: fiuding 
the common structure, constructing the signature representing the degree of matching 
and then calculating the degree ofmatching. 
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4.1.1. Fiuding the Common Structure 

In order to compare two signatures which have the same arbitrary structure, but whose 
structures ditfer slightly, first the common structure of the se signatures has to be found, 
then both signatures have to be reduced to this new structure using aggregation (see 
Figure 10). 

The signature of the observation 

Figure l O. The fargest common structure of two signatures 

The common structure of two fuzzy signatures is defined as the maximal common sub
tree of the structures to which both structures can be reduced using aggregation [10]. 
This structure can be defined by performing width-first search (WFS) simultaneously on 
both tree structures. ln the algorithm the common structure of two signatures ( denoted 
by Sl and S2 respectively) are obtained. 

At the start of the algorithm the root node is added to the search queue, which is denoted 
by Q. The first step consists of taking the first node in the search queue and nauring it 
act (short for actual node). In the second step, the lis ts of indexes of the children of the 
actual node in both signatures (S 1 andS2) are queried from the respective fuzzy 
signatures. Al! nodes of a signature are denoted by an index, which is obtained by 
concatenating the ordinal number of a child node to its parent' s index. The index of the 
root node is ''. 

The lists of children's indexes are denoted by cl and c2 respectively. At this point two 
cases are possible: either the number of children in the two lists is equal, or it is not. In 
the first case, if the indexes contairred in the lists are also the same, the actnal node is 
added to the con:unon structure and the children in the lists are added to the search 
queue of the WFS, because they also have to be inclucled in the search. However, if the 
indexes in the lis ts are not the same or the number of children of the actual node differs 
in the two signatures, then the actual node is added to the common structure, but no new 
nodes are added to the search queue. This means that when reducing the signatures to 
their maximal common structure using the aggregation operators, the value of the actual 
node will have to be aggregated from the values contained in its sub-tree in at least one 
of the signatures. 

While there are still nodes in the search queue, the WFS continues from the first step 
described above, else the algorithm exits. The largest common stmcture of the two 
fuzzy signatures is now defined. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 11. 
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J l. Flowchart the common structure signatures 

When the largcst common structure of the observation and the rule antecedent has been 
uv.uH'._u, both the signature of the rule antecerlent and the signature of the observation 
have to be redneed to this largest corrnnon structure using the aggregation operators 
assigned to cach node in the arbitrary structure. The signatures of the mle antecedent 
and the observation after the reduction are denoted by A/'J and A ,r,y respectively. 

4.1.2. Constructing the Signature Representing the Degree ofMatching 

At this point, the signature structures of the mle antecedent and of the observation are 
identical, which means that they have the leaves of their structures at the same levels. 
This means that the indexes of the leaves of both structures are the same. Let us refer to 
the leaves at equivalent levels as corresponding lea ves. 

The signature representing the degree of matching ( denoted by M;) between rulc R; and 
the observation has the same structure as the largest common structurt~. The values on 
its leaves are obtained by calculating the degree of matching between the correspondi ug 
leaves of the two structures. This is done by applying the formula in (l O), where l; 
denotes a leaf with index} and A(lJ denotes the value on leaf li of fuzzy signature A. 
The function W(x1,y1) gives the degree of matching between two corresponding lea ves. 

V leaf l1, M;(l) = w(A'(r) (l), Air\!)) (10) 

Figure 12 iliustrates the construction of the signature representing the degree of 
matching. 
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Figure 12. Constructing the signature representing the degree of matching 

The degree of matehin g between two fuzzy se ts is the maximal value of the t -norm (in 
this case the minimum operator is used) of the two membership fu.nctions (as seen in 
Figure 6). For defining the degree ofmatching between a fuzzy set and a crisp value, the 
membership grade of the giverr fuzzy set has to be takerr at the specified crisp value. 
The degree of matching of two crisp values can be obtained by calculating the 
equivalence between the two values. In our work, the formula giverr in (ll) was used, 
where c is a fuzzy complement, t is a t-norm andsis an s-norm. Zadeh's operator triplet 
(l-x, minimum, maximum) was used. 

w(xi, y;)= s(t(x1,yJ t(c(x), c(y;)))= max(min(x1, y J min(l- xr l- )) (ll) 

4.1.3. Calculating the Degree ofMatching for Rule Ri 

The degree of matching between the observation and rule Ri is obtained by reducing the 
signature representing the degree of matching (M;) that was constructed in the previous 
section to its root node. The aggregation operators defmed in the arbitrary signature 
structure assigned to the original fuzzy signature based rule base are used in the 
aggregation. Also the relevance weights specitied for the nodes in the arbitrary structure 
may be used. 
The degree ofmatching between the observation and rule R; is denoted by W;. 

4.2. Inferring the Consequent Fuzzy Set 

After the separate degrees of matching between each rule of the rule base (R;, i= l, ... ,r) 
and the fuzzy signature observation (A ') has been obtained ( these degrees are denoted 
by w~> the final coneiusion is calculated in the same way as in the original 
Mamdani method (see Section 2.2.2). 

4.3. Defuzzification 

As the result of the fuzzy signature based inference, a conclusion fuzzy set is obtained. 
If a crisp output of the system is expected, then this fuzzy set has to be defuzzified usíng 
one of the methods given in Section 2.2.3 

5. Software Implementation 

A software capable of performing interence in fuzzy signature based ru.le bases was 
implemented using the Java programming language. This software can store some basic 
types of fuzzy sets, it can handle fuzzy signature arbitrary structures (with aggregation 
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operators and relevance weights for each node) and fuzzy signature based rules. 
Generalized Marodani-type inference can be executed automaticany for a given 
observation based on the previously allocated rule base. The result of the inference 
(including the coneiusion fuzzy set and its defuzzitication) is visualized. 

A graphical user interface facititating the software's usage is also available. 

5.1. Description of the Main Components 

5.1.1. Fuzzy Sets 

In the software implementation piecewise linear fuzzy sets can be specitied by detining 
the breakpoints of the membership function. The break points are stored in a table, to 
which new break points can be added one by one. The actual membership function can 
be visualízed at any point. 

- Membersh1p functJoo ed1tor ~:-]~~J 

FHe 

BfeakP<Jints 

Create new membership functlons 

o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 o 7 0.8 0.9 1 

NOTE: QoW doublesin the ID,1]1ntervai ore occepted. The correctform ls e.g. 0.4. 

Figure 13. The membership jimction editor and viewer 

5.1.2. Arbitrary Structure ofFuzzy Signatures 

To defme the arbitrary structure of the fuzzy signatures involved in the system, the 
structure itselfhas to be built (from the root downwards), by specifying the number of 
children of each node. When specifying this number, the aggregation operator and 
weight of the node can also be detined. The arbitrary structure cannot be sa ved until an 
aggregation operator and a relevance weight have not been specitied for all nodes. 

In the software only Weighted Relevance Aggregation Operators can be specitied for 
each node, by detining the aggregation factor p in Equation 4. 
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x11 

x12 

x 222 

x223 
x23 

x31 

x32 

Properties of node M22 

Number of chHdren {0 ~lea!) 

Aggregation operator (double) o o 

Weight (double in tho[0;1] inteMlll 'l o 

Savenode 

i8n1$f~inin f0r1h8' rr;fOúrl'uffiáiJfirB9iltíO'n őP8rator 
tenter maxforthe maXimum aggregation operator 
len1e(.·1 forthe h arrnome mean operatar 
:enter J) forthe geometric mean- o.perator 

~~~[ 1.!~.~ 1.t~~a. ~.~!thf!l~~~ .. ~-~!r~" QP~X!tqf····-·· 

Figure 14. A rbitrary signature structure editor 

5.1.3. Fuzzy Signature Based Rules 

Fuzzy signature based mles can be defined in the software implementation by 
specifying the mle antecedent (a fuzzy signature) and the consequent (a fuzzy set). 

ru!e 1: AnteGedent: 

ru! e 2: Antecedent: signatm e set Consequent: B edit 

C€!usequent A 

mle 4: Arrtece:OOm: signature singleton Consequent: C edH: diGlate 

Create new rule 

AnteLedent stru[ture Antecedent values 

X1 
Value on ieafx21: .5 

x11 
x12 

x 2 
<21 

RemO\I'e se!ecte~ node and h:s subtree 

x23 
f,r X3 Restore node to original 

xo 

Change fuzzy signature type 

conseqmmt: c 

Save rule 

Figure l 5. Fuzzy signature based ru le base editor 
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When creating a new rule, either a fuzzy signature set or a fuzzy signature singleton can 
be chosen as the rule antecedent. The arbitrary structure of the antecedent fuzzy 
signature is a giv en, but if not allleaves or sub-trees are needed, then they can be easily 
deleted from the structure. After the desired structure has been obtained, a fuzzy set or a 
fuzzy value has to be specified for all the leaves ofthe modified stmcture, depending on 
the type of the fuzzy signature. 

5.1.4. Fuzzy Signature Observation 

A fuzzy signature observation can either be specified as a fuzzy signature set, or a fuzzy 
signature singleton. The arbitrary structure of the observation is also a giv en, but some 
leaves or sub-trees may be deleted if they a re not needed, which means that they could 
not be observed in the specific observation. 

File 

'f x 

'1' x1 

xi 2 
Y 2 

x21 

~ x22 

x3 

X 4 

X:l1 

x32 

Figure 16. 

llalue ~" le..rx11: ll 

Change fuzzy signature ~YPe 

Sa.re fuzzy signature observation 

signature ob.~ervation editor 

5 .l. 5. Generalized Mamdani-type Inference 

After alJ the rules have been added to the rule base, and the observation is specified, the 
inference process can be launched, The software calculates all the degrees of matching 
which it then uses to compute the conclusion fuzzy set. A crisp condnsion is also 
computed. 
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On the graphical user interface the degrees of matching, the coneiusion fuzzy set and 
the crisp coneiusion can ali be seen (as shown in Figure 17). 

6. Application on a Realistic Example 

The use of the extended Mamdani-method in fuzzy signature based models will be 
shown in the follawing problem taken from the construction industry (see also [l]). 
In Hungary there are many road bridges, whose state differs greatly when taking into 
account their age, width, structural properties and so on. The sebeduling of maintenance 
on tl1ese bridges is a very important task To be able to detenninc the importance of 
intervention, many constant parameters have to be stored, while the variable parameters 
have to be measured on a regular basis. For each bridge a set of parameters are 
available, where the data components can be erganized into a hierarchy, in this way 
fuzzy signatures can be used for modeling this problem. 

6.1. :Fuzzy Signature Model 

For modeling the given example with fuzzy signatures, first the arbiirary signature 
structure characterizing the problem has to be determíned from the available parameters, 
while taking into account the expert knowledge about the problem. Secondly the 
domainsof the parameters and the respcetíve fuzzy sets which will be used in the model 
have to be assigned. Then fuzzy signature based rules have to be built using the 
previously coroputed input-output pairs, which were eletermined using expert 
knowledge. When the rules in the mle base have been set, an observation representing 
the actual state of a bridge can be given, and a coneiusion tor this bridge can be 
calculated, which gives the importance ofmaintenance on the given bridge. 

6.1.1. Arbitrary Structure 

The information available about a bridge can be divided into three main groups. The 
first group of parameters defines the overall state of the bridge, the second group 
defines the service level, while the third group contains parameters defining the 
sensitivity of the structure. These featurcs define the flrst level of the fuzzy signature 
arbitrary structure (nodes X j, x 2, x, in Figure 18). 

The overall state of the bridge can be typified with five components, which are the 
followíng: 

• state of the upper-structure: quality of the bridge and the bearer, etc. 

• state of the substructure: quality ofthe foundation, the stanchion, etc. 

• state of the deck: quality of the tarmac and other elements used by traffic 

• state ofthe fittings: quality ofthe railings, steps, etc. 

• state of the surroundings: quality of the road signs and public utilities taken 
across brídge 

These features define the sub-tree of the node defi.ning the overall state of the bridge 
(x1), and are marked by nodes x 11, x 12, x13, x 14, x 15 in Figure 18. These features could 
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have sub-trees of their own, in this way giving more specitic infonnation of the state of 
the bridge. 

The service level of the bridge can be represented by two components, the load bearing 
and the wid th of the bridge. These features define the sub-tree of the node defining the 
service level of the bridge (x:), and arc marked by nodes x11 and X:c respectively in 
Figure 18. 

The sensitivity of the structure of a bridge can be given using three components, the 
maintenance technology, the age and the sensitivity of the material of the structure. The 
maintenance technology in this case defines the rate of the use of salt in winter. These 
three features define the sub-tree of the node defining the sensitivity of the stmcture 
(x 3), and are marked by nodes x31 , x3.: and x 33 in Figure 18. 

The arbitrary fuzzy signature structure of the model can be seen in Figure 18. The 
aggregation operators and the reievance weights of the nodes w ere adjusted by an expert 
in the given field (ef [I]). 

Figure 18. Arbitrary fuzzy signature structure 

6.1.2. Domains and Fuzzy Sets 

To describe the components of the fuzzy signature structure, linguistic fuzzy variables 
(and their respective membership functions) need to be defined over the specific 
domains of eae h component. The domains and fuzzy sets specifi ed for each component 
are not necessarily different. 

As mentioned when introducing fuzzy signature sets, the fuzzy sets on the leaves of the 
structure have to be over the [O, 1] domain, therefore the domains of each component of 
the arbitrary fuzzy signature have to be normalized to the [O, l] intervaL For example, 
the wid th of a bridge could be in the 300 cm to 7000 cm range. A bridge with a width of 
3000 cm could be described wi th a fuzzy value of 0.4 after nonnalization. 
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To describe, for example the state of a bridge, frve linguistic fuzzy variables may be 
used. These could be the following: "perfect", "good", "decent", "acceptable", and 
"bad". 

The output of the inference system, i. e. the írnportanec of maintenance could also be 
described by five linguistic fuzzy variables. These could be: "not necessary", "can be 
delayed", ''within 10 years", "within 3 years" and "immediately". The greater the fuzzy 
value, the more necessary the interventien is. 

6.1.3. Fuzzy Signature Based Rule Base 

In the example the fuzzy signature based rules used in the rule base were extracted from 
the input-output pairs receíved from the domain experts. These input-output pairs were 
detem1ined by taking a bridge with all its constant and variable parameters as an input, 
and determini11g the impmtance of maintenance using an algorithm defined by experts 
m the bridge maintenance field. 

The antecerlent parts of the fuzzy signature based rules found in the rule base are fuzzy 
signatures, as mentioned previously. The antecedent fuzzy signature can be constructed 
from the input set of variables by first determining the structure of the signature by 
taking into account which components of the arbitrary structure are present in the actnal 

When the structure has been set, the components have to be fuzzifred aceording to 
their domains used in the prcvious section, and the actual fuzzy signature has to be 
constructed. 

The consequent part of the rule is one of the fi ve fuzzy se ts mentioned above. For e very 
input, this coneiusion fuzzy set is the one that frts best the output calculated using the 

knowledge. 

When all input-output pairs were converted to fuzzy signatme based rule form, the mle 
base is generated. 

6.2. Infe:rence for an Example Fuzzy Signature Observation 

The example fuzzy signature observation for the fuzzy il1ference system will be 
specifred in fuzzy signature singleton form. Let us assume that the fuzzy signature 
model of the example is already loaded in the software. 

The bridge used for the observation can be described with the follawing set of 
parameters from which the necessity of mainterranec has to be deterrnined. 

The overall state of the bridge is only described by four parameters, because in the 
example no measurements were carried out regarding the state of the deck. The state of 
the upper-structure, the substructure and of the fittings is almost perfect, thus the values 
0.15, 0.1 and 0.12 are used to describe it. The state of the sUcrroundings is good, so the 
value 0.25 was used. 

The values describing the service level of the bridge can be calculated by taking the 
measured parameters and normalizing them over the [O, 1] domain. The load bearing of 
the bridge in the example is 40 tons, which is normalized to 0.44. The width of the 
bridge is measured as 750 cm, which is normalized to 0.56. 
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The parameters describing the sensitivity of the structure also need to be normalized. 
For the bridge used in the example, no information is available for the maintenance 
teclmology, so leaf x 31 is missing from the observation. The bridge in question was built 
in 1900, this date is normalized to O. The bridge was built from stone so the sensitivity 
of the material of the structure is defmed by the value 0.8. 

Once these values have been determined, the fuzzy signature singleton representing the 
observation can be built. The signature with the relevant values on the leaves of the 
structure, along with the fuzzy signature observation defmed in the software can be seen 
in Figure 19. 

0.15 

0.1 

0.12 

0.25 

0.44 

0.56 

ll fuzzy signdlurc observdtion eú1tor [SJ~~~ 
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? x 
? x1 

? x2 

x3 

x11 

x12 

x14 

X15 

x21 
ru; 
X32 

X33 

,--~---~-·-----, 

ReiJIO'IIe selecled node and ltS SUillree 

i. Change funy signature l)lpe i 

,----"--··~---------~ 

i save fUn:Y signature oliseNallon i 
' _,____! 

Figure J 9. Example fuzzy signature observation in tree form 
and in the observation editor 

After saving the fuzzy signature observation, the coneiusion is calculated by dicking a 
button in the implemented software. The window seen in Figure 20 appears. In the 
column on the left hand side, the degrees of matching between each rule antecerlent and 
the observation can be seen, while on the right the inferred fuzzy set and the defuzzified 
coneiusion for the given observation are shown. 
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The defuzzified value can be interpreted in a way that the maintenance of the giverr 
bridge is only necessary "within l O years". The coneiusion fuzzy set itself does not give 
such an unarobiguous result, as its support is very wide, and the values are about the 
saroe over the whole domain. 

The result of the inference is sensiti ve to any change made in the relevance weights or 
the aggregation operators specified for thenodesof the fuzzy signature structure. 

The generalized Marodani-type inference roethod for fuzzy signature based rule bases 
could be improved gready by developing a learning roethod for actjusting the relevance 
weights and the aggregation operators aceording to the available information stared in 
the input-output data pairs used to build the rule base. 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper the notion of fuzzy signatures was introduced and their main advantages 
were stated. The roost important operator, the aggregation operator used for structure 
modification was presented. A brief overview of fuzzy inference systerns was given and 
Mamdani-type inference systerns were shown step-by-step. After this, a way of defming 
fuzzy signature based models was given, and the generalized Marodani-type inference 
on fuzzy signature based models was introduced. A software capable of calculating a 
conclusion for a fuzzy signature observation was implemented. The use of the software 
was explained through a realistic example takerr from the bridge maintenance field. Our 
results show that the roethod gives acceptable results on the test cases, where rules with 
slightly differently structured rule antecedents were used in the rule base, and the 
signature of the observation was different too. This shows that the principles for 
structure modification and inference are fitting, although the results could be further 
improved by modifying c ertain parameters of the model (the relevance weights and the 
aggregation operators in the arbitrary fuzzy signature structure). In the future a method 
for learning these key parameters from the input-output pairs used for modelling could 
be developed and later implemented. 
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Abstract: The main goal of this pa per to giv e a short survey on various Fuzzy Rule 
Interpolation (FRI) methods together with a simple demonstration of their 
application beneíits. There are relatively few FRI techniques used in 
practical fuzzy rule based applications. On one hand the FRI methods are 
not widely known, and many of them have limitations from practical 
application point of view, e.g. can be applied only in one dimensional case, 
or defined based on the two dosest surrounding rules of the actual 
observation. On the other hand enabling the application of sparse rule bas es 
the FRI methods can dramatically simplify methods of fuzzy rule base 
creation, since FRI methods can provide reasonable ( ínterpolated) 
conclusions even if none of the existing rules üres under the current 
observation. These methods can save the expert from dealing with 
derivable rules and help to concentrate on cardinal actíons only and bence 
sirnplify the rule base creation itself. Thus, compared to the classical fuzzy 
CRI, the number of the fuzzy rules needed to be handled during the design 
process, could be dramatically reduced. In this paper, among the brief 
structure of several FR! a simple and quick FRl method "F!VE" 
will be introduccd in more detail, and for demonstrating the benef'its of the 
interpolation-based reasoning as systematic approach, the 
construction of a fuzzy rule base through a simple example will be also 
discussed. 

Keywords: Fuzzy Rule lnterpolation (FRJ), interpo/ation-based fuzzy reasoning, FR! 
applications 

1. Inroduction 

Sinc e the classica l fuzzy reasoning methods ( c.g. cornpositional rule of inference ( CRI)) 
are deruanding complete rule bases, the classical rule base construction claims a special 
care of filling all the possihle rules. ln case ifthere are some rules missing (the rule base 
is "sparse"), observations may exist which hit no rule in the rule base and therefore no 
conclusion is obtained. Having no coneiusion in a fuzzy control structure is hard to 
explain. E.g. one solution could be to keep the last real coneiusion instead of the 
missing one, but applying historical data automaticany to fill missing rules could cause 
unpredictable side effects. Another solution for the same problem is the application of 
the fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) methods, where the derivable rules are deliberately 
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missing, since FRI methods can provide reasonable (interpolated) conclusions even if 
none of the existing rules frres under the current observation. The rule base of an FRI 
controller is not necessarily complete; bence it could contain the most significant fuzzy 
rules only without risking the chance of having no coneiusion for some of the 
observations. On the other hand most of the FRI methods share the hurden of high 
computational demand, e.g. the task of searching for the two dosest surrounding rules 
to the observation, and calculating the coneiusion at least in some characteristic a-cuts. 
Moreover in some methods the interpretability of the fuzzy coneiusion gained is also 
not straightforward [14]. There have been a lot of efforts to rectify the interpretability of 
the interpolated fuzzy coneiusion [24]. In [l] Baranyi et al. give a comprehensive 
overview of the recent existing FRI methods. In [4] Johanyák and Kovács surveyed and 
evaluated a wide range of FRI methods from an application oriented point of view. 
Beyond these problems, some of the FRI methods are originally defmed for one 
dimensional input space, and need special extension for the multidimensional case ( e.g. 
[2]-[3]). In [29] Wong et al. gave a comparative overview of the recent 
multidimensional input space capable FRl methods. In [2] Jenei suggested the 
comprehensive axiomatic investigation of the FRI methods. The high computational 
demand, mainly the search for the two dosest surrounding rules to an arbitrary 
observation in the multidimensional antecedent space rnakes many of these methods 
hardly suitable for real-time applications. Some FRI methods, e.g. LESFRI [5] or the 
method introduced by Jenei et al. in [3], eliminate the search for the two dosest 
surrounding rules by taking all the rules into consideration, and therefore speed up the 
reasoning process. On the other hand, keeping the goal of constructing fuzzy 
conclusion, and not simply speeding up the reasoning process, they still require some 
additional (or repeated) computational steps for the elements of the level set (or at l eas t 
some relevant a levels). A rather different application oriented aspect of the FRI 
emerges in the concept of "FIVE" (Fuzzy Interpolation based on Vague Enviromnent). 
In the followings, among the brief structure of several FRI methods, the "FIVE" will be 
introduced in more details. 

2. A b ri ef overview of several FRI techniques 

One of the first FRI techniques was published by Kóczy and Hirota [12]. It is usually 
referred as the KH method. It is applicable to convex and norrnal fuzzy (CNF) sets. It 
deterrnines the coneiusion by i ts a-cuts in such a way that the ratio of distances between 
the coneiusion and the consequents should be ideutical with the ones between the 
observation and the antecedents for all important a-cuts. The applied formula 

can be solved for s· for televant a-cuts after decomposition. 

It is shown in, e.g. in [14], [15] that the coneiusion of the KH method is not always 
directly interpretable as fuzzy set. This drawback motivated many alternative solutions. 
A modification was proposed by Vass, Kalmár and Kóczy [27] (VKK method), where 
the coneiusion is coroputed based on the distance of the centre points and the widths of 
the a-cuts, instead of lower and upper distances. VKK method decreases the 
applicability limit of KH method, but does not eliminate it completely. The technique 
cannot be applied if any of the antecedent sets is singleton (the width of the antecedent' s 
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support must be nonzero). In spite of the disadvantages, KH is popular because its 
simplicity that infers its advantageous complexity properties. It was generalized in 
several ways. Among them the stabilized KH interpalator is emerged, as it is proved to 
hold the universal approximation property [26], [23]. This method takesinto account all 
naking rules of an observation in the calculation of the conclusion in extent to the 
inverse of the distance of antecedents and observation. The universal approximation 
property holds if the distance function is raísed to the power ofthe input's dimension. 

Another modification of KH is the modified alpha-cut based interpolation (MA Cl) 
method (24], which alleviates completely the abnonnality problem. MAC!'s main ídea 
is the following: it transforros fuzzy sets of the input and output universes to such a 
space where abnormality is excluded, then computes the coneJusion there, which is 
finally transforrned back to the original space. MACI uses vector representation of 
fuzzy sets and originany applicable to CNF sets [30]. These latter conditions (CNF sets) 
can be relaxed, but it increases the computational need of the method considerably [25]. 
MACI is one of the most applied FRI methods [29 J, since it preserves advantageous 
computational and approximate nature of KH, whíle it excludes its abnormality. 

Another interpolation tedmique was proposed by Kóczy et al. [13]. It is called 
conservation of "relative fuzzincss" (CRf) method, which notion means that the left 
(right) fuzziness of the approximated conchision in proportion to the tlanking fuzziness 
of the neighboring consequent should be the same as the (left) right fuzziness of the 
observ<Jtion in proportion to the tlanking fuzziness of the neighboring antecedent. The 
technique is applicable to CNF sets. 

An írnproved fuzzy technique fur multidimensional input spaces (IMUL) 
was proposed in [28], and described in details in [29]. IMUL applies a combination of 
CRF and MA CI methods, and rnixes advantages of both. The cor e of the coneiusion is 
determined by MACI method, while its flanks by CRF. The main advantages of this 
method are its applicabiiity for multi-dimensional problems and its relative simplicity. 

Conceptually different approaches were proposed by Baranyi et al [1] based on the 
relation and on the semantic and inter-relational features of the fuzzy sets. The fanilly of 
these methods applies "General Methodology" (GM); this notation also reflects to the 
feature that these methods are able to process arbitrary shaped fuzzy sets. The basic 
concept is to calculate the reference point of the coneiusion based on the ratio of the 
distances between the reference points of the observation and the antecedents. Then, a 
single rule reasoning method (revision function) is applied to determine the final fuzzy 
coneiusion based on the similarity of the fuzzy observation and an "interpolated" 
observation. The methods proposed by Johanyák and Kovács (LESFRI [5], FRIPOC [6] 
and VEIN [7]) also follow the two-step concept of GM. LESFRI applies the method of 
l eas t squares for the determination of the shape of the conclusion. FRIPOC introduces 
the concept of polar cut applying a polar coordinate system in course of the calculations. 
VEIN solves the task ofrule interpolation in the vague environment similar to FJVE. 

3. A simple and quick FRI method: "FIVE" 

A ra ther ditierent application oriented aspect of the fuzzy rule interpolaiion ernerg es in 
the concept of F!VE. The fuzzy reasoning method "FIVE" (Fuzzy Interpolation based 
on Vague Environment, originali y introduccd in [ 16], [ 17] and [ 18]) was developed to 
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fit the speed requirements of direct fuzzy control, where the conclusions of the fuzzy 
controller are applied directly as control actions in a real-time system. 

Fi g. J: Interpo/ation of two fuzzy rules (Ri: Ai~BJ, by the Shepard operator based 

FJVE, and for compariso n the min-max CR! wi th COG defuzzification. 

The main idea of the FIVE is based on the fact that most of the control applications 
ser,re crisp observations and require crisp conclusions from the controller. Adopting the 
idea of the vague environment (VE) [18], FIVE can handle the antecedent and 
consequent fuzzy partitiens of the fuzzy rule base by scaling functions [18] and 
therefore tum the fuzzy intel-polation to crisp interpolation. 

The idea of a VE is based on the sirnilarity (in other words: indistinguishabilíty) ofthe 
considered elements. In VE the fuzzy membership function pA(x) indicates the level of 

sirnilarity of x to a specific element a that is a representative or prototypical e lement of 
the fuzzy set fiA(x), or, equivalently, as the degree to which x is indistinguishable from 

a [18]. Therefore the a-cuts of the fuzzy set fiA(x) are the sets which contain the 
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elements that are (1-a)-indistinguishable from a. Two values in a VE are e
distinguishable if their distance is greater than e. The distances in a VE are weighted 
distances. The weighting factor or function is called scaling function (factor) [ 18]. If VE 
of a fuzzy partition (the scaling function or at l eas t the approximate scaling function 
[16], [18]) exists, the member setsof the fuzzy partition can be characterízed by points 
in that VE (see e.g. scaling function s on fig. 1). Therefore any crisp interpolation, 
extrapolation, or regression method can be adapted very simply for FRI [16], [18). 
Because of its simple multidimensional applicability, in FIVE the Shepard operator 
based interpolation (first introduccd in [22]) is adapted (see e.g. fig. 1). 

In this case if the fuzzy rules Rk has the follawing form: 

If X1 =Ak. I And X2 = A1c.2 And ... And Xm = Ak,m Then y= Bk 

The FIVE interpolation can be expressed by the follawing formula: 

l os(bo,bk) ifx=akforsomek, 

os(bo,y{x))= (~os(bo,bk)/os~k )/(~l/os~k) otherwise. 

where y( x) is the requested one dimensional conclusion, r is the number of the fuzzy 

rules in the rule base R, A,> O is a parameter of the Shepard operator, b0 is the first 

element ofthe one dimensional consequence universe (Y: b0:::;y, VyEY), and J,..k' J, can 

be calculated by the follawing formula: 

b, 

J,.(b0 ,bk)= jsv(y)dy ' 
bo 

where Sx is the ith scaling function of the m dimensional antecedent universe, x is the 
l 

m dimensional crisp observation, ak are the cores of the m dimensional fuzzy rule 

antecedents Ak and Sy is the ith scaling function of the one dimensional consequent 

universe, bk are the cores of the one dimensional fuzzy rule consequents Bk. 

An implementation of FIVE as a component of the FRI Matlab Toolbox [8] can be 
downloaded from [31]. 

4. FRI rule base design example 

The application example introduccd in this paper for demoostrating the benefits of the 
interpolation-based fuzzy reasoning as systematic approach, is the fuzzy rule base 
construction of an autamated guided vehicle (AGV) steering control [19], [20). FRI 
methods have been also successfully applied in several other areas like fuzzy modeling 
of an anaerobic tapered fluidízed bed reactor ( Johanyák et al. [9]) or toollife modeling 
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(Johanyák and Szabó [10]). In the current AGV example of this paper, the steering 
control has two goals, the path tracking (to follow a guide path) and the collision 
avoidance. The guide path is usually apainted marking or an active guide-wire on the 
floor. The guiding system senses the position ofthe guide path by special sensors (guide 
zone) tuned for the guide path. The goal of the steering control is to follow the guide 
path by the guide zone with minimal path tracking error on the whole path (fig. 2). 

Guide Path 
"'-,. 

..--.. P, ---c- -c-..__... ......._.. 

-c- K -c-
............ .....--.. 

Dri vin g Centre 
-c- -c-......._.. ............ ~ 

Fig. 2. Differential steered A G V with guide zone, o is the path tracking error, ev is the 
distance of the guide path and the guide point, Pv is the guide point, Kis the driving 

centre, RL, RR, RM are the distances measured by the left, right and middle ultrasonic 
sensors (UL, UR, UM). 

4.1. Path tracking, complete :rule base 

The design of the steering control rule base can be divided into two main steps. First the 
path tracking mle base needed to be elaborated and then it can be extended by the rules 
of collision avoidance. The simplest way of defining the fuzzy rules is based on 
studying the operator's control actions in relevant situations. These control actions 
could forrn the later rule base. The basic idea of the path tracking strategy is very 
simple: keep the driving centre K of the AGV as close as it is possihle to the guide path, 
and than simply tum the AGV into the new direction. This strategy needs two 
observations: the measured distance between the guide path and the guide point (ev), 
and the estimated distance between the guide path and the driving centre (o) (see fíg. 2 
for the notation). Based on these observations, as a conclusion, the level of steering 
(V d= VL- VR) needed to be calculated. Colleeting the operator's control actions, the 
path tracking strategy can be characterízed by five relevant situations, colleeted on fig. 3. 
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ev: zero 
ö: zero 
Vd: zero 

w 
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ev: zero 
ö: middle 
Vd: small-> 

ev: middle 
ö: middle 
Vd: zero 

[( 

ev: middle 
ö: zero 
V d: large~ 
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ev: large 
ö: middle 
V d: large-> 

Fig.3. ReZevant control actions (V d: steering) characterizing the path tracking strategy 
(see Fig. 2. for the notation). 

Having therelevant control actions and the linguistic term fuzzy sets (fuzzy partitions) 
of the two antecerlent and one consequent uni verses, the fuzzy rule base can be simply 
constructed. The ith rule of the rule base has the form: 

Rvd(iJ :If ev=A t,i And ö=Az,i Then Vd=Bi. 

Let us have the linguistic term fuzzy partitions built up five fuzzy sets, namely: negative 
large (NL), negative middle (NM), zero (Z), positive middle (PM), positive large (PL) 
for the two antecedents universes (ev, ö), and negative large (NL), negative small (NS), 
zero (Z), positive small (PS), positive large (PL) for the consequent universe (Vd). 
Building a complete fuzzy rule base first, aceording to the antecerlent terms, we have to 
set up an antecerlent grid of all possihle fuzzy rules, and then fill it with the 
corresponding rule consequents (see Table 1.). First we can fill the rule consequents 
already known as relevant situations from the knowledge acquisition phase (noted by 
underline on Table l.), than to make the rule base complete, the "filling" rules too. 

In most cases, the "filling" rules have the only task to get "smooth transient" between 
therelevant rules. Selecting a fuzzy reasoning method, e.g. the max-min Compositional 
Rule of Inference (CRI), and center of gravity (COG) defuzzification, the control 
surface of the steering can be directly calculated (see fig. 4). 

Tab/e J: Path tracking, complete ru/e bas e 

Rvd: ev= 
NL: NM: Z: PM: PL: 

ö= NL: PL PS z NS NL 
NM: PL PS PS z NL 
Z: PL PL z NL NL 
PM: PL z NS NS NL 
PL: PL PS z NS NL 
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Fi g. 4. Control surface of the path tracking steering strategy, max-min centre of 

gravity defuzzification, 25 rules, complete rule base (Tab/e l.) 

4.2. Path tracking, sparse :rule base 

The design of the path tracking steering control rule base for FRI is very similar to the 
complete rule base situation. The main difference is the lack of the "filling" rules. The 
rule base contams the rules of the relevant situations, known from the knowledge 
acquisition phase, only (see Table 2). 

Introducing single antecerlent rules, rules which have the same coneiusion 
independently from some of the antecedents can be merged to single rules i.e. aceording 
to our example the rule base ofTable 2 can be simplífied to Table 3. 

Selecting a fuzzy reasoning method suitable for sparse rule bases, i.e. in our case the 
"FIVE" FRI, introduced in Section 3, after constructing the scaling functions of the 
antecedent and consequent universes based on their fuzzy partitions (see fig. 6, fig. 7, 
fig. 8), the control surface of the steering can be directly calculated (see fig. 5). 
Comparing the control surfaces on fig.4 and fig.5 (the classical max-min CRI and COG 
vs. "FIVE"), one may see the function generated by the FRI is smoother. This feature is 
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inherited from the applied Shepard operator and has littie effect on the perfom:mnce of 
the application itself. 

0.5 

o 

·.0.5 

··1 
-1 

J ......... 
.. "" .~ : 

' ' 

Fig.5. Control surface ofthe path tracking steering strategy, "FIVE" FR!, 
8 rules, sparse rule base, aceording to Table 3. 

Table 3. Path tracking, sparse rule base 

' _.-, 
' 
' ' 
' 

-' ... ~· ! 
' 

-1 
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R v ct: JI e,_j 8 v ct 

Rule 1: NL PL 
Rule 2: PL NL 
Rule 3: NM z J!::_ 
Rule 4: PM z 1 NL 
Rule 5: NM PM z 
Rule 6: PM NM z 

--· 
Rule 7: z PM NS -
Rule 8: l z NM PS l 

Fi g. 6. The ev antecerlent fuzzy partition and its seating function sev. 

~~ A '~- l ~~~1t //~ 
l l \ l y 

ol ____ _j_ ~--~J .. l L.~ ___ _j___......J 

·1 -08 -DG -04 -02 O 02 04 0.6 OB 1 

Fig. 7. The 6 antecedentfuzzy partition and its scalingfunction só. 
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1 5 

Fig. 8. The V d consequentfuzzy partition and its scalingfunction sVd. 

4.3. Path tracldng, and comsion avoidance, sparse ruh: base 

For extending the path tracking rule base by the rules of collision avoidance, first the 
new observations required for detecting collision situations are needed to be defmed. 

In our example collision avoidance strategy, two different collision situations, the 
fi·ontal and the side collision are distinguished. For the obstacle sensor configuration, 
having the precondition of motiouless obstacles, it is sufficient to have three ultrasonic 
distance sensors at the front of the AGV, one in the middle (UM) and one--one on both 
sides {UL, UR) (see fig. 2)) to approximate both the collision conditions [20]. Since in 
case of motionless obstacles, the obstacle distance measurements of the near past can be 
used for scanning the boundaries ofthe obstacles. Colleeting the previous measurements 
of the left and right obstacle sensors and the corresponding positions of the AGV 
(measured by the motion sensors on the wheels), the boundaries of the obstacles can be 
approximated [20]. 

Bence for avoiding frontal collision situations the distances measured by the left middle 
and right ultrasome sensors (RL, RM, RR) can be applied as additional observations for 
the steering control, and for the side collision situations based on the approximated 
boundaries of the obstacles, the approximated maximal left and right tuming angle 
without side collision ( aML, aMR) can be applied as additional observations. Tagether 
with the two origirral observations of the steering control it takes seven observations, 
therefore the ith rule of the rule base will have the following form: 

R v d( i) : If ev=A l.i And S=A2,i And RL =A3,i And RR=A4.i And RM=As,i And aML =A6,i 

And aMR=A7,i 

Then Vct=B;. 

In this example the main goal of the Path tracking and, collision avoidance strategy is 
the path tracking (to follow a guide path) and as a sub goa!, a kind of restricted (limited) 
collision avoidance. Here the restricted collision avoidance means: "avoiding obstacles 
wi th out risking the chance of loosing the guide path", 

The extension of the path tracking rule base (Table 3.) with collision avoidance can be 
done in the similar way, as the origirral rule base was designed. Having FRI, it is enough 
to concentrate on the relevant situations only. First we have to defme the linguistic term 
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fuzzy partitions of the new observations (namely for: RL, R,.,~> RR, a~ 11 ., a :-viR), and then 
by colleeting the control actions of ihe re levant situations, setting up the new mles. For 
the new antecedents universes ít is enough to have two fuzzy sets in the linguistic term 
fuzzy partitions, namely large (L), and small (S), as we are mainly interested in the 
existence of the collision sitnation ( small value (S): collision situation, large value (L): 
no collision situation). The rest of the antecedent universes and the consequent universe 
may remain unchanged. 

At the first step of introducing collision avoidance in the path tracking rule base, we 
have simply extend the original rule base (Table 3.) by simply perrrritting the control 
actions ifthere is no collision situation (L) concerned (see Table 4.). The rules we get 
such a way (Table 4.), has the same effect as the original path tracking rules (Table 3.), 
if then: is no obstacle, but they are loosing their influence if a corresponding collision 
sitnation appears. 

Tab le 4. Path tracking and collision avoidan ce, first st ep 

R va ev 8 RL RR RM ()(MI. CtMR v d 

Rule 1: NL L__ PL 
-· 

Rule 2: PL L NL 
Rule 3: NM l z L PL ____,.._ 
Rule 4: PM z L NL ----
Rule 5:11 NM PM L L L z 
Rule 6: PM NM 1 L L L z 

··-=-r-+------::-:-:---~ L NS Rule 7: _z_ PM L L 
Rule 8: , Z 1 NM J L L L PS 

The next step is handling the collision situations. Keeping the structure of the origirral 
relevant tracking rules, we have to add rules which gaining ínfluence, when an 
obstacle is approaching (S). In our simple example, we need four additional mles. 
Two rules (9, 10 ofTable 5.) are required for modifying the consequence of the original 
path tracking mles (7, 8 ofTable 5.) in collision situation, and two other mles (ll, 12 of 
Table 5.) for handling the frontal collision situation. 
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Table5. Path tracking and collision avoidance, sparse rule base 

R v d: ev 8 RL RR RM UM r. 
U~R: t v d 

Rule l: NL PL 
Rule 2: PL L NL 
Rule 3: NM z L PL 
Rule 4: PM z L NL 
Rule 5: NM PM L L L z 
Rule 6: PM NM L L L z 
Rule 7: z PM L L L NS 
Rule 8: z NM L L L PS 
Rule 9: z PM s s PL 

Rule 10: z NM s s NL 
Rule ll: z z L s s NL -
Rule 12: z z s L s PL 

Tab/e 6. Path tracking and restricted collision avoidance 

Rvd: ev 8 RL RR RM aML a.MR v d 

Rule 1: NL PL 
Rule 2: PL NL 
Rule 3: NM z L PL 
Rule 4: PM z L NL 
Rule 5: NM PM L L L z 
Rule 6: PM NM L L L z 
Rule 7: z PM L L L NS 
Rule 8: z NM L L L PS 
Rule 9: z PM s s PL 

Rule 10: z NM s s NL 
Rule ll: z z L s s NL 
Rule 12: z z s L s PL 

The rule base (Table 5.) we got, is slightly differs from our original goal. Its maintaskis 
the collision avoidance and the path tracking remains the sub goal only. To keep the 
original goal the Path tracking and, restricted collision avoidance, "avoiding obstacles 
without risking the chance of loosing the guide path", the rule base of TableV needs a 
slight modification. The main rules of path tracking (l, 2 ofTable 5.) needed to be kept 
even if an obstacle is approaching, by removing the antecedents related to obstacles (S). 
Therefore for the final sparse rule base of the Path tracking and, restricted collision 
avoidance strategy we get Table 6. 

The next step is constructing the scaling functions of the new antecedent universes 
based on their fuzzy partitions. The last step of the steering control design is the fine 
tuning of the whole system by parameter optimizing the antecedent and consequent 
scaling functions by a gradient free optimization method. In our case a simple hiU 
climbing method was applied to optimize the docking distance of the AGV ín case of a 
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given obstacle configuration. Fig. 9 introduces two simulated run of the optimized 
steering control, one for the obstacle free, and one for the obstacle disturbed situation. 

41 
! 

-1 

Fig.9. Track of obstacle free and obstacle disturbed run of the optimized FIVE FRI AGV 

steering control. 
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5. Coneiusion 

The main goal of this paper was to give a short survey on various FRI methods together 
with a simple demonstration of their benefits in fuzzy rule base construction. In more 
detail, FRI method "FIVE" was introduccd in the paper, as a simple and quick FRI 
method. Applying FRl methods, and hence sparse rule bases can dramatically simplify 
fuzzy rule base creation. FRI methods can save the expert from dealing wíth derivable 
rules and therefore help to reduce the number of the fuzzy rules needed to be handled 
considerably. In the example "Path tracking and, restricted collision avoidance 
strategy" introduccd in this paper, the steering control sparse fuzzy rule base was build 
upon 12 rules only. In case of classical FLC e.g. max-min CRJ, and complete rule base, 
having the same antecedent fuzzy partitions, the steering control should contain 
52 +25 =57 rules. 

More details of the automated guided vehicle (AGV) navigation control example 
together wi th some docking distance performanec comparison of the classical CRJ and 
FRI solutions in the obstacle free case can be found in [ 19] and its extension with 
obstacle avoidance capability (FRJ solution only) in [20]. 

The main benefit of the applied FRI method ("FIVE") compared to the other FRI 
methods in case of embedded control applications is the relatively low computational 
demand. Adopting the idea of the vague environment (VE) [18], "FIVE" can handie the 
antecedent and consequent partitions of the fuzzy rule base by scaling functions 
[18] and therefore turn the fuzzy interpolation to crisp interpolation. Rencethere is no 
need for fuzzification of the observation and defuzzification of the conclusíon. 
Moreover the required scaled distances can be pre-calculated and stored in advance. 
More details of the FRI method "FIVE" can be found ín [16], [17], [18] and its 
extension with the ability ofhandling fuzzy observation in [21]. 

The code of the example application of this paper to gether with other FRI applications, 
and a freely available FRI Toolbox (a collection of Matlab functions implementing FRI 
techniques, under GNU General Public License) can be downloaded from [31 J and [32]. 
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